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Seven Seconds 
of Eternity
~ By ROBERT H. LEITFRED 

In 2001 A.D. Science discovers a World where men
can starve h

H IGH and remote against the sky at 
sunset reared the steel control towers 
of New York’s vast transportation 
system. The four-speed sidewajk 

bands moved silehtly north, south, east and 
west as ten million earth beings were shunted 
back and forth in ceaseless movement.

Subwky and elevated trains no longer existed * 
The city had outgrown them. Street cars had 
vanished. So had taxis and private cars except in 
the outlands beyond the great city. And these 
moving sidewalk bands extended as far north as 
Peekskill. There was no pushing, crowding or 
waiting, for the moving bands were endless and 
always in motion. ^

This modern transportation system, develop
ed from the ancient escalator principle, was 
high above the city streets. The first band, 
wide and roomy, moved quite slowly. The sec
ond, somewhat faster. By merely stepping from 
the slower to the faster moving bands, passen
gers could control the speed they wished to 
travel. -

Of noise there was little—only the deep re
verberations of turbines far underground, iur- 
bines*fhat furnished light, power and heat to all 
the island and the sprawling boroughs extend
ing tdythe outlands beyond'East River.

NewYork in the year of 2001, had become the 
world’s largest city. Jupiter, the seventh month 
of the earth’s new calendar, was drawing to a 
close. And the world was at peace—had been at 
peace for two months following ten years of

three seconds

frightful slaughter and sacrifice to'the red God 
of Mars.

The sudden death of the powerful Asiatic 
war lord,. Marshal Huen Feng Zaryoti, in his 
headquarters cabin plane secven miles above 
San Francisco’s Golden Gate, where he was 
directing his fleets operating on water arid in the 
air, had^osed the final chapter of world domi
nation Dy one man.

Zaryoti might have won that lightening war 
against North America had not a combination 
of forces set in motion by a young scientist, 
working with difficulty qgajnst the bureaucracy 

•of government, found a way to combat the 
world’s most deadly weapon—the atomic bomb.

On the top floor of a hundred story building 
close to the heart of the great metropolis, in a 
laboratory that was as modern as the first year 
of 2000, stood this young scientist, Aaron Car- 
ruthers. He was slightly above medium in 
height, with the eyes of a dreamer, and a jaw of 

, a man who knew how to fight. Even in repose, 
as he stood by the quartz glass window, gazing 
with worried eyes into the darkening sky, hedid 
not seem quite at peace.

Nor was he. A strange presentiment was upon 
him. He had a feeling, quite without a tangible 
foundation, that all was not well with the world 
in spite of the new dawn making the cessation 
of hostilities. He was troublecfcand a little afraid. 
Nature, he knew, was never wasteful. Only man 
threw things away and forgot about them after- ' 
wards. And nature sometimes reclaimed this 
waste to maij’s sorrow.
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FOLLOWING Marshal Zaryoti’s death and 
the destruction of his battleship and air flotillas, 
the thrust against the Americas had collapsed. 
All over the world the hearths of mammoth 
steel plants had gone stone cold.

No longer did smoke pour into the sky above 
steel and ammunition centres.: For ten years 
the clean air of the world had been fouled with 
gases from towering chimneys, bomb explos
ions, and incendiary fires until the combined 
waste products of' unburnt powder, acids and 
burning metal blotted out most of the sun’s 
rays, and turned the moon into a baleful, nyc- 
talopic eyerthat leered down on the skeleton of 
all civilisation that had survived war’s carnage.

•This waste which man in his prodigality had 
allowed to escape unused, had not vanished. 
Nature for some obscure reason had collected 
and formed it,into masses that resembled white 
Nimbus clouds high above the earth.

Aware of this vagary of nature, Aaron Car- 
ruthers had been watching the phenomenon in
curiously at first, then with mounting interest 
as the weeks passed. There was somethirig 
about these clouds that suggested a morbid 
virility. Rain did not destroy or disperse them. 
They seemed to hang torpidly and sluggishly 
around a five-thousand-foot altitude, most of 
them over the United States between Missis
sippi River and the Atlantic Ocean. ,

As the young scientist was about to turn from 
the window, he heard the mounting whine of a 
siern from the street canyon below the moving 
sidewalk bands. Had the siren stopped after 
the initial blast, he would have paid no atten
tion to it. But the siren wailed five times which 
meant, not a fire or a disturbance, but the warn
ing signal of something approaching a national 
disaster.

He flung one last glance at the mysterious 
clouds darkening the western heavens, then re
turned to his desk in his main experimental 
laboratory. >

Karl Danzig, his friend and assistant, was 
just placing a cordless electronic phone on its 
cradle. A queer, tight smile was on his face. 
Carruthers noticed- it only in passing as he 
noticed the paneled whiteness of the room, its 
electricaFand atomic machines, dynamos, gen
erators and strange motors encased in glass and 
plastic.

“ What’s happening, Karl?” he asked.
“Don’t know exactly. Nobody seems to 

know—yet. A lot of people died in the low
lands beyond the Ozark Mountains. No reason 
for their sudden deaths. Thousands of people 
and animals. A scourge of the most virulent 
type.”

“Any details?” Carruthers’ eyes were vaguely 
troubled.

"No more than what I just told you. First 
news and pictures of the striken area are beirtfc 
sent over the Continental News Television' 
panels. Nothing’s been censored yet.”

“We ll do some televisioning ourselves,” 
announced Carruthers seating himself be
fore the complicated dials of his ether-tele
vision panel. He thrust a switch forward with 
his foot, clicked two more with his slender 
fingers and slowly began to revolve a dial.

The silver surface of a magnetic vision screen 
became clouded as if in the throes ol a mighty 
dust storm. This lasted only for a few seconds 
until the space tubes warmed to their task. 
Then the silver of the magnetic screen faded 
into a dull grey, and from grey to a greenish 
blue.

Queei* noises flowed from the sound- 
producer—the shuffling of feet, the murmur 
of thousands of voices, and the gentle throb of 
the city’s underground turbin^.
" Suddenly both men were seeing one of the 

many television panels located at strategic 
points throuthout the city. And they saw the 
same news pictures as the thousands on the 
street saw—the rows of dead numbering many 
thousands. The faces of the victims bore no 
marks of injury or suffering. All were calm 
and peaceful as if they merely slumbered. 
Announcers in  various communities appearing 
momentarily across the television panel had no 
solution to offer as to how these thousands had 
met their deaths. The cause was buried in 
obscurity. Only the effect was visible.

BY MORNING of the following day a strict 
censhorship was clamped down on all news 
pertaining to the disaster. Which meant that 
Washington did not yet know the cause and 
was unwilling to even guess less the population 
become frightened and break into panicky 
mobs.

Carruthers wasted no time trying to contact 
government officials He knew it would be use
less. He merely sat back and waited,-knowing 
they would come to his laboratory as they 
always came if the G.2 Chief of National 
Intelligence had charge of the mysterious 
disaster.

At ten o’clock precisely, the eyes of a a 
golden Bhudda on the young scientist’s desk 
glowed redly. A few seconds later Karl Danzig 
opened the corridor door. Langham, Chief of 
Intelligence, came into the laboratory.

Carruthers did not rise to greet him. Itwasn t 
necessary. He pointed to a chair ‘I’ve been
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waiting for you to come as I knew you would. 
Sit down. We’ll talk it over.’

Langham lowered his lanky body into a chair 
and said morosely: ’You ve always got every
thing figured out, Aaron. I might have called 
on some other scientist. As a matter of. fact the 
flresident almost demanded that 1 call the 
Emergency Council into session. I persuaded 
him, however, to allow me to talk with you 
first.”

‘That’s kind of you, Langham, and a little 
embarrassing for me in case I should fail to 
measure up to you faith in me. But 1 can see 
after the first cursory examinstion of your 
facial expression, that you’re deeply worried. 
You don’t know which way to turn. The 
President, and the nine men who now run our 
government in poace of the antiquated 
Congress and Senate, are more concerned over 
this national eatastrophe than they’re willing 
to admit. As a matter of fact, Langham, the re 
downright frightened. Right?”

Langham nodded slowly. “The ordinary 
things and events can fft dealt with, Aaron, 
with ordinary methods. What happened last 
night at sunset and early again this morning 
was not in the least ordinary. It looks to me 
like a scourge of Providence.”

“Nonsense. God dosn’t wantonly destroy 
people. They desffoy themselves. Now get 
down to facts. What's the situation, and 
what’s expected of me ?” «

“The situation in brief is this : last night 
forty thousand people west of the" Ozarks died 
suddenly and without any tangible.. clue as to 
the cause visible for us to work from as yet. 
In the more populous Michigan, a hundred 
and fifty thousancUnet the same mysterious 
fate. That’s a hu^ffed and ninety thousand 
human beings stripped from our population in 
less than twenty-four hours. What’s the answer?

Carruthers sat quietly for several, minutes 
before answering. “The end of our American 
civilization," he announced, “if death con
tinues at the same tremendous rate. There 
doesn’t seem to be any other answer.”

Langham frowned. “There are persistent 
rumours in Washington that our earth, es
pecially North America is being bombarded by 
powerful electrogpralysis rays from a distant 
planet, and that an invasion from interplanetary 
space can be expected this year.”

Carruthers waved a negligent hand towards 
the complicated machines in his laboratory. 
“Such rumours,” he stated, “are without any 
basis of fact. Any outside disturbance of an 
electrical nature would be instantly recorded on 
the thermo-cell plates which register ever^

electrical charge striking the earth from out 
in space. I built the thermo-cell machine for 
this one purpose. Mars, Venus, Jupiter—all 
will have to be ruled out. Our disaster is 
purely earth-made.” . *

He rose to his feet and mtoioned Langham 
to follow him to another pay of his spacious 
laboratory. “ I’m going to show you some
thing, Langham. All right, Karl. Start the 
Class Y motors. We re going to take our Chief 
of Intelligence through space to the .devastated 
areas.”

He seated himself before the complicated 
dials'of this ether-vision panels, clicked on the 
foot switch, and slowly began to twist dials 
with both-hands. The smooth perfection of 
invisible motors made a faint humming.

As it had the previous night, the silver sur
face of the magnetic vision screen became 
clouded as if in the throes of a mighty dust 
storm. Slowly the silver faded to grey, and 
from grey to a greenish blue.

Carruthers now switched on the current 
generated by the Class Y motors. Beneath the 
screen a battery of infra»red tubes glowed 
sullenly, and the greenish-blue on the screen 
paled into tjie natural light of day. Mirrored in 
the screen appeared a range of mountain peaks.

“The scene of the disaster lies beyond these 
mountains,” he explained. “ I’ll locate it in 
just a minute.” His fingers contracted on the 
dial controlling the V-type directional anteiftia, 
and the mountains faded into rolling country
side dotted with small farms.

“Watch closely,” he cautioned. “We're 
close to the devastated area beyond the Ozarks” 
Shifting landscape flowed across the screen. 
“There you are, Langham. Look closely. 
What do you see ?” ..

“ I see,” frowned Langham, bending towards 
the scene materializing before his eyes, “fenced 
grazing land. The grass—it’s dead. So are 
crops in adjoining fields—and trees—why— 
why everything has been destroyed—not only 
human lives,*but all manner of growing things. 
Everything is dying, if not already dead. 
Leaves are falling from Shade trees”. Orchards 
stripped to their staro branches of leaves^and 
fruit. There isn’t a thing alive. Good God,
I didn't realize-——” ..

“ It's worse than you think, Langham. You're 
only seeing a small section of devastation. It 
covers a strip”thirty miles wide by nearly sixty 
miles long. To the right of the screen as I 
shift our vision to the north you can see the 
border line that separates the living from the 
dead. On one side of this border crops are 
still growing, grass is greer^ and everything is
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as it should be. On the other side of the de- 
markatioit line, extending thirty miles to the 
south, everything has been wiped out. That’s 
all that’s important in this section of the 
country,” ~

HE POINTED the directional atenna north-" 
ward to the Great Lakes and centred the beam 
on the State of Michigan. Again the ether- 
vision screen glowed as the second path of 
death appeared on its magic surface.

“Conditions here in Michigan,” Carruthers 
pointed out, “are identical with those west of 
the Ozarks. Human casualties were greater, 
however, because of a denser population, but 
otherwise the scourge of death follows the 
same pattern except in one important detail. 
This detail, I believe, may furnish us with 
what I consider a most amazing clue. 1 wonder 
if you see what I’m driving at ?”

“ 1 think I do, Aaron. In fact I’m quite 
positive. There’s a circular area, roughly ten 
miles in diameter, squarely in the middle of the 
death swath that was not contaminated. The 
grass is still green, and the trees are alive. What 
do you make of this second phenomenon ?** 

As yet J  don’t know what could haye hap
pened,’’ said Carruthers. “But I {lave a vague,
wild and probably unsound idea that----- ”

The electronic phone buzzed softly. Car
ruthers picked it up, listened for a moment, 
then handed the instrument to Langham. The 
Chief of Intelligence, following a short “con
versation, replaced the instrument in its cradle.

“The call,” he explained, '"‘‘was relayed 
through Washington. Came from Professor 
Marsh of the Luce Observatory in Indiana! He 
reports that it’s snowing in the southern part of 
the state, hut that the flakes being blown from 
the sky are not snowflakes. There seems to be 

■ - • • ,
‘ Wait !” Carruthers was consulting the mer

idians on a world globe and making swift cal
culation. Without' another word he adjusted 
the directional antenna and sent* the ether- 
vision ray'towards Indiana. In an incredibly , 
short time the cities of Soufh Bend and Terre 
Haut|| appeared on the screen. Another adjust
ment. 1 here.was nothing resembling snow in' 
the filed of vision.

Deeper south prolied the.ray, swinging like 
a pendulum to east and west as it moved 
through space. Far to the south ft caught up 
with the storm.

“Look !” The voice of the young scientist 
was tense.

Across the screen flowed farmland, country 
road and farm buildings. Above them from

dense cloud masses piled high, against the .blue 
swirled gusty winds laden with whitish 
particles like snowflakes.

Farmers, apparently scenting the air for rain, 
could be seen staring into the sky. Children, 
barefooted in the dust, also had their eyes up
turned. And then the summer snotv enveloped 
them until there? was nothing visible on the 
screen but a quivering whiteness.

Quite suddenly the storm clouds lifted, 
and farmers and barefooted children were 
again visible. But they were no longer looking 
hopefull into the sky. They were prone on the 
dry ground. So were any cattle in the near 

, vicinity. Lightning couldn’t have stricken 
them swifter.

LANGHAM continuied to lean forward. 
There was a puzzled glifit in his eyes. He had 
seen something that was not reasonable. What 
he demanded was a forthrigKt explanation 
that would go to the heart of the problem.

. “Snow, Aaron ! Is this the devastating 
force that—?” *•
“What we saw wasn’t sncw. Of that statement 

1 am positive. Keep one important fact in 
mind. . There is no moisture visible on the 
roofs of farrrr buildings,-or on the metal sur

faces Bf farm 'machinery. And there would 
be if what we just witnessed was snow." 
“Then somebody, or some group on earth,. 
is endangering our civilization with destruct
ive rays.” ,
"Again no. The phenomenon is of mankind’s 

own making. I ’ll know positively as soon as I 
•c^n procure some of that white substance. 
Langham thrust out an aggressive jaw. "Hew? 
Look at those corpses down there. Look at 
the cattle. What man couWh’t come in contact 
with that white stuff without being struck 

. down at once. I ’d say the thing was impossible.
“Not so impossible as you think. 1  here is a 

way, and a vWy easy way of obtaining samples 
of those white flakes. Here, lak e  the 
electronic phone and contact Professor Marsh 
a txonce. Tell him to send a unmbre of the 

* Model 7 air-expansion rockets into the clouds 
above southern Indiana. With the air and dust 
samples these, rockets will,pick up as they pass 
through the fclouds, we will begible to make an i 
immediate analysis. Is that rafar?”
' “Quite, ’ rtodded Langham.

While Chief of Intelligence was contacting 
the Luce Observatory in Ihdiani, Carruthers 
thought out and planned his first move. 
“Karl,” he ordered, “get everything ready 
in the chemical laboratory for exhaustive 
analysistests.” He switched off the ether vision
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macbine.and said*to Langham who had com- 
pl'Vetcd his instructions to Marah at the Luce 
Observatory. “Will Professor Marsh help us?” 

Again Langham nodded. “The rockets will 
be sent up at once, and the metal chambers 
holding air amd dust specimens will be sent to 
us here by a stratcship. It ought not to take 
more than two hours.”

“Excellent That gives us plenty of time 
to complete our arrangements here before we 
start of Michigan.”

“Why Michigan? What’s the sense in—?” ■
“Don’t ask so many questions. Dqnzig will 

remain here. You and 1 will journey by the 
fastest ship available in government service 
to the area where the poison clouds rolled 
across the earth. My reason for the trip is to ex
amine that spot where the poison failed to 
destroy the vegetation although it was directly 
in its path.”

“ I think it’s hopeless, Aaron, but I ’ll order 
transportation at once;” His eyes became 
thoughtful. “What’s on your mind ?”

“The fate of our civilization,”, said Car- 
ruthers, grimly. “These poison clouds can 
wipe us out in an incredibly short time if the 
wind blows them eaithward again. We’ve get 
to combat Fhem, destroy them before they 
destroy us.”

“All rightl I’ll do anything you suggest, and 
the government will back- me. But how can 
you hope to combat, this stifling, swirling > 
menace. God, man, you haven’t a chance.” 

“Listen, Lengham. We survived the plague 
of hunger following the second world war 
back in 1945—or rather our forbears did who 
lived during that period of world stock. We 
lived through another starvation period when 
the crops all over the- world were attacked 
simultaneously by insects. And we’lL live 
through------” '

He stopped suddenly and ran nervous fin
gers through his hair. “Langham,” hq. went 

• on, “ 1 don’t like to speculate on what might 
happen if we fail our civilization now. The ten- 
year war was horrible enough on the world. 
We escaped it by a miracle. And if we escape 
the present catastrophe, there’ll have to be 
another miracle. So don’t probe too deeply for 
my reasons for doing certain things. I’ll ex
plain as best I can as we go along.”

“ I know, I know, Aaron. But I have to make 
some kind of report to my superiors. They ex
pect and demand it. Then there’s the Continen
tal Neyrs and Television service to contend 
with. There are thousands of people to whom I 
am responsible in tirm^ of national danger. 
We’ll have to tell them something.”

Carruthers stared thoughtfully out of the 
window. “Do you understand the principle of 
the catalyst,?”

“Vaguely. But what has that to do with the 
present emergency ?”

“Considerable. Catalysis,” he explained, as 
if lecturing to a class of students, “is the phe
nomenon occurring in chemistry when the 
speed of chemical reaction is materially altered 
by the presence of some additional substance 
called a catalyst wdiich itself remains unaffected. 
Metallic sodium, for in s ta n c e , t h e  catalyst 
which miraculously assists in the polymeriza
tion of isoprene into synthetic rubber.

"Similarly, there is some chemical, liquid or 
metal, which served as a catalyst by changing 
these poisonous white clouds into an innocu
ous gas or liquid residue that is definitely not 
harmful. Whatever the substance is, it took the 
sting from the deadly chemicaj. If it hadn’t, 
there would have been no patch of green in the 
path of devastation where the death clouds 
swept across Michigan. **

“Two things confront us which form the 
major problem. We must know the exact 
nature and type of poison in those white clouds. 
And we must find and identify the substance 
that acted as a catalyst in altering the poison 
mass into something harmless. Until we have 
these elements identified, we .can’t make a 
single important move towards combating the 
menace that confronts us, Maybe you can 
think up something quicker—something that 
can be done without any preparation.” ,

“No, Aaron, I can’t. I’m merely a man of 
action. I don’t pretend to be anything else. 
Fighting nature-in one of its ugliest moods is 
out of my line. Don’t mind if I keep asking 
questions. T hat’s the only way I can find out. 
The public has to be told something. But if 
we’re going to Michigan, I ’d better order a 
fast scouting plane. We’ll board it frem the 
ramp on tfe  Air Terminal Building. By the 

Jtime we get there, our transportation will be 
waiting for us. Meantime I’ll inform the press 
and television agencies that we have the situa
tion well in hand and that further reports will be 
on the wires later in the day. That suit you ?”4
THE young scientist nodded and began to 
gather certain instruments together and make 
several contacts with the city’s most competent 
chemists and metallurgists instructing them to > 
report at his laboratoiy at once under orders 
from the President. Op his way to the corridor 
door he gave final instructions to his assistant.

“Those containers ought to be here by noon, 
Karl. So will three of our country S greatest bio
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chemical men—Haley, Grange and Geofge 
Vignot. Their immediate task will be to isolate 
and identify tlje poiso'n. However, I think 
I ’ll be back in the laboratory before they’re 
finished.”

With Langham close beside him he trav
elled oh the moving sidewalk bands south and 
east to the Air Terminal Buildings, where a 
sleek, almost transparent plastic plane awaited '  
the take-off. ,

As he shouldered his way through the mill
ing masses,^e had the feeling of being very . 
tiny in contrast to the forces of an implacable 
nature arrayed against him. It wasn’t too bad 
to fight against men, and the diabolical mach
ines evolved from their brains. Men and 
machines were calculable. Nature was not.

Standing on the swift-moving express band 
and feeling the wind on his face made him 
think of moving air-currents'. His eyes swerved 
upward at the clouds massed above the'great 
city.

Were those friendly clouds that signified 
rain, or were they serried ranks of malefic 
fury ? He wanted above all things to maintain 
an attitude of calm unmarred by fear. So much 
depended on what he did within the next few 
hours. Suppose he should fail ? Suppose his 
puny efforts were suddenly defeated by a shift 
in cloud masses followed by a down-driving 
wind ? Would rain fall from the nimbus packs, 
or would the city be blanketed in a whirling 
blizzard of.deadly, white poison flakes? He 
took off his hat and bared his head to the cool
ing "breeze. By spells he' felt cold and hot.

We re close to our station,”1 announced the 
stolid Langham. ‘ In ten minutes we ll be out 
of the state and headed towards Michigan.
I hope your theories are going to work out. If 
they don’t, it’s going to be hard to explain’.”

“ In that event,” said Carruthers grimly, 
“there won’t be any necessity, for there won’t 
be anyone to explain to .” ,

WHERE the ground dipped slightly in the 
very centre of the ten-mile area of land that 
had escaped the devastating scourge of the 
white poison flakes, Carruthers found the 
grass damp with an oily residue which he 
rubbed on the palms of his hands. It made 
them sticky. He tasted it with his tongue. 
Slightly bitter and tinged with a musky odour. 
The residue was wholly unfamiliar.

A corps . of surveyors had taken accurate 
measurements of the immune area and had 
staked out its exact centre. At this point 
Carruthers’ men started digging. Ten feet 
down, in a sandy crater that was barren of rocks

the labourers uncovered at glinting chunk of 
metallic substance which was brought af once 
to the" young scientist.

Carruthers examined it briefly. His eyes be
came questioning, grave. Was this the one 
thing he was seeking? Was this going to be the 
means of destroying the deadly cloud masses ? 
Langham looked at it and grunted. “What is 
it ?”

“A small meteorite. Weight, probably ten 
pounds.”

“You think, then, that this meteorite was 
responsible——?”

“Unless something else is found, I think I 
am holding the catalyst that caused the later- 
ation of poison clouds into harmless precipi
tation.

Langham shrugged. “Sounds crazy to me.’
Carruthers said nothing. His mind and eyes 

were on the labourers digging in the crater now 
forty feet in diameter. At the end of two hours 
he gave orders to stop excavating, and to place 
the area under temporary guard. Then with 
Langham striding beside him, he returned to 
the plane and ordered the pilot to take them 
with all possible speed- to the Air Terminal 
Building in New York.

The moment he entered his laboratory he 
knew that something had happened. Grange 
and Haley sat glumly before test tubes and 
microscopes, hopeless despair on their faces. 
Bearded George Vignot had his hands clasped 
behind his "back and was looking out the 
quartz glass window.

Carruthers placed the meteorite on a marble 
slab and turned to his fellow scientists. “Find 
anything yet ?”
'  Vignot swore softly and with considerable 
feeling. “Find anything ? How can we find 
anything ? We have nothing to work with. The 
tubes arrived a half hour ago in lead containers. 
We had to arrange a method- of handling the 
poison before we could apportion a certain 
amount to each of us. Bah ! You tell him what 
happened, Haley.”

Haley, a sad man with a long face, stared at 
the meteorite Carruthers had placed on the 
marble slab. “What’s that ?” he asked.

“ I think," said Carruthers, his rrjind wan
dering momentarily, “that I have found the 
catalyst that changes------”

“Stupid imbecile,” snapped Haley. “No 
wonder our experiment bogged down before 
we could even get started. When did you 
reach the city ?”

“About fifteen minutes ago our plane 
crossed the Hudson at a Hundred and 
Eighty-sevrjnth Street."
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“Ummm !" grunted Haley, glancing at his 
watch. “Thought so. Well, there’ll be no test
ing in this laboratory to discover the nature of 
the pdlson. It's all gone—turned to a Jew drops 
of oily liquid that’s good for nothing but to 
dump down a sewer. You think you’ve found 
the- catalyst, Carruthers ? I know damn well 
you have. And it’s a perfect catalyst without 
any doubt. The monSent you brought it by 
plane over Manhattan Island, our Samples of 
poison ceased to exist in their original chemical 
formation. They became instead—nothing.” 

“ I guess,” said Carruthers ruefully, “ I must 
be getting absent-minded. It never occur
red to me what might happen here in the lab
oratory when I arrived with the meteorite. At 
any rate we have in our possession a means of 
destroying the poison clouds.”

“Wait a minute gentlemen,” Langham broke 
in. ‘ I have just finished talking over the elec
tronic phone with the city’s chief medical ex-1 
aminer. And his report following a post-mort
em on one of the victims brought to this city 
seems to indicate that death was caused by 
the inhalation of a gas similar in molecular 
structure .to- Methyl-Arsene Hydrate. You 
all know what that meahs ?”

Grange, who up to this point had not 
spoken, shrugged and said, “There is no 
known antidote for Methyl-Arse ijp Hydrate. 
It is a gas that was abandoned a few years ago 

. as unmanageable:”
“But we have a perfect catalyst,” reminded 

Carruthers, “that definitely has a withering 
effect on thg gas. It's been proven. All that is 
,necessary is tp place meteorites in twenty or 
more planes and send them into the sky where 

, the clouds are thickest. There’ll be precipi
tation, but it will be harmless. It’s our only 
chance.”

“Do you realize hoW much area those clouds 
cover at the present moment ?” asked Grange.

“Thousands of miles, no doubt,” said Car
ruthers. “But is there any limit to meteorites ? 
The museums all over the country are filled 
with them. Imagine the blasting effect of one 
weighing several tons as compared with the ten 
pound specimen I brought back from Michi
gan.”

“ f  think Carruthers’ idea is sound,” said 
Haley. He truned to his nearest confrere. 
“Vignct, if you've got over being angry at the 
reaction of a catalyst, tell us what you think.” 

“Bah I" rumbled Vignot. “ I think nothing. 
My mind is a blank—a vacuum. I had a beau
tiful experiment arranged’. I had my vials, 
beakers and test tubes laid out in an orderly 
arrangement. And what happened ? Before my

very eyes I am cheated of a daring experiment 
by which I proposed to astound you men who 
should still be back in thff institute memor
izing the formations of' elemental atomic 
structures.” He snorted and flung a question 
at Carruthers. “Young man, you seem to know 
a great deal. TellVne, where did you get the 
idea of the poison clouds in the first place ?”

“ I witnessed their deadly action with Chief 
of Intelligence Langham by means of my 
ether-televisjon machine. You’ve heard of .it, 
no doubt.” *

“Yes,” conceded Vignot. “Who hasn’t ?”
“But' before witnessing this destruction of 

humans, animals and vegetable matter, I hsy:l 
formulated a theory that has worried me for a 
long time. Fn other words 1 constructed an 
hypothesis on the mental assumption that man 
destroys, while nature, always profiting by 
man’s wastefulness, inevitably takes bacTt into 
her arms everything man has wilfully or uncon
sciously thrown away into the scrap heap of 
land and air .

“Listen. A blundering hypothesis ? Perhaps 
it is, and-yet parts of it seem to fall into the 
right pattern of reasoning. America may have 
escaped the last ten-year war, but she hasn’t 
escaped its unalterable consequences. For near
ly a decade its mills and factories have worked 
feverishly turning out the deadly instruments 
for mass slaughter. For as many years the fumes 
of its sprawling chemical plants have poured 
their reeking gases back into the sky. And with 
them have mingled the smoke of countless bat
tles fought and lost, and fought again.

“Ships have gone up in flames. So have 
homes where men lived in peace with their 
families. Ammunition dumps, towns, cities, 
whole areas have poured the incense of mass 
hatred and destruction into flames, explosions, 
and mammoth waste. And this terrific accumu
lation of gaseous waste, forever freed from man
kind s use, has floated upward into the paths of 
.trade winds whipping constat^- around the 
world.

“Cleansed from soot and acid stains, these 
prisons have gathered themselves into <Jpud 
packs that range over the earth seeking a way 
to return to the geological structure from which 
they have been ^orn a thousand times. Clus
tered together they look curiously like flakes of 
snow as JProfessor Marsh of the Luce Obser
vatory has pointed out.”

He paused momentarily, then resumed. 
“Chemical action has now formed these poi
sons into crystals of bewildering geometric de
signs and given them scarcely any weight. They 
move in clouds high above the earth until va
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grant currents of air force them downward. 
Then they swirl like whispering germ plasms 
over everything. A#d their touch is the touch of 

♦death. That, gentlemen, is the essence of my 
hypothesis. Wrong or right, our duty is clear. 
In this meteorite we have the weapon for carry
ing on our war against the poison clouds in the 
sky. We have merely to augment our meteor
ites, and the battle can start to-day.” 

“Let’s start right now,” urged Langham, 
anxious to engage in physical movement. I’m 
tired of listening to theories. I want to see 
something done.”

“You furnish the planes,” ordered Carruth
ers. “Have them despatched to the Air Termi
nal Building within an hour. And you, Grange 
and Vignot, will arrange with the museums for 
the borrowing of twenty meteorites. Haley, 
I want you to contact your friends in the 
Meteorological Bureau for the last minute data 
on clouds, their rate of movement, and the 
direction of their movements. This data is to 
be given to the pilots for their information.” 

“That’s a difficult assignment,” sajd Haley. 
“The sky is filled with clouds. How will we 
know the harmful from the harmless ones ? 
They all look alike from the earth.”

“ Get data covering only the cloud messes 
over the Ozarks, then. Definitely those are 
poison clouds above its peaks. ’

Within a few moments the laboratory was 
empty as men hastened to complete their ap
pointed tasks. Carruthers called in his assist
ant. ‘ Go to the landing area on the roof of the 
Air Terminal Building, Karl, and wait there 
for Langham. Tell him I ’m remaining in the 
laboratory to follow the course of the planes 
with the ether-vision ray.”

“Anything else ?”
“ I’ll repeat m^ instructions so there will be 

no misunderstanding. Following the delivery 
of the borrowed meteorites to the take-off 
platform on tne Air Terminal Building, one is 
to be placed in each of the planes assigned to 
fly through the clouds massed over the moun
tains. That is the arrangement. The emergerify 
eliminates any careful planning. But if the 
presence of the meteorites in the planes de
stroys the clouds as efficiently as already proven 
twice, most of the menace sho.uld be under con
trol by nightfall. Later we ll systematically 
cover the entire country. You’d better remain 
with Langham, Karl, until the planes return. 
I guess—I guess that’s all.”

Karl Danzig nodded and hurried from the 
laboratory.

AFTER the corridor door had closed behind
" his assistant, Aaron Carruthers started the 

Class Y motors. While they were warming to 
their task of generating their mysterious elec
trical en?rgy, he’examined the meteorite that 
was still sitting where he had placed it on the 
marble slab.

Something about its touch arrested his at
tention. A very faint magnetic current seems to 
flow from the skyTnaterial into his fingers and 
up his arms. An emanation of some sort. Queer 
her hadn’t noticed it before.

He placed it on a,non-conductive cradle and 
played an infractor lamp upon its shining sur
face. As beams passed through it and registered 
on a mineral classification chart, he could de
termine, without making a physical analysis of 
the mass, the elements of which it was com
posed. '* -

What surprised him most was not the usual 
metal present in the mass—iron, nickel and 
thorium—but a peculiar substance lately dis
covered but little known on earth. Mineral
ogists had named it Neutronium. Here, then, 
was a meteorite of great rarity, one that was no 
permanent member of the solar system group 
whose speed could b&no greater than 26 miles a 
second when it entered the earth's atmosphere.

Undoubtedly this piece of mixed metal came 
from some planet far out in space. To have 
passed thrdugh the fixed meteorites spinning 
around with the earth, its speed must have been 
greater than 26 miles a second to obtain the 
Velocity of Escape, but not great enough to en
tirely consume it with the tremendous heat of 
friction.

Thinking of this peculiar circumstance and 
its inherent possibility caused a twinge of un
easiness to creep along the young scientist s 
spine. In spite of himself he did war feel that all 
was as it should be in the.war against the poison 
clouds. Hq searched his mind for the reason and 
pounced on the presence of Neutronium in the

- meteorite’s mass. Was it the Neutronium, then, 
that rare and little-known metal, that acted as 
a catalyst.?

- The question disturbed him still further after 
Ke had taken the meteorite from the non-con- 
ductive cradle and tested it for radioactive

. emanations. The dial needle jumped to the 
highest point of the scale and quivered against 
the steel peg that kept it from going further.

He knew then that he had stumbled on to a 
radioactive element that was altogether differ
ent from the three known series recognized by 
physicists as the uranium-radium, the thorium, 
and the aticnium series. This new emanation 
made a fourth. How powerful the ray might
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prove to be, and how dangerous it Blight be to 
handle was something the young scientist 
could not determine without additional re
search. And there wasn’t time.

He returned the meteorite to its former 
position on the marble slab and sat down before 
tne ether-vision machine. By this time the 
planes .rpust have started on their strange 
mission.

Slowly turning the dials after clicking on the 
various contact switches, he watched the mag
netic screen’s agitations. Sindlahe ij&d the dial 
readings-on Ozark location, it was a simple 
matter to find the scene of the recent disaster 
again.
■ As the screen cleared and tangible objects 

began to take shape on its magic surface, trees, 
rocks, cabins and winding streams began to fil
ter into view. He followed the slant of hills till 
the ridge of the highest point of land appeared, 
then slanted the vision rays into the sky.

Greyish masses of tumbling clouds moved 
slowly before him. He increased the power in
tensity and saw beyond them into the upper 
reaches of the sky and there began his search 
for the planes.
•' A tight smile bent his lips as he discovered. 
them flying in a course from east to south-west. 
They were bunched in close formation, twenty 
in all, and bearing down fast on clouds hover
ing above the mountain peaks. Carruthers rulr- 
bed the palms of his hands on the knees of his 
trousers. They were moist and not quite as 
steady as they should have been. ,

He raced the- ether-vision ray towards the 
flight and picked out the flight-leader’s ship. ' 
The revealing beam passed through the plastic 
fusilage as if it didn’t exist, disclosing the plane ■ 
interior. The pilot was leaning slightly for
ward, eyes scanning the sky ahead. Beside him 
was a big chunk of metallic substance—a 
meteorite.

A cloud swirled darkly across the silver 
screen. Carruthers slowed the action .of the . 
ether-vision ray and everything seemed to 
stand stilt. A twist on the' magnification control 
knob caused the plane to assume gigantic pro
portions until the distortion destroyed its 
shape. But the distortion brought something 
into the screen that Carruthers had to s e e -  
flakes of whitish substance that looked like 
snow. Without any question of doubt, the 
planes were roaring through death clouds.

He turned the magnification knob back to 
normal, and the leading plane assumed its 

^correct position; It was tilted upwards almost 
perpendicular as if out of control.

It was out of control!

The ether-vision ray picked out the pilot. 
His ‘body slumped forward against the stout 
webbing that kept him anchored in the seat. 
His hands hung limply, swaying like pendu
lums with each lurch of the plane. His eyes 
were wide open and fixed on the infinity of 
space somewhere ahead. The flight leader was 
stone dead.

Aaron Carruthers chewed on his lower lips 
till i^ bled. His heart retched painfully. He 
focused the all-revealing ether ray sff that he 
could observe the main group of planes. All 
around them swirled the whitish mist like coil
ing streamers of translucent gauze. Formation 
had become broken. Planes were tumbling 
down from the sky, their motors whining, 
spitting and coughing.

Some curved upward at such steep angles 
that they stalled, went into tight spins, then 
plummeted earthwards to destruction. Some 
whipped around in circles before nosing down 
in uncontrolled power dives, while others 
raced straight bn into eternity with death at 
the Controls.

The answer in all its glaring error was there 
for Aaron Carruthers to place down at the end 
of the problem. And he knew it was the wrong 
one. All his knowledge, scientific and mechan
ical, had played him false, He had erred—not 
in his hypothesis of nature and man—but in 
the idiotic assumption that every meteorite was 
hke every other meteorite in its fused, con
glomerate ma*s. And twenty human beings, 
pilots of the planes, had been needlessly 
sacrificed because of that error. • :

He buried his face in the palms of both 
hands. Being by nature a sensitive man, the 
very stupidity of what he had done left him 
stunned and half sick. But his weakness was 
only temporary—a mere boiling of his head 
while he gathered his strength for renewed 
combat against a pitiless foe.

CHIEF OF INTELLIGENCE LANGHAM
returned to the laboratory later on in the after
noon. His verdict was scathirtgly complete. 
“You ve m ad jjf terrible blunder, Aaron. Not 
one of those flyers came cut alive. Everyone 
sacrificed because of the crazy idea.”

“Wait, Langham, let me explain.”
- “What good are explanations? The whole 
sordid business has been turned over to the 
Cabinet for investigation. Secretary of the Air 
Force, Gettering, swears ydu must have lost 
your mind. And the President feels that I 
shouldn’t have come to you in the first place. 
Any national catastrophe should have been 
referred to the Emergency Council as I told
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you this morning. So I guess we won’t need 
your help from now on.”

“Do you realize, Langham, the potential 
. risk you’re running in getting rid of me at this 

point ? This is no ordinary catastrophe. It’s 
something that's been accumulating for the 
past decade. Now listen. I'll want twenty 
more planes. Do I get them ?”

“Not through any help of mine.”
“How about the Army and Navy?” i 
“You’ll have to take your case personally 

to the heads of both services.”
Carruthers set his jaw in a firm line and put 

through two calls to Washington. And through 
the young scientist stressed the urgency of his 
need, both Secretaries refused to send any more 
planes on what they called “addled-brain mis
sions” that could only efid in a second disaster 
for theirpilots.

“ I could have told you their decisions some 
minutes ago," Langham pointed out, “and 
saved you the annoyance of listening to their 
refusals to co-operate with yoy.”

Carruthers shrugged. “The annoyance of 
their refusal to aid me is small ifldeed. I might 
have expected it. But I didn’t expect such 
treatment from you, Langham, in view of what 
we’ve been through together.”

“You still think, then, that meteorites can be 
used? Weve tried them and-failed. Listen, 
Aaron. Be reasonable. Isn’t that tragic failure 
enough to convince you that you’re on the 
wrong track?”

Carruthers pointed to the various intricate 
machines in his laboratory. “Don’t you sup
pose I madfe a great many failures before I 
achieved perfection in building machines such 
as man has never constructed before ? Failure 
is as much a part of our lives as success. I’ll 
admit I made a terrible blunder a few hours ago 
when I sent twenty men to certain death. I saw 
their planes .go twisting and diving to destruc
tion as clearly as I see you now. And it hurt . 
me, Langham, way deep inside."

Langham pursed his lips. “You had your 
chance, Aaroil. And you fa iled  The problem 
passes from your hands into tflB i of the Emer
gency Council composed of our greatest living 
scientists. It was my suggestion that your name 
be placed on the list of these great scientists. 
You belong there. The President refused. He 
wouldn’t listen to reason.”

'  You weren’t so reasonable yourself when 
you refused to listen while I explained the 
cause of my first failure.” a

“ I’m sorry, Aaron.”
Carruthers pointed to the meteorite on the 

marbje slab. “Your Council’s deliberations will

get .them nowhere without the knowledge I 
alone possess at the present moment. I’m not 
bragging. I’m stating a fact. Within that con- < 
glomeration of metal are two elements practi
cally unknown and unobtainable on this earth 
—a radioactive emanation of an unguessable 
nature and a-strange metal called Neutronium.
I don’t know positively which element caused 

.the disintegration of the poison clouds. Pos
sibly it's a combination of the two. In any event 
there isn’t enough of either to be used on a 
large scale.”

“ I’ll present the meteorite,” suggested Lang
ham, “to the Emergency Council. They can 
make experiments and discover a method for 
themselves. Any objections?”

Carruthers smiled wearily. “A waste of time, 
and probably human lives. There is only one 
way possible to create more Neutronium or its 
radioactive element. That’s a secret I uncovered 
a year ago but haven’t yet made public.”

“What you have done, others can do?” 
“Possibly, if given the time. Butit isn’t quite 

that simple. New metals can be created by a 
combination of other metals with the help of a 
catalyst in some instances. But the method 
won’t work when it comes to Neutronium for 
this one reason. Neutronium, aside from what 
present in this meteorite, exists only in the Peri
odic Table Chemical Elements with the atomic • 
number ninety-nine. It's the newest and rarest 
metal in existance,”

“Our Council will find .some.”
“The metal simgly doesn’t exist.”
“Then they’ll create some.”
“The laws of nature as existing on earth have 

failed. Man might, following-years of experi
mentation, stumble on to the secret. But the ‘ 
chances are remote.”

The warning eyes of the golden Buddha an
nounced a caller. Carruthers walked to the 
corridor door and opened it. Through the 
opening came his assistant, Danzig, and George 
Vignot. .

“Carruthers,’ boomed the older scientist, 
“that was the finest piece of stupidity I ever 
witnessed. Awful. Terrible. Well, what s the 
answer? There must be some reason at the hack 
of such a colossal failure.

“What difference does it make, Langham 
interrapted; “The mistake was made, and that’s 
that. You’ve been appointed to the President s 
Emergency Council, Vignot, to help combat 
the poison clouds. I’m returning to Washing
ton at once, and I’ll take you with me if you 
care to come.” «

“T haven’t accepted yet,” said Vignof testily. 
“Who else is on the Council. Is Carruthers a
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“All right. Check my name off the list. Now 
listen, Langham. 1 have all the respect in the 
world for your position. But we’re up against 
something that -all the powers of your Intelli
gence Bureau can’t control. Carruthers was on 
the right track, but somewhere in his calcula
tions he erred. Thats’ why I’m here^—to check 
his reasoning and equations.”

Langham had not reached his present posi
tion because of an appointment by the Chief 
Executive. He was a-shrewd man. And the ' 
presence of George Vignot in the laboratory, 
and his faith in Carruthers suggested possibili
ties Jie could not afford to ignore.

“Before you gentlemen do anything,” he 
stated, "would you mind if I contacted my 
office for a report on conditions as they exist at 
the moment?"

“Not in the least,” said Carruthers. “Use the 
electronic phone. It’s fasten than the ordinary 
instrument.”

Langham picked up the curious instrum ent 
that was without wires of any sort. For perhaps 
fifteen minutes he listened to a flood ofTeports 
coming in from all parts of the country. His jaw 
twitched as he listened. When he finally return
ed the instrument to its cradle his voice 
was troubled, and lines of worry had formed 
about«his eyes.

“Gentlemen,” he announced, “there is little 
we can do. Whole populations are being wiped 
out. Nearly all of our transport planes, both 
passenger and express, have been grounded. 
There have been seven major railroad accidents 
in this state and th&t of Pennsylvania, and the 
clouds of death are gradually setting lower.”

Vignot said calmy. “ I Ve been listening to re
ports myself before coming here. They’re not 
pleasant to contemplate. There isronly one small 
section that s absolutely safe, and that’s within 
the ten-mile area radiating outward from this 
laboratory. Don’t you understand, Langham, 
that you can’t ignore or abandon what Carru
thers has already demonstrated?”

I haven t any authority in this emergency, 
Vignot. My orders come direct from the Presi
dent.’ He sat down havily. “Aaron,” he con
tinued, I’ll listen to anything you and George 
Vignot have to say. If in my judgment I believe 
you have the right solution. I’ll stake my repu
tation and position against your plan. How long 
will it take to arrive at some conclusion as to the 
best method of dealing with this menace over* 
whelming our nation?”

* One hour, of consultation, checking and 
preparing, said Carruthers, his deep-set eyes

aglow with the fires of concentration. “And 
seven seconds of the most dangerous existence 
mortal man will ever live through. These Seven 
seconds as we recon them will be to me an 
ordeal that will cover many, many days of earth 
time. For they will be lived on another planet."

Langham squinted at the young scientist, 
shrugged and kept his thoughts unexpressed.

Vignot rumbled d«ep in his throat. “Seven 
seconds off this earth would be an experience 
I’d like to go through with myself, Carruthers. 
Does the journey extend to a larger or a smaller 
planet?” His eyes Were bright with expectation.

“Smaller. Infinitely smaller. So small, Vig
not, that man has not yet devidse a microscope 
powerful enough to make this metal planet 
visible to the naked eye.”

“Talk,” ordered Vignot, gruffly.

CARRUTHERS rose to his feet. “ I ’ll talk after 
you ve checked what I have already discovered 
within the atomic structure of this piece of 
meteorite. Place it on the non-conductive 
cradle and turn the rays of the infractor lamp 
upon it. Then test it for radioactivity.” 

Methodically George Vignot tested th§ met
als imprisoned with the meteorite. His eyes 
glowed as he worked. “ I’m not as farhiliar with 
Neutronium as I should be, Carruthers, but I 
recognize its presence in the nfiass.”

“Astounding! This is a discovery of the first 
magnitude.”

He examined it fprther, and his face crinkled 
with concentration. “Hmmm!” he grunted. 
“ I,m completely baffled. Radioactivity most 
certainly. But it doesn’t  belong to any of the 
familiar groups. What do you make of it?” 

“Nothing as yet. The discovery is almost’as 
new to me as it is to you.”

Vignot combed his beard with long, white 
fingers. " I  understand your error novv in the 
light of the two rare elements existing in this 
particular meteorite. One of them, Carruthers,

' destroys the poison gas. Maybe both. Difficult 
to separate the two, and the radioactive element 
is undoubtedly an integral part of Neutronium.” 
He blinked rapidly. “What we need is more of 
the metal.’

“T hat’s obvious.”
“ I’m not omnipotent,”  said Vignot, “so I 

can’t read your mind. Suppose since the speci
fied hour won’t last indefinitely, you explain, if 
you know yourself, how you propose to increase 
our supply of Neutronium?"

From a specimen drawer in a wall cabinet 
Carruthers removed a block of dull metal. 
“Know what this is?”

“Carboralium.”
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"And its peculiar qualities?" ^ ;
Vignot stroked his beard as he pondered the 

question. “Carboralium is a peculiar metal with 
a powerful affinity for any metal it is brought in 
contact with.” s

“Does that affinity suggest anything ?” 
“Bluntly, no.”
“Very well. If I had twepty bars of this metal, 

and changed the metal’s atomic structure so 
that it was exactly like that of Neutronium, 
we’d have twenty perfect catalysts with which 
to wage war against the prison clouds.”

Langham broke in. “ If you can change steel 
into gold, then I’ll grant you can turn this Car
boralium into Neutronium. Rubbish. I’m a 
practical man, and I have to do things in a 
practical w'ay. The days of miracles have passed 
—if there ever were any.”

“ I dojibt,” added Vignot in his rumbling 
voice, “if one metal can successfully be turned 

.into another even with the use of the fickle 
Carboralium. But it's within the realm of pos
sibility to charge those blocks of Carboralium 
with the radioactive element, provided-------- ”

CARRUTHERS partially closed his eyes. 
“Provided if what?”
“Provided they could be placed in contact 

with a- mountain of Ncutromum. An experi
ment Carboralium and Neutronium in contact 
with each other over a considerable length of 
time would undoubtedly change the atomic, 
structure of the Carboralium, or would at least 
change it into a radioactive substance that 
would, conceivably, act as a catalyst in changing 
the poison clouds into a harmless precipitation. 
But where will you find the mountain of Neu
tronium ? And—oh, well,” he shrugged. 
“What’s the sense in all this. We’re licked at the 
start. There is no mountain of this rare metal'. 
There is only a few ounces perhaps.”

“The mountain of Neutronium.” interrupted 
Carruthers in his quiet voice, “lies within the 
meteorite mass.”

“Bah!” Langham rose to his feet.. “Never 
have I hprd  such utter nonsesne. You’ve lost 
your mind completely, Aaron. I thought there 
was a catch to all this argument. My time is too' 
valuable to waste any longer. I’m returning to 
Washington where I can listen to the plain 
language of the street.

“Sit down, my friend,” said Carruthers pa
tiently. “My hour hasn’t yet ended.” He called 
to his assistant. “Karl! Get in touch with the 
Bronson Metallurgy people and have them send 
twenty of their twelve-ounce bars of Carbor
alium to the laboratory at once.”

To Vignot he ^id,. “ I’ve always had a vast

respect for your intelligence and ability. I hope, 
before the hour is past, that you will not dis
appoint me.” -

“A mountain of Neutronium,” grumbled 
Vignot. “Preposterous!" He began to pace the 
floor and watch Carruthers place certain articles 
on the desk top. “Going somewhere?” We asked. 
“ I notice .you’re taking along food tablets. 
Miserable things! A man could starve on the 
damn concentrates. A man needs bulk food.” 

“ I might not need them, but I’m taking 
them along just in case food is scarce."

“Taking the testing apparatus with you, too? 
How about power?”

“A few dry cells furnishes all power neces- 
sary.” ^

“How far are you going?”
“Haven’t calculated the distance. Haven’t 

had time. But it amounts to a trip through inter
planetary space. Only instead of going out 

. amongst the stellar constellations as we know 
them; I’m going in the opposite plane—down
ward and inward within the realm of the atom 
itself.”

Vignot continued to pull thoughtfully at hi? 
beard. “A trifle difficult to foHow you, Carru
thers, However, as I mentioned earlier, I’m,not 
omnipotent, but I have a vast patience, and an 
insatiable curiosity regarding the atom. Would 
you object if. I went with you?’l

"Not at all. Help yourself to the food tablets.” 
“Ypu’re insane,” raged Langham. “Both of 

you. Please*be serious, Aaron.” *.
“God knows,” said Carruthers grimly, “ I 

was never more serious in my life.”
Langham looked at his watch. “Fifteen min

utes left of the hour you mentioned. Then 
what?”

“The twenty blocks of Carboralium will 
either be transmuted into Neutronium, or 
they’ll be heavily impregnated with the nec
essary radioactive element we need to destroy 
the poison clouds Threatening our civilization.”

/■ WHEN only five minutes after the fatal hour 
remained, Karl Danzig announced that the bars 
of Carboralium had arrived. Under Carruthers’ 
directions they were carped into a  large room at 
the far end of the laboratory—a room with high 
walls against which were placed complicated 
machines of plastic and burnished metal.

In the centre of this room was a slab of quartz 
slightly tinted and dulled so that there was no 
reflection from its smooth surface. It was sunk 

. in the floor, its upper surface about half an inch 
above the floor level. To the right of it, but on 
the same level, was a smaller slab of the identical 
material. Surrounding the two slabs was a l°w
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protective railing that formed a square rojughly 
twelve feet in all directions.

But the most important inventions within the 
room, aside from the complicated cabinet panels 
of plastic and burnished metal were the elec
tronic tubes. Because of the tremendous heat 
generated by their action, they were enclosed 
in liquid-cooled metal casings, and were moun
ted one above the other close to the protective 
railing on a direct line with the two slabs of 
quartz'.

Vignot’s keen eyes surveyed the room and 
its strange equipment, then focused question- 
ingly on the young scientist. “Perhaps, now 
that we’re all here together, you’ll take' us 
into your confidence and tell us what it’s all 
about .These are the strangest looking invent
ions I have ever seen. Those tubes of metal, 
mounted one above the the other, resemble 
machine-guir barrels."

The likeness ends there. Instead of shooting 
bullets, those tubes produce two different 
types of rays. They form an integral part of 
my electronic exploration apparatus not yet < 
announced to the world. One of those tubes 
aimed at the slab in the center of the space 
within the railing is a vanishing ray .The second 
is a restoration ray. Each serves a definite pur
pose.

“What I proposed to do is to turn the vanish
ing ray on whatever rests on the large quartz slab 
—the beam envelopes it. A curious phenomenon 
takes place. Objects grow small and finally 
disappear into the ether. But that isn’t the end. 
The vanishing ray, continuing past its first 
target, strikes against whatever is on the second 
slab. In our experience that target Will be the 
meteorite. So that.whatever vanished from the 
larger slab is projected onto and intc^ the 
meteorite.”

Following this brief explanation, he trans
ferred, with Danzig’s help, the bars of Carbor- 
alium to the sunken quartz slab. Beside them 
he placed everything he proposed to take with 
him in his trip through the elements.

When these preparations were completed he 
said to Danzig, “ I think, Kail,*'I am about 
ready. TaUe your position near the controls.” 
He looked towards Vignot. “We have here a 
variation of the ether-vision machine I per
fected some time ago. Only this goes a great 
deal further than earth space. A screen panel is 
used, but only for centering the beam on the , 
two targets.”

Vignot shook his head sadly. “ I have never 
been so confused in my life. I don’t know what 
to say.”

Carrulhers shrugged. “Only a few seconds

remain of the hour I mentioned. If you care 
to risk your lives in a trip through.the elements, 
,1 am giving you the opportunity, but I’m not 
recommending it. Think it over while I make 
final preparations. v

He switched on the power. A deep hum filled 
" the room as the motors settled to their tasks. 

The lights in the room flickered, and a twilight 
glow seemed to invade the room. The dial 
beneath the young scientists’ fingers revolved 
slowly.' „

Sparks of miniature lightning glowed in 
the screen before him. He watched them in
tently for a moment then said warniogly : 
“Take it easy, Karl, with your power. Slow 
down the speed of your reflectors. That’s bet
ter. Double check all meter readings. Ready 
now? I’m going to increase the power of the 
dimensional tubes. Watch those meter needles” 

“ I’m watching,” said Danzig.
“Good so far. Give me a reading.”
“Point six eight one.”
“Too high. Turn the control bands back to

wards the blue. Steady. What’s the reading 
now ?”

Danzig, working the Control bands with in
finite patience said, X point six seven nine.” 

Carruthers studied the vision screen intent
ly. It was glowing with a bluish radiance that 
was like looking into the heart of an immense 
sapphire. “Perfect," he approved. “Lock the 
dials against accidental turning. We can’t risk 
having the beam a fraction of a millimeter out 
of focus. "He again spoke to' George Vignot. 
“The ray iS tuned to the vanishing point 
frequency.”

Vignot stared at him. “ Really serious ?” 
“ If you’re going with me,” sighed Carruth

ers, stepping over the low railing and walking 
towards the quartz slab, you’d better come now. 
The hour is up.” Then to Danzig, “Set the 
dials of the inverse dimensional tubes at point 
six seven nine, and use the power from the 
Roentgen series of tubes.”

The twilight bathing the walls of the lab
oratory began to quiver with eerie bluish shad
ows. Karl Danzig's crouched body, as he sat 
behind the • control switches, became very 
indistinct.

Carruthers’ voice sounded detached and 
mechanical, “ lhe cathode ^emanations c6in- 
cide exactly with the interference chart. Keep 
an eye on your electronic flow g^ges,- Karl. 
Arid remember, the time lapse musFbe exactly 
seven seconds.”

“Right," nodded Danzig, closing the switch 
controlling the Roentgen series. His eyes w’ere 
steady as he watched the dark blue points of
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flame darting from electrodes slowly arch in a 
half circle to the right, then move counter- 
clock-wise to the left.

“ TIME is up,” announced Garruthers. “ I’m 
leaving now."

“And 1 m going with you.” Vignot stepped, 
over the barrier.

Langham tried to stop him. "Don’t be a 
fool, man.”

George Vignot laughed deep ip his throat, 
grabbed Langhamjby the arm and hauled him 
to the slab where* Carruthers was waiting.

"H ere’s another passenger,” he rumbled.
You don’t have to submit to this experi

ment if you’re afraid, Langham.” said Car
ruthers,

“ It isn’t that I’m afraid, Aaron. It’s just 
that I don’t believe in all this nonsense. It 
seems like a childish garsg|for the three of us 
to be standing here in this one spot------"

“Contact,” shouted Carruthers.
Danzig promptly threw on the full power of 

the inverse dimensional tubes. A low clear 
hum filled the laboratory. From the electronic 
ray gun opening poured a strange light. 3t did 
not lance forward with blinding speed, but , - 
rolled towards the three men in. a slow-moving 
inass that bent, twisted and coiled back ,on 
itself as it moved ponderously upon every
thing resting on the quartz slab.

When within a few feet of its target it began 
to expand fanwise, up, down and sideways in . 
an all-enveloping movement that encompassed 
everything on the slab. *

Relentlessly it embraced them in a great, 
shining arc. Their bodies became luminous, 
transparent, alive, with vibrations they did not 
feel. Then slowly, they'began to diminish in ' 
shape and height. As their bodies dwindled in 
size the arc of shining light shrank correspon
dingly until everything on the quartz slab— 
Carboralium, testing instruments and the 
three earth beings—disappeared into the core 
of thg vanishing ray which continued to'travel 
forward until it impinged itself against the 
centre of the meteorite.

There followed a sharp click. Danzig had 
switched off the electronic tube’s power. Eyes 
fastened to the big second hand of a clock on 
the control board, he watched it revolve in its 
first complete circle that ticked off one second 
of earth ting;.

To the three men on the quartz slab an 
amazing thing was happening. The'walls of 
the loom were extending upward, downward 
and outward with the speed of light. Moun
tains reared up before their startled eyes until

they appeared as high as the moon. But they 
were only the walls lengthening in direct pro
portion of their diminishing bodies.

The throb of motors swelled into a roaring 
blizzard of sound that blasted against their 
ears like a thousand riveting hammers. Their 
bodies lost weight as the vortex seethed around 
them. All physical movement, all thought, 
ceased as space engulfed them.

Gradually the twilight in which their bodies 
hufig suspended darkened into a void that en
folded them like masses of black velvet. There 
‘was only, exhilaration and uplift.

Suddenly from out of the folds of velvety 
night appeared a* glowing orb of light that 
resembled the moon, yet was not the moon.

Around it in space appeared other and small
er pinpoints of light resembling stars and 
planets.

Just how many minutes and seconds the 
three men remained in this queer state of 
suspension none could guess. Vignot would 
have estimated .the time as te n , seconds, 
and Langham wfllild have placed it at th irty  
both men would have been wrong for time, 
as far as they were concerned, was almost 
standing still on all earth clocks.

To Carruthers, who had passed through the 
elements once before, the time elapse was far 
too infinitesimal to measure. He did not even 
care right then. There was nothing for him, 
or the other men to do but stare at worlds and 
new planets appearing in unfamiliar Stygian 
sky all around their bodies.

After a long, endless dropping through 
space, the feeling of movement began to 
slacken. The air around their bodifes took on a 
heaviness. The lightness fled from their bodies.

from somewhere out of The chaos en
veloping them, came a great outpouring of 
sound like a ripping thunder .clap. Simul
taneously a bludgeoning mass struch them , 
rolling them over and over on some hard sur
face. They had arrived on the meteoric.

George Vignot swore gustily as he scrambled 
to his feet. “Have we all fallen down an elevator 
shaft?” he wanted t i  know.
“ ‘“Not this time,” said Carruthers. “And 
don’t start wandering around in the dark. Re- 
rrialn on this one spot until it gets light enough 
to see. The ground beneath Us seems to be 
metal, and there may be crevices of immense 
depth within inches of us.”

The three men sat down close together and 
looked up into the heavens arching above their 
heads. Langham twitched uneasily and pointed 
upward. “Damnedest looking moon I ever 
saw. Even familiar constellations aren’t vis
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ible. Am I dreaming?"
“ No, said Carruthers, “youre not dream

ing. I he disc of light shining above us is not 
the moon. Nor have we left the laboratory. 
We re all three of us deep into the meteorite 
and there we will remain until my assistant 
releases the power from the restoration ray 
which brings us back to earth.”

“ I ’d say," observed Langham, “that the 
seven seconds have long since ended."

"Far from it. As a matter of fact the seven 
seconds have hardly begun. As for that moon 
you see ,it is nothing more than a wandering 
electron quite like the one we are on at the 
present moment. The firmament will seem 
strange and unreal. Instead of the sun forming 
the central body of our present planetary sys
tem, we will live under the rays thrown off the 
atom itself. For we are a part of its nucleus.”

“Rubbish,” growled Langham. “ I can’t 
stay here all night. I’ve got to*get back to 
Washington. Don’t you understand the menace 
that is overtaking our people ? We may be on 
an electron. I wouldn’t know. But I do know 
I want to get off it. I want to return to the earth 
where I belong.”

“Keep in mind the seven seconds,” urged 
Carruthers. “No matter what happens, Lang
ham, our time is limited to seven earth seconds. 
Don’t get impatient with me or with events. 
We re here for one purpose—to find our moun
tain of Neutronium.”

He paused, and in the quiet that followed, 
Vignot spoke. “ I wouldn’t have believed this 
experience possible. Seven seconds." 1 believe 
1 understand now, Carruthers. Time, as reck? 
oned on earth, is moving with ponderous 
slowness in comparison with the rapid acceler
ation of time here on the electron. Why, listen. 
According to my idea of time be^veen the 
earth and this tiny electron on which we exist 
at the moment, >our assistant still has his hand 
on the last switch he used. His thoughts are 
still what they were when we disappeared. And 
they'll remain that way for days to come. 
Seriously, seven seconds is going to cover a 
long period of time on this planet.

Carrutheis ncdded. “Let’s not think about 
it any longer. ’•’

OVER the rim of distant hills rose the atomic 
sun. Daylight dawned with startling abruptness 
Carrutheis built a monument of metal boulders 
"This marker,” he explained, will serve as a 
focal pci. t from which we will orient our
selves until we find something better. Fresh 
food and water should be our first concern. I’ll 
entrust that task to you, Langham, while

Vignot and I start an immediate search.for 
the source of Neutronium.”

Following his initial period of unbelief, 
Langham accepted the altered conditions of 
life as he found them. Under his feet wherever 
he walked was nothing but shining metal that 
extended into valleys and over rounded hills. 
“ I’m willing to believe anything from now on,” 
he told Carrutheis. “How long will this seven 
seconds of our life here continue ?”

“We ll be hgre on this metal planet for a 
long time—a great many days. All we have are 
food tablets. And we must find’some way to 
supplement that diet or we’ll find ourselves 
without energy for exploration. We must also 
find a place to live and serve as a base. Food 
and a place to live will be yotir job.”

At the close of the third day following their 
arrival on the metal planet, the three men 
stood on a high plateau staring out upon a green 
and fertile valley Langham had- discovered. 
The area of lush greenness extended as far as 

they could see.
“Marvellous,” enthused Vignot. “ I wouldn’t 

have believed such healthy verdure could 
exist. And without doubt it is nothing more 
that earth soil imprisoned in a small fissure 
of the meteorite.

“Where there is soil,” said Carruthers, 
there is life. But look. The metallic strata 
on which we are standing is of a different hue 
than the rest over which we have come.” 
He tested it with the battery-powered instru
ments. “ Iron and nickel, and a trace of Thor
ium.”

“Too bad," shrugged Vignot. “But let’s 
examine Lanhgam’s newly-discovered Eden. 
1 here may be partirdge or other earth deli- 
caces in the groves of trees."

They descended into the valley. But its 
lushness was deceiving. The trees were stunt
ed and of a mixed variety. They examined 
the soil for traces of wild life.There was no
thing to indicate that any form of wild life 
existed.

Somewhat disappointed they broke branches 
from the trees and constructed a rough cabin 
inside of which they built beds of the soft
est branches they could find.

Since the period of .actual daylight was less 
than five hours, they did not have as much 
time for explorayion as they needed. Nor did 
they have the darkness necessary for sleep. 

t  After a week of chaotic existence they realis
ed that their hours of sleep extended through 
the dark and part of the day. It was con
fusing.

While the two scientists explored the planet
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for the source of Neutronium, Langham 
roamed the valley in search of wild fruits, 
vegetables and game. As the swift days passed 
and he found nothing more than a spring of” 

' rather bitter water, the gaunt spectre of hunger 
began to stalk the three earth men.

One morning, long before the atomic sun 
had appeared over the horizon, Carruthers dis
appeared. Seven short days and nights passed! 
Still het remained away. Vignot was worried 
as he climbed Ho the plateau and peered into 
the distance for some sign of the missing man.

There was little chance of trailing anyone on 
the smooth surface of the metal planet. Only in 
the valley could the marks of a man’s shoes be 
traced. As Vignot stared down into the valley 
he could see Langham going bravely forth 
along a trail he had worn smooth in his per
petual quest for food.

For a long time the cider scientist stOod- 
looking around him, then walked swiftly to
wards the monument marking the exact point 
of their first contact with the electron. The way 
was well marked with a row of small chunks 
of metal that ended at the monument.

When Vignot reached-it he made a singular 
discovery. The pile of Carboralium blocks was 
gone—every last one of the blocks. He peered 
at the spot where he had last seen them, hesi
tated, sighed and began to walk in a small circle, 
his eyes studying every inch of metal beneath, 
his feet.

His search was finally rewarded. Carruthers 
had left a sign. Scratched in the metal planet 
with the point of some sharp instrument was an 
arrow.

Vignot knelt beside it and took a sight in4 
the -direction indicated by the straight line 
indicating the arrow’s shaft, then started west
ward by electronic standards. A hundred 
yards farther on he found a second mark— 
not an arrow this time, but a large inverted V.

He believed he understood now. Carruthers 
must have discovered something of importance 
and had returned for the Carboralium. Vignot 
quickened his steps hoping to overtake the 
younger scientist before the short electronic 
day ended in darkness. His eyes were glowing 
now with suppressed excitement.

N IG H T darkened the metal planet. Strange 
galaxies of stars moved across the heavens. 
Langham sat alone outside the rudely-con
structed dwelling, ears attuned to any revealing” 
sound. There was none except the occasional 
rustle.of leaves falling from the stunted trees, 
or the sharp snap of a broken brakich.

,  Memories of food caused pangs of desire for

most anything but the food tablets. True, they 
were keeping him alive, but they weren’t 
keeping his energy at a normal level. He could 
feel a gradual decrease of strength from one 
day to the next. Today he hadn’t explored 
as much territory as he had the day before.. 
On returning to the frail structure that was 
home he felt weary and depressed..

He kept wondering where Carruthers had 
vanished to, and what had now happened to 
George Vignot. He did not sleep that night,,, 
or other nights following. All he could do was 
to peer through the murk of darkness and 
listen for the first soft footfall announcing the 
return of either of his two companions.
* The short days passed with bewildering 

rapidity. His hair had become long and. un
kempt. And for the first^ime in his life he was 
wearing a b^ard. He looked at his hands. They 
were white hnd semi-transparent. The soles 

•of his shoes had worn thin from his explora
tion trips within the valley. How long, he kept 
wondering, would this insecurity continue.

Many, many times during the metal planet’s 
swift circling around the atomic sun he thought 
of what Aaron Carruthers had said regarding 
the time element. By turns, doubt and faith 
took possession of him as he tried to find some
thing tangible to cling to.in the vast loneliness 
engulfing him. He was not afraid. It went 
deeper than fear itself. Yet, whatever it was, 
it oppressed him more than he cared to admit. 
Only by recalling his young friend’s comfort
ing words did he sense that these hardships 
could not last for ever.

“Keep in mind the seven seconds. No matter 
what happens, Langham. our time here is 
limited to seven earth seconds. Don’t get im
patient with me or with events. We’re here for 
one purpose—to find our mountain of Neu
tronium.” 1

Then disaster rolled upon him. It struck 
at noon on the following day. The atomic sun 
darkened as rolling tremblors shook the metal 
planet to its very core. The cataclysmic wrench- 
ings, following the first shock, seemed powerful 
enough to split the planet assunder. All round 
him in the valley where camp had been estab
lished, trees began to fall.

With lips set tightly, Langham climbed 
wearily over the planet’s quivering surface to 
the plateau above the valley. The exertion left 
him weak. When he finally reached it his ears 
were throbbing with a horrible metallic din. It 
did not take him long to discover the cause. 
And a fear he could not control suddenly 
overpowered him.

Wherever he looked across the rolling terrain
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were tumbling about in an orgy of grinding 
smashing upheaval. Two of them missed his 
body by inches. A third one tripped him. He 
fell, and the heaving metal beneath his bcdy 
made Jlim dizzy. He could not stand erect. 
The metal earth beneath him was like a sea 
of undulating waves.

Something struck him in the forehead. Lights 
sudden and blinding, flashed before his eyes.. 
He could feel the jar of impact, sharp lances of 
pain, then merciful oblivion blotted out every
thing.

M ILES to the west where the passage of cen
turies had built up a moraine of metal boulders, 
George Vignot staggered grimly towards his 
goal—a reddish mountain. His beard w-as mat
ted, and his bps cracked. Days had passed 
without water touching them. Hunger of col
ossal proportions gnawed -at his vitals. He 
fought down these desires as something too 
trivial for thought.

His eyes were inflamed from the reflection 
of the atomic sun an the glimmering metal. 
And like Langham he was thinking of what 
Aaron Carruthers had explained about the 
time element.

Sevefa seconds,” he muttered to himself as 
he stumbled along. “ I can die a hundred 
deaths in thatrfime. Can die of thirst, hunger or 
damned weariness from floundering about on 
ar) electron—a minute speck in a world of ele
ments too small even for the most powerful 
microscope to reveal. Seven seconds. I wonder 
how many have-elapsed? God I’m tired!”

His inflamed eyfcs brightened upon discover
ing another inverted V. “The red mountain,” 
he mumbled. “That’s where Carruthers will 
be, That mountain must be pure Neutronium!” 
Jde paused and wiped the back of his hand 
across eyes that ached unmercifully. “ Well,” 
he sighed, “it's taken me a long time to get this 
far. And there is nothing else to do but keep 
on going.”

Determinedly he started towards the metalic 
moraine he must cross to reach the red moun
tain on its far side. But he never reached it. At 
■this moment the tremblor struck with brutal, 
devastating force. The moraine of metal boul
ders seemed to boil upward like slag steel in a 
furnace, then belch down upon him.

He turned and ran. Looking backward as he 
raced over the buckling earth, he saw the whole 
moraine was in motion. The upward thrust of 
the tortured planet had forced the metalboul- 
ders from the gouged stream bed where they 
had lain for centuries, and they were pow roll-

The sight of the vast upheaval did something 
to his eyes already weakened from the glare 
of the last few days. George Vignot went sud
denly blind'. And the metal planet, rocking 
beneath him as he fled from the destructive 
avalanche, destroyed his sense of balance.

-Vertigo assailed him and he fell on his face.
The grinding roar immediately behind him 

hammered against his ears like a peal of sus
tained thunder. He got to his feet, fell down, 
and struggled erect again swearing futilely at a 
weakness he could not quite overcome. But 
anger and a blinding rage stimulated the adre
nalin glands. A tide of strength poured into his 
blood stream banishing the vertigo.

He started to run a second time, and he had 
taken about forty steps when he crashed head
long into an enormous boulder. The shock 
knocked him backwards. He gritted his teeth 
and groped towards the barrier that had check
ed him. With probing fingers he explored its 
smooth surface. He could not reach its top. It 

* must be a large boulder. Yet it was large enough 
to stenf the avalanche already upon him ?

Keeping in contact with it, he circled to the 
far side, heard the crash as the crest of the 
avalanche struck, the great boulder’s forward 
edge, then felt it rock gently. With something 
like a prayer on his lips, George Vignot sank to 
his knees and heard the grinding mass roar 
harmlessly out across the metal planet on both 
sides of the giant boulder behind which he 
crouched. '

Reaction made him Weak.again. He buried 
his bearded face in the crook of an outflung 
arm. “Seven seconds,” he breathed. ‘“How 
many seconds'have passed? How many are 
there still to live through?”

ONLY the red mountain came through the 
quake without any appreciable change or dis
ruption for there was nothing on its smooth 
flanks to shake loose except a single human 
being.

Huddled in a cup-like depression with his 
back against one side and his feet braced 
against the other, Aaron Carruthers rode out 
the quake. Beneath him were the bars of Car- 
boralium and his testing instruments. Above 
him ,' stretching into an infinity of space, 
towered the red mountain of Neutronium.

The bars of Carboralium were in contact 
with it, drawing on the tremendous source of 
atomic energy from its very core. Each day 
since his arrival at the mountain Carruthers had 
taken the bars away from the metal and tested 
them for radioactive emanations. Each day
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radioactivity had increased.
He knew he had been away from his com

panions for a long time, that what water he had 
taken with him was gone, that his food tablets 
were becoming fewer and less potent as a 
substitute for food.

It had been a long way from the valley where 
they had made their headquarters, farther than 
he had cared to think about. He had been 
testing various parts of the planet without 
success when he chanced to place his instru
ment at an angle that made the pointer act as 
a magnetic needle. It had at once become 
violently agitated.

Still holding it at this unusual angle he had 
observed that the emanations were strongest in 
the west. His first impulse had been to return to 
where he had left his companions and acquaint 
them with his discovery. But the irresistible 
urge to find the source of the element he was 
seeking had been too overpowering, and he had 
returned to the monument, strapped the blocks 
of Carboralium to his shoulder, then with the 
blade of his knife had left scratched trail mar
kers to show the way he had gone.

How many days ago that had happened he 
didn’t know. He had slept, awakened, and 
slept again. It seemed ages and eons in the 
past. As he lay in the depression he could feel 
a gnawing sensation deep inside him. This was 
hunger. He looked at his clothes. They seemed 
much too large for him. Food,'solid food, was 
what he needed. Emaciation was robbing him 
of his strength. The quake that had so violently 
disturbed the rest of the planet did not seem 
important.

He looked at the sky that was darkening 
swiftly, and suddenly night was upon him. 
Hunger returned to torment him. It occurred 
to him that he should seek out his two com
panions. Had they survived the shock? He 
thought also of the metal boulders he had used 
to build the monument. By now they must be 
widely scattered.

He yawned. A heavy stupor assailed him. 
Closing his eyes he slept uneasily until the 
atomic sun shot over the rim of the metal 
planet and awakened him. The need of doing 
something was strong upon him. But what was 
there to do ?

His body felt curiously heavy as he crawled 
out of the depression and climbed part of the 
way up the red mountain where he could look 
across the rolling panorama of metal. As far as 
he could see there was nothing visible but 
shining metal—not a cloud, or bird, or insect, 
or any moving thing.

From sheer force of habit he looked at his

watch. But the earth lime division of twenty- 
four hours each day and night didn’t check 
with the days and nights of the metal planet.

He placed the watch back in his pocket. 
Dimly he felt that he must find Langham and 
Vignot. .Loneliness was creeping upo% him 
though he was not aware yet of it. The bars of 
Carboralium would be safe in the depression 
along with the testing instruments. Yes, he 
would return to the wooded valley. Once there 
he would explain where he had been and what 
he had done.

But stupor and a heaviness of body drained 
him of energy. He found it difficult to walk 
back to the depression where he had started 
from. It was as though.his feet were encased 
in leaden shoes. Inertia compelled him to lie 
flown again on the metal bars of Carboralium. 
He fell asleep almost immediately.

It seemed years later when he awoke in the 
darkness of atomic night. His body was stiff 
and full of aches. And a strange vibration was 
quivering through every part of his body.

* He managed to turn on his,back though the ef
fort was out of all proportion to the pyhsical act.

IN  a semi-stupor he stared at the strange con
stellations in the atomic sky. A rhythmic pulse 
at the base of his spine soon became an annoy
ing disturbance. He tried to pull himself to a 
sitting position and discovered he could barely 
lift His arm. It lay heavy on his chest after the 
exertion.

It was then that he' noticed his fingers. They 
glowed in the dark with what looked like purple 
ribbons of flame. His dormant brain quicken
ed at this phenomenon. He knew now what was 
happening. Small wonder he found it 1m-

• possible to move. His body was teeming with 
radioactivity. This potent force, acting like 
earth magnetism, "was anchoring him to the 
mountain of red metal.

Sweat broke out on his forehead. He moist
ened his lips, closed his deep-set eyes, and 
fought against the stark reality of his helpless
ness. Chained to a mountain by a power that 
had gradually crept upon him. Was this to be 
the end ^

“Queer,” he muttered aloud. “ I,know I’m 
still in my own laboratory. I know it as well as 
I know I can’t move. During the day the atomic 
sun will shine upon me. At night I will feel 
the chill of dark. There’ll be more suns and 
more chills. I will be unable to eat my food 

, tablets. Starvation will come slowly and irrevo
cably. Yet it will come as night follows the 
day. And my bones will dry and bleach with 
each short day of atomic sunlight----- ”
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His voice trailed away. Something bright 
and hard was stinging his eyes. He opened 
them slowly, curiously. Lancing down through 
the atomic heavens was a shaft of living flame 
that bent, twisted and grew larger and brighter 
untij its vast radiance covered the whole atomic 
shy with a luminous mantle.

The lips of Aaron Carruthers began to 
twitch. “Oh God !” he breathed as the vor
tex plucked him from the depression and 
hurled him into an eternity of tortured space.

KARL DANZIG was still feeling the pressure 
of the contact switch on the ball of his thunb 
after clicking oft the vanishing ray when the 
buzzer sounded. The big second-hand of the 
clock beside him on the control board had 
circled the clock’s face once indicating a single 
second had passed. "

With eyes still on the moving hand he 
picked up the electronic phone. The robot 
voice from the city’s power station said mechan
ically : “All electric power users ordered to 
switch off energy machines at once. Short 
circuit on main turbine line.”

The face cf Danzig paled. His eyes hads 
followed the second hand three times round 
the clock’s face. Four yet to go and the power 
likely to go out at any moment. The laboratory 
could not exist without electrical power. It 
turned generators which in turn created the 
super-power needed for the electronic ex
ploration machine using the vanishing ray.
If that power were suddenly cut off------

Danzig did not hesitate. The second hand 
was barely a quarter of the distance around 
the clock’s face towards the fourth second 
when he sswitched on the restoration ray.

It shot from the end .of the liquid-cooled 
casing and splintered against the meteorite.

An aura of ghostly radiance climbed-from 
the sunken quartz slab to the ceiling of the 
laboratory. There "was no sound for a moment 
but the deep hum from the inverse dimensional 
tubes. And then the silence was broken as 
metallic blocks spilled from the sunken slab 
to the laboratory floor. *

The aura tapered away. DanSig switched off 
the restoration ray and climbed *over the 
barrier. But he wasn't needed. Three dim forms 
were materializing out of the fading light— 
the forms of men with heavily bearded faces, 
sunken eyes and wasted bodies.

George Vignot ’sdeep voice filled the lab
oratory. “Carruthers, we’re back. Do you hear? 
We’re back !”

Aaron Carruthers stepped from the slab and 
stood leaning against the barrier. Langham

walked slowly to his side. There was wonder 
and amazement in his tired eyes. Nobody spoke.

“Everybody all right ? ’’asked Danzig.
The lights flickered and went cut. Danzig 

turned on a battery lamp. “Sorry, Aaron, about 
the sudden change in the time element. But 
the moment you left, the central turbine plant 
warned me of an immediate shut-off in power 
due to a short-circuit. You and the others had 
been gone but three and a quarter seconds when 
I flashed on the restoration ray. I didn’t dare 
wait the full seven seconds.”

Carruthers said in a husky voice, “ If you 
hadn't acted the way you did, Karl, none of 
us would have come back alive.”

“ God,” breathed Danzig. “You men look 
starved.”

“What day of the month is it?” asked 
Langham, rubbing his eyes.

" I t ’s still the sane day,” explained Car
ruthers, “almcst the same hour. We were off 
this planet for three and one quarter seconds. 
“Look!” He pointed to the bars of Carbor- 
alium. “ You, tco, Vignot. I had them with me 
on a red mountain of Neutromum. I slept on 
these blocks for what seemed like a hundred 
years. And after a while I couldn't move. It 
was as though I was chained to them and the 
mountain.!!

“ Kwas headed, for that mountain,” nodded 
George Vignot, blinking rapidly. “Then the 
world exploded. Maybe it was an electronic 
earthquake, it came just as I was about to cross 
a moraine of metal boulders. I was following 
your inverted V’s marked in the metal ground. 
Well, the metal rocks began to move upon me as 
if some powerful force had pushed them up
ward. They rolled towards me in an avalanche 
that was the most awful experience I ever want 
to go through again. I went- blind, stumbled 
into an immense boulder and found 'heller 
behind it. But I ’m not blind now. Queer. I 
don’t understand it.

“Does anybody?” asked Langham, “least of 
all myself. I'll admit,” he added in a shaky 

L voice, “that I was in a place where no mortal 
man had ever been u p , to the moment we 
reached that metal planet. I’ll admit that I was 
thoroughly frightened when it seemed that the 
planet was about to tear itself to pieces during 
the quake. I’m years older in experience and 
wonder at the marvel of it all. But what does 
it all’kdd up to? Three and one quarter seconds. 
Was it but a moment of wasted eternity,-or 
was----- ”? '

“Wait” ’ broke in Carruthers. “Wait only a 
few minutes longer; Karl, will you test the 
Carboralmm blocks. I’m still shaky.”

21
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l?ut Danzig was already kneeling beside the ~ 
sunken slab with one of the blocks in his hands. 
‘These are not Carboralium blocks any longer, 

Aaron. They’re reddish in colour, arid tingling 
• to the touch. I’ll test it with the nfractor lamp.” 

His report came quickly enough. “Neutro- 
nium without any question of doubt. Radio
activity present in the same proportion as that 
emanating from the meteorite.”

“ I still can’t believe it,” sighed Vignot. 
It’s against all laws of metallurgy.”

“ I’ve got to get in touch with my office,” 
said Langham.

“And when you do,”  Carruthers told him, 
you're going to demand twenty fast planes to, 

be placed at our service at once.”
“No,” frowned Langham. “ I can’t disobey 

Presidential orders.”
“Twenty planes," insisted Carruthers. “And 

they’re going to fly ten miles apart and not in 
close formation. Each plane will carry a block 
of our radioactive Neutronium. You can’t say 
no Langham, not after the experience you've 
been through in obtaining'the perfect catalyst.” 

Langham set his stubborn jaw, "What you 
suggest, Aaron,is treason against the President ” 

“And what about treason against the pecple? 
Each hour of delay places their future in deadly 
jeopardy. Is it possible Langham, after what 
you have gone through, that you caff still 
doubt ? Maybe you can’t see your own face, but 
I can.' You’ve grown a beard. Your cheeks are 
sunken. You're gaunt and undernourished. For 
a great many days you’ve lived within the nu
cleus of the smallest cluster of elements God 
ever created.

“You’ve lived at a pace so swift that in the 
interval of less than four seconds you found 
yourself threatened by starvation. You’ve wit
nessed a miracle of alchemy, and I'm not telling 
you .something you don’t already know. 
You are your own best witness The shackles
your unbelief have been snapped in a thousand 
pieces. Unless you re a plain damn fool, you, 
and you alone, will be responsible for the ex
termination of our civilization. ,

“My God ! raged Vignot. “Am I to starve 
rattle about and get nowhere in your driveling 
argument. Langham, if you ck>n t quit saying 
no and ranting about treason, you 11 drive us all 
insane. Wiite or phone the order for twenty
planes--------

“Listen, man-------- ”
“No. You listen. I ’ll talk. As a member of • 

the Emergency Council selected by the Presi
dent, my orders have authority behind them. 
Call the nearest air base squadron at once. If 
you don t, you 11 go down in history—if there

is ever any history written after the year 2001 — 
as the monster whose stubborness destroyed the 
lives of a hundred million people. Karl, order 
some food, will you ?

MAJOR BURKE, commanding the death’s 
Head squadron of combat planes, returned the 
telephone to his desk. His jaw was twitching 
slightly when he.spoke to his adjutant. “Orders 
from Wing Commander. Special flight of. 
twenty gf our fastest combat jobs. Same ob
jective as before. Alteration in flight formation. 
Ships to fly ten miles apart. Rendezvous same 
‘as earlier in the day—roof of the Air Terminal 
Building where the pilots will receive final in
structions from G-2 Chief, Langham. - 

Dusk was not far away when Langham, Vig
not and Aaron Carruthers alighted from an 
army plane at an emergency landing field at the 
foot of the Ozark Mountains. A staff car took 
them part way up a mountain peak where clouds 
were thickest. In his hand Aaron Carruthers 
hasd the latet report from the U.S. Meteoro
logist Bureau. ' '

It read: ‘Warm, dry winds from the interior.’ 
High pressure area over Rocky Mountains. No 
rain possible east of the Mississippi.

Langham, consulting his watch, aid, “Time s 
up! 1 hey should be flying ever the mountains 
by now.” His lips thinned into a straight line. 
“ What’s the weather report ? ”

“Dry,” said Carruthers, ajixiousiy scanning 
the eastern sky. “No prospect of rain east of the 
Mississippi. Ah! Here they come. I can see 
three of them. They’re flying fast, and mileS 
apart as ordered. Look, Vignot ! Observe those 
clouds. They’re beginning to pull apart and 
drift towards the planes. In ten seconds we ll
know beyond a shadow of doubt-'-------~

“The shadow of doubt is there for fill eyes to 
see,” broke in Langham, bitterly. “Look at that 
red -nosed plane almost above us. ft's in trouble 
Something’s happened the same as it happened 
before. It's circling crazily. Yes, and it’s com
ing down. Can’t you see? Your catalyst weapon 
isn’t any better this time than it was the last. 
That pilot is probably dead right now. And in
five seconds the whole flight-------- ’’

“Rot!” snorted Vignot. “There’s something 
on the plane’s windshiejd that’s preventing the 
pilot from seeing clearly. He’s heading for that 
emergency landing field to get it cleaned.”

He placed a big hand on Aaron Carruthers 
shoulder. The young scientist had his head 
bowed as-'if he couldn’t face a second failure. 
“ Hold out your hand, Carruthers, and feel 
what’s in the air. Moisture. Showers of it” 
And it isn’t rain—not in a thousand years. It's
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the oily residue that forms when the perfect 
catalyst breaks up the molecules of the poison- 
polluted clouds. It’s the same vicious stuff I 
found in my test tubes whsn you inadvertantly 
brought that Michigan meteorite within its 
destroying ten-mile radius and ruined my 
beautiful experiment.

“ You’re right, Vignot,” admitted Langham,a 
moment later. «“And so is Carruthers. I’m 
sorry, Aaron, to have been so damned stubborn. 
But the things you have revealed to me this day 
are miracles I can’t and* probably never will 
comprehend.”

Carruthers lifted his head. A heavy burden 
had rolled from-his weary shoulders. I’m not 
blaming you, Langham, There moments when 
my own comprehension fails. Sometines 1 lie

awake at night. And stark fear comes to haunt 
me—fear that some day I’ll lose control of the 
forces 1 have created. But I’m utterly weary, 
and I know that you and George Vignot are, 
too. So let’s go home."

He held out his hand palm upward. Wet 
drops showered upon it. He rubbed his palms 
together. They became sticky with the oily resi
due. He found a smile from somewhere within 
his overly-tired body and forced it to his lips.

Speechless now, he stared into the sky at 
dusk. And there wasn’t a cloud in sight—any
where. Tilery was only a vast silence that pre
cedes the coming of peaceful darkness, and the 
far-away throb of motors in the combat planes 
as they droned westward in the wake of the 
setting sun.

The

Valley of the Undead
By HELEN WEINBAUM

Once in a century, from the graveyard in the Strath of Tiraney 
rose those who had died; yet they were not dead.

N OW, on the moors, the name Tiraney is 
seldom mentioned, and the curious depression 
called Strath*of Tiraney is gone. Myrtle grows 
thisck in the once bleak lowland a if it would 
cover with living green all memory of the 
tainted past.

No, the name Tiraney is seldom mentioned.
For, though the curse has gone, mayhap the 

■little folk who invoked it still live somewhere 
and, as no one knows what might anger them, 
it is better to let inactive spirits lie. To remem
ber too'much might be dangerous.

Yet, had it not been for the young Kathleen 
and the man who loved her, Martin Lane, and 
the way he walked through horror and death 
and the powers* of darkness to save her, the 
moorland people might live in dread of the Eve 
of Michaelmas, might bolt their doors and win
dows and iiide their heads betieath the blankets 
to save their eyes sight of the village Tiraney, 
come up from the dead—nay, from the worse 
than dead—for one night every hundred years.

But now it can he told. The curse is gone— 
the wind smells fresh—and myrtle grows green 

. on the Strath of Tiraney.

*Level place by a»watersi<3e ( Gaelic)

HE HAD seen her first crying on the moor and 
had dismounted, wondering what heartbreak 
a giri as pretty as Kathleen might suffer. Hear
ing his step she turned, raising tortured violet 
eyes framed by black lashes stuck wetly together 
dark curls clustering damp about her temples.

“ Is there nothing I can do?” he asked. “ I’m 
Martin Lane—fropi t ’other side of Galwick.” 

Hurriedly she dried, her tears on the sleeves 
of-her coarse garment. ” Twas nothing. ”

She darted her eyes sideways like a frightened 
hare, taking but fleeting sight of his rugged, 
wind-tanned features and the lean, cool strength 
of his body.

Beside him the horse reared wildly, tearing 
its bridle from his hand, and neighing shrilly, 
galloped off down the moor.

“Strange!” Matrin turned to watch the flying 
hooves. ” ’Tis the first time Milady showed 
caprice.”

"'Would ’twere the only thing strange on 
these moors,” she sobbed. Half sigh, half sob. 
. “And why do tears flood your pretty eyes?” 
Gently, Martin tried to release her from fear. 
“Who are you now, to he crying on the moor?’ 

She pleated a fold of.her sleeve between her 
fingers, “ i ’m Kathleen,” she answered slowly,
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“and I-cry because I cannot help but cry in the 
Strath of Tiraney."

The light lessened as a cloud passed before 
the sun, and at once the wind seemed cold. She 
raised her eyes, startled, as if to measure the 
darkness; then, for a moment veiled them.

“Then why do you come?” he asked. “Why 
not stay neater heme?”

I must come.” Wearily she raised her lids. 
‘There is something here . . .  something . . .  the' 

same thing, mayhap, which sent your horse 
careering down the moor—which frightens the 
wild ponies from _this spot. Yet, it draws me 
almost as if,” she paused, ” as if my life were 
bound up somehow with it.”

The sun came through the clouds, lighting 
" her face. Wistfully, she smiled.

Ke shook off a feeling of oppression. There 
was something, and yet . . . mightn't it be only 
this girl’s superstitious fear affecting him? 
True, there was the story of a young boy found 
frightfully dead-- face „twisted, eyes wide— 
staring— on the Strath of Tiraney. Rumor had 
it that an aged woman was responsible, a woman 
who double-bojted her door to travellers and 
poor things lest on the mcor- at n ight.. a woman 
called old Kathleen]

“Who is old Kathleen?” he asked abruptly, 
breaking the spell the soft even burr of her 
voice had left.

“My great-grandmother.” She spoke coldly, 
drawing herself erect. “ I live with her—up 
there.” She waved toward a bleak, rcckbound 

' ledge.
At her withdrawal, pity flooded Martin’s i 

mind; she seemed so small and helpless to stand 
alone against the world in defence of old Kath
leen. Suddenly he wanted to protect her, to help 
her fight the ugly rumouis.

He c r̂ew her to him, feeling her slight body 
quiver against his like that of a fi ightenea ani
mal.

“Don’t be afraid,” he whispeied, not know- . 
mg yet what it was she feared, but-having the 
ceratmty deep in him that whatever it was he 
would help her destroy it. The strangeness he 
had first sensed in her vanished, she was all 
woman as she lay trembling in his arms. “You.'re 
beautiful, Kathleen,” he breathed.

Momentarily she clung to him, seeming to 
need the protection of his stiength. Then 
“Beautiful,” she repeated bitterly. “Beautiful 
—by day!”

Quickly she pulled away and ran across the . 
moor, her full skirts billowing be hind her in the 
wind.

“Wait!” He started after. “Wait, Kathleen.
I meant you no harm, indeed . . . ”

She continued running, leaving his words to 
echo Ionesomely across the land.

When she was out of sight, he turned dis
consolately to find Milady. But call as he would, 
he got no answering neigh. Wearily then he 
started to walk—it was many a mile to his desti
nation—and, after a few minutes, looked up to 
find himself beneath the rocky ledge where, 
clinging like a maggot to a piece Sf rotting woed, 
was the cottage in which Kathleen lived.

He stopped short at sight of an ugly, wrinkled 
face peering over the sill—a face’so wiinkled 
that the mouth and ncse were lest in their lay
ers. But the eyes stood out—large,violet, angry! 
They were Kathleen’s eyes, and yet . . . no. 
Kathleen’s eyes were bemused, haunted. These 
eyes had seen what Kathleen only feared to see!

* For a moment, their eyes clung together. 
Then forcibly Martin drew his away, umvilling 
to let them rest longer on the repulsive ugliness 
of the woman’s face.

She spoke tn a hoarse cackle. “Go away! 
This is my land.” Struggling with the window, 
she slammed it shut. *

MARTIN hurried on, trying to forget that 
the woman in the cabin was a bleed relative 
of Kathleen s. .

ffehind an ancient altar, two upright stones 
capped by a limestone slab, he came again 
upon the girl. She smiled, lowering her eyes 
shyly under his gaze, filer face seemed elfin- 
like in the light of the setting sun and, curiously 
Martin found himself lemembering the old 
woman's eyes glittering with hate above the 
window-sill. Yet, if Kathleen’s eyes were 
strange, they but added to her beauty. And 
never before had he encountered beauty com
parable to heis !

•  “Milady’s gone,” he explained. “ I’m afraid 
I'll have to walk.”

’Tis a long walk to tfiie other side of Gal- 
wick.” Her voice burred softly.

“Then perhaps you will go part way with 
me.”

He waited, half expecting her to refuse, but 
her eyes darted sideways to the sun and she 
nodded assent. “To the edge of the mcor,” 
she answeied. “The light will last till then.”

As she padded along beside' him, Maitin 
tried to draw her out, liking the way the soft 
cadence of her. voice caressed his eats. But she 
seemed reluctant to speak and half frightened 
of him. ,0

“Do I seem so strange to you, Kathleen ?’’ 
he asked at last. “You don’t to me. I feel as if
I’d known you for ever------as if, in some dim
childhood past, we played together on the
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moors.” He drew her close, linking his arm1 in 
hers.

As if the warmth of his body gave her 
courage, she spoke more freely. “No, not 
strange. Yet, until today, save, for the wild 
things of the moor, I never had a companion. 
Until today,” her voice lowered, “ I never had 
felt the touch of another human being’s hand.
I’ve been alone—all soul alone—alone, except 
for----She stopped abruptly.

“ For what ?” he rpompted.
She looked up. sharply as if to measure his 

reception of her words. “Voices,” she said • 
softly, “The voices in the Strath of Tiraney. 
Ever since I’ve been a child I’ve heard them— 
almost heard them—almost understood them— 
almost, but not quite. Yet something draws me 
back to listen. They’re the voices of the little 
folk."

“There are no little folk, Kathleen. He 
spoke reassuringly.

“Yes ! Her voice rose emphatically. “There 
are ! I know ! And I know too that they have 
put a curse upon us—old Kathleen and me.

How do you know them ?
She hesitated, “Because of the offerings we 

leave for them at night, she said after a mo
ment. “They never touch them l They never 
touch them, but they upset the dish and grind 
the food into the. ground.
’ “The work of some mischief maker------” *

She sighed. “No. Would that it were ! But 
who roams the moors at night? Its evidence 
of the curse, Martin. I first had hint of it when, 
as a child, I asked about the voices in the Strath.

It was near Michaelmas Moon, she mused, 
“and old Kathleen seemed frightened. Mother 
had died that year, leaving us two alone. So I 
asked old Kathleen who it was I heard murmur
ing in the Strath. She chuckled. ‘.You hear 
them ? -she asked. ‘Good ! Then the curse holds 
for you. Lshall die in time. She woujdn t say 
any more.

Releasing her arm, Martin looked doWn at 
the black, wind-blown curls near his shoulder. 
“An old woman s ramblings, "he said comfort
ingly. “ Don t dwell on them. Your great
grandmother must have been very old—even 
then.

“Veiy old, she repeated slowly. “Yes—she
was very old—even then------ As she stared at
the half-red disc of the setting sun, he voice 
faded to nothing.

Now, at the edge of the moor, a cold wind 
struck them. Martin followed Kathleen s eyes, 
wondering what in the sunset could perturb 
her. When he turned batik, she was gone. With 
a heavy heart, though he did not know why, he

watched her slight figure scurry into the teeth 
of the wind across the moor.

Though she was no longer with him, some
thing of her lingered, some strange magnetism 
of her voice or body. He continued slowly, won
dering about Kathleen a'ncl knowing, though 
reason was against it, that he must return.

RETURN he did, half against his will at first, 
then eagerly as his mind fell captive to her 
chartn. He invented reasons for riding through 
the Strath, trying to talk himself from his 
attachment to Kathleen even while he strained 
his eyes across the land to find her. But reason 
could not cure him. Always, at sight of her, 
his heart thumped madly.

After that first day, however, he took care to 
tie Milady securely to one of the ancient lime
stone altars lest he be left stranded on the moors 
again when night came on. Then, for a few 
hours, he and Kathleen would be together, 
sometimes taking shelter from the wind behind 
a rock or a clump of furze, sometimes walking 
into it, letting it sweep all but their companion
ship away. '

Martin spoke often of his life on the other 
side of Galwick. She seemed eager to hear of 
it, questioning him wistfully as to his contacts 
with other men, making him more and more 
aware of the lonely life she herself had led. Yet 
still she always fl<?d from him before the sun 
had set—fled swiftly across the moor at the 
first hint of darkness, hardly waiting to bid him 
good-bye. Then he would recall the strangely 
bitter words she had spoken at their first meet
ing. beautiful—by day !

At last it so dwelt upon his mind that he 
returned to the moors one evening after he had 
told Kathleen good-bye. And, as he waited for 
the sun to set and the evening to come on, he 
remembered things she had spoken of, half 
willingly, half unwillingly, remembered how 
the words had started slowly, hesitatingly, from 
her ; then how they had picked up speed and 
come rushing, tumbling over one another as if 
now that the dam had broken, they would 
relieve her mind of what it harboured. Still, all 
the words had been about the old Kathleen 
and none about herself.

Strange that a young girl should lead a life 
of fear, influenced by random word»of a woman 
over a hundred years old. Strapge that the 
young Kathleen believed her great-grandmoth
er could not die. And yet—yet------

Kathleen had told him of how the old woman 
had fallen from a cliff and suffered no injury ; 
of how she had been sick unto death, and yet 
recovered ; of how a grtla boulder had crashed
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through the cabin roof, missing her head by 
but the fraction of an inch. Stilly did that mean « 
immortality? True, the woman had lived to 
watch a daughter and a grand-daughter age and 
die—perhaps waited now to watch the young 
Kathleen—but did even that mean a spell was 
on her ? Martin asked Kathleen.

“1 dont know, she whispered, frightened. 
“She wears an amulet—‘to keep the little 
folk from exacting vengeance she told me 
once. '

“Vengeance for what ? he asked.
“She will not tell me.
Poor thing, to be so beset by fear ! Martin 

felt guilty waiting now to spy on her, Yet he 
mast know the meaning of her words : beauti
ful—by day ! Now, more than ever,- he loved 
Kathleen and wanted her for his wife. Tonight 
he would ask her. Tonight .when he took her 
m his arms and kissed her-^in the dark-

MILADY neighed shrilly, pulling at her 
tether to escape. The sky darkened, and Martin 
pulled his collar closer against the howling 
winch They were some distance from, the 
•Strath of Tiraney, yet somehow he felt an 
eeriness reach from it. He rose quickly, making 
his way across the darkened moor to the small 
cabin clinging to the ledge,

A small candle cast its feeble light through 
a window. He peered up from below, hoping 
to find Kathleen outside. She was not in sight. 
He walked slowly to the top, thankful for the 
howling wind which hid noise of his movement.

When he caifie on a level with thehouse he 
saw Kathleen. She was seated at a table, her 
back turned towards the window.

Old Kathleen faced him, her shining eyes 
peering malevolently from, her wrinkled face. 
Though he stood in the dark outside—the 
moon had not yet risen—she stared straight ' 
into his eyes ; he felt she saw him as clearly 
as if it were day.

Then, in the same words as before, she 
croaked, “Go away l This is my land."

Startled by her voice, Kathleen turned.' By 
the change in ner expression, Martin felt that 
she too saw him in the dark outside. But he 
forgot other emotions at sight of'her face. She 
looked lovelier than ever in the candlelight. 
What a fool he had been to let her random 
words bother him L

“Kathleen,” he called. “ Its Martin.”
She turned her back to the window, mur

muring, “Go away.”
“ Let me in, Kathleen.” He walked around 

to  the cabin .door and waited. When there 
was no answer, he tapped gently on it. “Let

me in."
“Go away, Martin. Please.” Her voice came 

faintly from inside.
" 1 hen come outside. I must talk to you.”
“ I won’t come out.” Her voice was strained, 

fearful.
“Why not ?” the old woman asked. “Why 

not ? Your lover waits. Go, Let him see ye— 
in the d ark !” She gave a hoarse, cackling 
laugh. "Let him see what that little boy once 

r. saw—the one who----- ” a
“S top!” Kathleen screamed. “Stop, I'tell 

*• you !”
_ Martin heard her sobs beating the cabin walls

“Come out, Kathleen.” He made his voice 
stern to cover the ominous pounding of his 
heart. “ I shan’t leave the moor tonight until 
yifu do.”

“Go,” the -old woman croaked’. “Let him 
see ye.”

There was a long silence. Then he heard 
slow, reluctant footsteps on the floor.

The door opened and, for a moment, he 
saw her figure silhouetted against the light. 
Then it shut, leaving the moonless night even 
blacker than before. .

The wind had died and over the moor hung a 
vast, heavy stillness. Time had stopped . . life 
had stopped . . .  waiting . . .  for Kathleen !

He felt her presence in the dark before him, 
but he could not move. Then she spoke, and» 
the reality of her voice shook him, for a moment 
only, until the portent of her' words pierced 
his mind.

“My eyes are closed, Martin. Take me ip 
your arms once, as you did that first day on the 
moor. Take me in your arms and kiss me once 
—before I open them !”

-As in a dream he stepped forward, closing 
his arms about her, feeling her cling to him 
with the 'tenseness of a drowning man. He 
kissed her, feeling suddenly safe in the know
ledge of his love.

The wind rose, beating their bodies angrily 
as if it would break their embrace. Kathleen 
clung more tightly and he felt her tears upon 
his netfk. But, after a moment, she drew aWay, 
pushing his hands from her. *

“ Look now,” she whispered.
Through the Black darkness shone twe silver 

discs, glowing with red fire at their centres. 
A chill took Martin’s spine ; there was some
thing vile, unnatural, evil, in their light. In
voluntarily he recoiled.

' “ Don’t be afraid." Her voice came bitterly. 
“You are looking at me—Kathleen. These are 
my eyes !” *

Her eyes 1 It was as if some demon peered
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at him through the dark—some Satanic, un
clean hell-hag. Not Kathleen !

“ I do not blame you, M artin.” Again she 
spoke. “ I see the horror in your face. Tis the 
same horror 1 saw in the eyes of a little boy— 
the night he died.” ?

“You ?” he breathed. “You . .  killed . .him .” 
“ He came on me unexpectedly.” Her voice 

was tearful. “ I didn’t know that he was there 
until he screamed. And please believe, Martin, 
that never since then have L showed my face 
outside the cabin after the sun has set . . . ” 

The echo of her Words beat dully against his 
ears as he stared at the luminous,'evil discs.

“One thing more,” she said softly, “what 
makes you shudder and recoil is not the real 
Kathleen. I am the same. These are some other 
being's eyes !”

Neither spoke for a moment. Then the 
darkness was broken as she opened the  cabin 
door to go inside,. Something in her mute 
acceptance of her misfortune and of his reaction 
to it tore at Martin’s heait. If she were ill of a 
sickness he could understand, it would not 
affect his love. He would help her, pray for 
her recovery. This was no different. Through 
no fault of her. own she was ill. needing his 
protection even more because she suffered from 
something frightening and unknown.

Despising himself for the moment of delay, 
he clutched her arm.* “(I makes no difference 
. . . Marry me, Kathleen. I love you.” 

“Marry you?” she breathed. “How can I ? 
Look at my eyes ! Could you wake at night to 
see them shining in the dark.? Could you sleep 
kitowing they were there beside you ? Could 
you live with the curse upon them ?”~ 

“Yes,” Strength surged through his body. 
“ If all else fails, I can. But together," he 
pressed his lips against her hair, “together, my 
dear, we can break the curse ! Come.." He drew 
her inside the cabin. "W e’ll get old Kathleen 
to tell us how . . . ”

As if she expected them, the old woman 
waited, her eyes fasteried stolidly on the door. 
" I  shan’t talk,” she croaked. “No need to ask.” 

“You must talk.” Martin drew ' Kathleen 
within an encircling arm. “ We’re to be married. 
I ’ve the right to know.”

Old Kathleen’s eyes shone evilly and, sud
denly he realized that they, too, would shine 
silver in the dark.

“ Ye’ll never know from me, she cackled. 
“ If ye want her, take her. Tis your own risk. 
Folding her arms complacently, she tightened 
wrinkled lips over her toothless gums.

Martin s anger burst. “ Evil creature ! He 
stepped forward, towering over the shapeless

figure in the chair. “ What have you to gain • 
by ruining Kathleen s life ?

“ Peace,” the old woman answered.
"Peace, ”  he scoffed. “You‘!l writhe in hell if 

my prayers can make you. If there is a curse, 
tell us ! Tell us why, so we can fight against it.

Hate glinted the womans eyes. “ I shari t 
ta lk !”

“Then there s no curse,” he said triumph
antly, “no curse but the' thoughts in your evil 
mind.”

“ Have ye ne’er heard of the village Tiraney?” 
the old woman smiled slyly.

Tiraney ! The word echoed and re-echoed 
in the silence.

“ No !” Kathleen sobbed wildly, “not that 1 
Not th a t!”

The hag shrugged. “Ye’ll never learn from 
me.” She turned to Martin. “Yet, if there be 
no curse, ask yourself this, stranger : what is 
it that shines through Kathleens eyes at night." —

“ There is a curse,” the girl said hopelessly. 
“ I’ve always known . . . my eyes . . . the voices 
in the Strath . . . our nightly offering spurned 
by the little folk  and ground into dirt. I can’t 
marry you, M artin.” She'turned suddenly to 
face him. ‘‘They'll never let me!”

“They cannot stop me, dear heart.” He 
drew a hand gently across her cheek.

Behind them old Kathleen rolled with 
laughter. “ Work fast then, lad, work fast. 
Next week brings the Eve of Michaelmas . . ”

ON MICHAELMAS EVE the wind blew 
cold. Already there was the smell of winter in 
the air. Furze crackled dryly beneath Milady’s 
hooves as Martin rode over the moors to the 
cabin on the ledge.

It was his wedding eve as well. Tomorrow 
he would take Kathleen to t he/other side of 
Galwick to become his wife. Yet his heart was 
heavy with foreboding of what tonight would 
bring.

Tiraney and the Eve of Michaelmas ! Some
how the two were tied together with Kathleen, 
though even if she knew how she would not 
fell him.

Now, overcome by a strange restlessness, he 
spurred Milady to a faster pace. Tonight was 
the n ig h t! He must be on hand to save Kath
leen from the menace at which the old woman 
had hinted when she said "N ext week brings 
the Eve of Michaelmas . . . .  ”

A  dim light shone from the cabin window. 
Dismounting below the ledge he tied ‘Milady, 
feeling the flesh crawl on his neck as she1 
reared in inexplicable terror.

It was not quite dark. The air was electric.
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He ran hurriedly up the path, steeling him
self against fear which he tried to believe un
founded.

At the top, he stopped suddenly. Beside 
the cabin was a spot srtangely green with 
myrtle. A new-made grave !

Kathleen ?' The question rose silently 
shrieking in his throat. Numbly he stopped’to 
pick up a spray of myrtle, placing it over his 
heart.

“Kathleen !” At fast he found his voice. 
Shouting her name, he burst into the cabin. 
It was empty. But on the floor was a drying 
pocl of bleed and near it a blood-stained knife

Then he saw tlie paper, covered with an old 
woman's spidery script. I shall die, it began. 
Bury me deep east-west, and cover the grave 
with new myrtle. For somehow I  shall outwit the 
curse and die. But for you who go to take my 
place in the risen village this Eve of Michaelmas. 
I  leave the story of Tiraney. Read it well, 
Kathleen.

I  skip lightly over the reason for the curse. 
Enough to say that the pillage was blessed by the 
little folk, until, becoming rich, it became proud, 
spurning to leave offerings to the spirits who 
brought prosperity.

So the little folk became angry, and on an Eve 
of Michaelmas one hundred years ago took their 
revenge. Tiraney was cursed . . . cursed to rot 
and disappear into the mist . . . to be there and 
yet not there . . .  to be not alive, not dead! To 
reappear once every hundred years, for one night 
only ! -

By sinning I  escaped. I  loved a man from a 
neighbouring town and met him, on the eve of my 
marriage to another, outside the gates.

Together we saw Tiraney disappear! The 
unspeakable horror of it still haunts my mind 
the howls and shrieks of the villagers as their- 
bodies were taken by the little folk ■ ■ ■ rigid wood 
and stone rolling to nothing in the mist . . . In  a 
moment the whole village was gone. We fled in 
terror.

But Tiraney is not dead. Always I  have known 
that the curse waits for me. Tiraney is not dead 
it is still in the Strath, an invisible ghost village 
of tortured undead souls. The little folk will exact 
their last full measure of revenge.

Yet they shall not torture me. I  shall outwit 
the curse and die . . 7 M y place waits for you, 
Kathleen . . . . .

Martin stared numbly at the last ill-omened 
words which trailed with ineffable weariness 
from the page. Old Kathleen had somehogv 
managed to die. There was the blood-stained 
knife, the pool of blood, and the grave covered 
with new myrtle outside the cabin. But where
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was his Kathleen ? Alive, or in some limbo, 
half alive, undead ? ■ *

He ran hastily from the cabin, stumbling 
around the ledge, his .eyes glued on the dark
ness ahead where the Strath of Tiraney lay. 
There was no moon and' the wind had died. 
The air had a strange, acrid smell which caught 
his lungs. Loose rocks rolled beneath his feet, 
and once on the moor furze tangled about his 
legs, sending him sprawling to the giound. He 
picked himself up, cursing the delay, and 
continued.^

At last, far ahead, lie.saw a dark figure walk- 
• ing slowly through the night . Kathleen ! His 
shouts made turmoil in the still, heavy air, but 
she did not seem to hear. On she walkeed 

■ steadily, inevitably, toward the Strath.
Ahead was dark. Then, suddenly; a mist 

lifted, uncovering in the Strath of Tiraney an 
ancient village, its heavy gates just swinging 
open. Still heedless of Martin’s shouts, Kath
leen walked through. The gates closed silently 
behind--her.

As Martin ran swiftly toward the village, a 
dankness filled his ncstrills. He choked at the 
strong, fetid smell of decay and rot tainting the 
moorland air. In the moment before he reached 
the gate, he felt a strange reluctance to enter, 
to bring his live, pulstaing bedy into this vil
lage of the dead ; but thought of Kathleen’s 
danger spurred him on.

He put one hand on the ancient gate to push 
it open. With a nauseous, rotten sound it 
splintered under his touch. As if it were a 
curtain of spider web he pushed the crumbling 
wood aside and entered.

Inside was a village of yesteryear ancient 
well holes, rutted, cobbled streets, outside each 
house a crude altar on which to place nightly 
offerings to the little folk.

But Martin had little time to look about. 
Kathleen was far ahead, moving with the pur-, 
poseful, rigid tread of a sleepwalker. His shouts 
rang hollowly through the quiet streets. In
conceivable that Kathleen could not hear them! 
Yet sjie did not turn. . e

Then ,for a rnomsnt, Martin had the feel of 
presences around him . . .  things . . .  the buzz of 
voices . . . bodies pressing close to his . . . But 
hardly had he felt them when they were gone. 
He was walking in a void of his own. his lungs 
once more free to breathe the rank air of the 
rotting village.

A DARK form passed him, clothes hanging 
in ragged tatters from the bony frame. But 
worst was the face ! Horror closed his thro/it at 
the look of diabolic, inhuman evil on it. Then
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he saw the eVes, and cold flesh crept up his 
spine. The eyes shone silver like Kathleen's !

The luminous orbs drifted downward from 
his face. Suddenly the figure stepped -back, 
covering its own dead face with bony, withered 
hands. A shriek re se d a  horrid, terrifying 
shriek !

Martin hurried on. Other figures passed, but 
there was no time to wonder at their fear erf 
him, nor to guess the source of their evil 
auras. Yet through his worry for Kathleen, 
he did realize that the things were but half 
human, and that half was only the rotting 
bodies which prowled the streets. What in
habited those bodies he feared to think. Prob
ably there wes not encugh soul left in any one 
of them to rebel at-the vile, unnatural use to 
which their bodies were being put.

Wrinkling his nostrils againSt 'th e  stench 
of death and decay, M aitin strained his eyes 
after Kathleen. Ne; r  the end of the street, she 
turned into a gateway and walked up the path 
to the house. When he arrived, the door had 
already closed behind her back. *

He hurried to touch her—to take her in his 
arms—but stopped abruptly. She neither saw 
nor heard him enter.

Then, suddenly, he became aware of the 
tattered decorations of the room in which they 
stood. It was 'fixed as for a wedding : dry 
flowers, dusting to1 nothing in the faint breeze 
his movements made, festoons of rotting ribbon 
a small altar at one end.

He took Kathleen’s lifeless hand, raising it 
to his lips. She did not seem to know. Her arm 
dropped heavily down when he released it

“ Kathleen !” Hp seized her shoulders, shak
ing her roughly in an effort to bring semblance 
of life into her eyes. She stood unanswering, 
staring blankly through him as if he were not 
there.

Hopelessly he knew that a spirit, not her own, 
was in her, that evil powers had seized her body 
to fill the place left by old Kathleen. He must 
get her away from this .ghost village, into tf ff 
sunlight where evil demons could not exist.

He put one arm around her to lead her from 
the house. In his close embrace she seemed to 
waken. Strength took her body as she fought 
loose of his grasp, her eyes wide with terror 
frightened, pain-racked moans comirg* from 
her lips.

Shocked by her resistance, he released her. 
She walked past him, arms outstretched to 
someone behind him. He turned.

One of the things of the village stood in the 
room, its evil, disintegrating face unspeakably 
horrible in the sputtering candlelight.

Again Martin felt spirit forces battering 
against his mind. The place seemed filled with 
invisible - beings—phantasms, chimeras—all 
seeking to push him backwards, toward the 
door. He fought with%ll his will against them, 
holding his ground.

“Kathleen.” The thing spoke in a voice 
which came hollowly from the bowels of its» 
being. “ Ye have been long away.”

She rested her hands on the fleshless fingers 
looking trustfully into the diabolic eyes.

“Tonight is our wedding eve.” Again the 
voice sounded, empty; lifeless, like the thing 
from which it came.

“Our wedding eve.” she murmured.
Frenziedly Martin seized her shoulders, 

swinging her around to face him. “You can’t 
marry him. Look at him, Kathleen ! Lock, 
into his face. He’s dead !”

Her eyes rested unseeingly on his own. Then 
silently she turned away, placing her hand on 
the half-covered bones.

“ I must fulfill my destiny.” It was as if she 
were repealing by rote words taught, her long 
ago. “You kept me from it—before.”

“Before !” Marting shouted in an effort to 
make her understand. “That was your great
grandmother, Kathleen. Not you !”

He stepped between them, and swallowing 
his naused, faced the decaying thing. It drew 
back, moaning.

“ I love her,” Martin shouted. “ Can you 
say the sam e '? It was aftether woman—a woman 
now dead—whom you loved."

The creature stepped backward still faither. 
It was as if fear broke a hole in its dead con
sciousness so that, for the first time, M artin’s 
words penetrated.

“ Nay,”  it said half sadly, “ there is love in 
Tiraney no longer. I take her in marriage, not 
in love.” Making a wide circle around Martin 
it approached her. “ But I have waited too long, 
Kathleen. Here. Eat of this busciit which will 
plight our troth.

On the extended bones lay a dirty, mouldy 
crumb. Kathleen took it and raised it to her 
mouth.

“ Don’t eat i t ! Net here !” With a quick 
movement, M artin struck her hand, sending the 
crumb spinning into the darkness of the floor

“Eat in limbo and you dwell there forever ! 
Come with me, Kathleen !”

Grasping her hands, he placed them against 
his breast, hoping the live beat of his heart 
would waken her. She touched the spray of 

- myrtle from old Kathleen’s grave and screamed 
wildly.

He tore it from his lapel, forcing it into her
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hands. For a moment she held it, screaming the 
while ; then dropping it, put hands to her 
side, he head, her heart, closing her eyes in 
pain. ■ m
THERE was a faint whir . . . the air stirred 
with movement . . . The thing covered its 
rotten face and moaned. At the sound, Kath
leen opened her eyes to stare at the mouldering 
room about her, gasping in horror at sight of 
the creature s rotting body, suddenly seeing 
thiijgs as they were in the tainted city. Fear 
contorting her face, she sank slowly to the 
floor.

Again the spirits beat Martin s body, seeking 
to wedge themselves into his mind. He wae 
helpless against them. Then, gathering all his 
strength, he stooped to retrieve the myrtle. 
The moment his fingers touched it, his body 
was free.

Lifting Kathleen s inert form, he carried her 
through the broken door into the village street.

From the house came a sad, frustrated wail
ing, wafted after them like the last, futile 
mouthing of a curse. Martin clutched the spray 
of myrtle tightly, knowing that in it lay the 
safety of his body and Kathleen s. The curse 
of tli? little folk. was useless against the aura 
of the blessed weed.

Leaving the rotting city gates he sped over 
the moor, hurrying to leave Tiraney far behind. 
Kathleen, still unconscious, lay heavily in his 
arms. -

Finally, too tired to go further, he stopped 
putting her gently on the ground. Her. skin 
was cold, her eyes closed, her breathing shallow. 
It seemed ^ach faint breath must be her last.

Feverishly he slapped her wrists, forced 
air into her lungs. She grew neither worse nor” 
better, but lay as if under a spell, beathing only 
enough to keep life still in her body. For hours’ 
he worked over her ; then, exhausted, lay 
down helplessly to fest. Kathleen was not dead 
. . . and yet it seemed something of her "was 
gone. Though she lay alive becide him, perhaps 
the evil ones had fled her body too violently 
when he had forced the myrtle into her hands. 
Perhaps, he thought hopelessly, some vital 
part of her had_ been left in the ghost village

and he had saved only the shell of the girl 
who had been Kathleen.

Then, on the eastern horizon, a faint hint of 
light appeared. The Eve of Michaelmas was 
over. Today was to have been his wedding day.

The sound of a deep sigh roused him. He 
turned quickly to Kathleen, hardly daring to 
believe, chaining his bounding hope lest his 
ears had deceived him.

As he watched her, her breathing deepened. 
The sun peeped wanly oyer the horizon, cast
ing a pale light on her face. Her eyelids flutter
ed.

“Martin ! she smiled up at him. “Today • 
is our wedding day !

Weak with relief, he kissed her forehead, 
happy in the knowledge that the horror of the 
night was passed and that nothing of Kathleen 
remained in the dead village.

She was all here—all his !
Suddenly he bethought, himself of Tiraney 

and turned. The village was gone ; only a 
thin mist .lay caught in the Strath, a mist thin 
and smoke-like which dissipated itself upward 
into the sky even as he watched. As the village 
had disappeared, Kathleen had become whole 
again.

NOW, on the moors, the name Tiraney is 
never mentioned, and the curious depression 
called Strath of Tiraney is gone. For Martin 
Lane planted the blessed weed myrtle over 
the spot where the ancicnty village stood 
sprinkling it with holyj water to break the 
curse'.

And yet some people say that on the Eve 
of Michaelmas a wailing comes off the moors 
a sound like the frustrated crying of the little 
folk  who wake to find they have not exacted 
their last full measure of revenge.

But that is only hearsay. Fetf people walk 
the moors at night, and those intrepid ones 
who do may have mistaken the crying of a 
child lost from his mother whose feet have 
become entangled in the thick myrtle which 
twines and intertwines among itself.

Perhaps the spell of Tiraney is broken’ j 
perhaps not. Only one thing us sure : the 
eyes of Kathleen Lane no longer shine silver 
in ’the dark l



Jin ADVENTURE of a

Professional Corpse
* ■ w

Whe Blind Farmer and the Strip Dancer
By H. BEDFORD-JONES'

4 One man finds that death is at a premium, and that
dying brings big dividends

MY P R O F E S S I O N A L  engage
ments as an obliging corpse have 
always been legitimate. I really 
make a most convincing corpse 

—I wish you could see me. Certainly none of 
my cleints can complain that they have not 
had their money’s worth. You see, my heart is 
on. the right side of my body; and it beats very 
slowly—barely forty to the minute. In fact, 
it does not really beat at all.

'It just flutters. By drinking the liquid that 
my uncle discovered in a remore South Ameri
can village, I am able to fall.at will into a 
sleep that has every appearance of death itself ; 
even my lips turn blue. The liquid kills the 
sensory nerves and removes all traces of ab
dominal reflexes. [It makes me unconscious 
and I am, to all,intents and purposes, dead.

Physically abnormal as I was, the discovery 
that with a little medical assistance I could 
make an excellent living by simulating death 
really opened to me the only vocation for 
which I could hope. James F. Bronson had 
found a profession.

My chief trouble was in keeping out of the 
hands of crooked clients. I might have been 
a rich man a dozen times over, had it not been 
for my owri code of ethics.

AftSr I picked up young Dr. Roesche and 
instituted him as a partner in my operations, 
things went on .beautifully. He had brains and 
was straight as a string. Once he was satisfied 
that I would enter into nothing illegal, I dould 
coupt absolutely upon him. Poor Roesche ! 
As a medical man he was always tempted by 
the scientific aspects oflmy case ; but he was 
always headed off by the necessity of three 
meals per diem.

“ It s nothing rare to have the heart on tile 
right side as you have, Bronson, he would say. 
“Your attendant peculiarities, however, are dif
ferent. With a heart that flutters inctead of

beating regularly, and a slow heart at that, and 
with your barrel chest that even cheats a 
stethoscope, you re worth prolonged obser
vation-----  . *

"W hats the bank balance? I would ask, 
and that settled it.

It was Roesche who really put my original 
profession on a business basis. He would pre
cede me to a chosen Qty and conduct the dis
creet advertising we employed. The replies 
flocked in, and he would separate the sheep 
from the goats. It has always amazed me to 
find how many people jump at the idea of 
employing a corpse. Even the must reputable 
clients would usually have sqjne shady work in 
prospect. Others would expect to get my ser
vices for a small sum ; but we played no pikers 
game. My services came high, and deservedly 
so.

We got all sorts of insight into human 
nature. One man, in Seattle, wanted to use me 
in a queer way. His son was a reckless driver, 
and hopelessly reckless. The'father wanted to* 
hire me and fake an accident in which the son 
would think he had killed me ; he had all the 
details drawn up, too. When I pointed out 
that this was no cure for reckless driving, that 
it was horribly cruel and fligh t result in a 
deranged mind for the boy, the father broke 
down and begged me to do it anyway ; he 
wanted to kill or cure. Perhaps he was right, 
at that, for a few months later the boy and two 
other people died in a smash-up..

When the astonishing affair of the strip 
dancer came to us, Roesche and I had arrived 
together in a big eastern city, which was run 
wide open.

On this occasion I took over the answers to 
the advertisement myself. One of the first that 
I opened hit me right between the eyes ; I 
could feel a certain desperate quality in the 
■words that appealed to me. It lies before me
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as I write :
“ D ear S ir ,

I  would like an interview , Y v u  m ay be able 
to help me, and no one else can. T he lives and  
happiness o f  several people m ay  depend on it. 
Y our advertisement has given rhe courage to 
m ake this appeal, Please see me,

V iola D ane,

She appended her address.
I gave her an appointment, and when she 

showed up, Roesche was parked in the bath
room of our hotel suite. I never interviewed 
anyone without precautions, as I had a horror 
of being entangled in anything ̂ fhat might 
prove downright illegal.

Miss Dane was small but exquisitely pro
portioned, radiant with the most superb youth 
and beauty ; you would have thought she did 
not have a trouble in the world. She was very 
expensively gowned. Her jewels were magnifi
cent enough to be vulgar. I was not surprised 
when she informed me that she was a dancer 
in a night club here, a famous one.

■ “ I can pay for your services, she said 
almost impatiently. She was suffering from 
some intense agitation. “But can you really 
pretend *o die, so it would look real ? Would 
a doctor be fooled ? „

“Many doctors have been, I said, smiling. 
“That is, under ordinary circumstances. I 
won’t submit to hospital or fluoroscope tests, 
of course. Suppose you tell me how you 
expect me to help you ?

Experience had given me quite a professional 
air. Also, I had let my beard grow, the better 
to conceal my natural pallor and to preserve 
it. This lent me an appearance of age and 
dignity.

“Well, she responded, “there was a man— 
a man named Ascher-----

Right there, she bogged down. She was pale 
and nervous, unable to go on, her slim jewelled 
fingers twisting a iff] untwisting.

She seemed gripped and checked by a 
certain horror of saying any more, yet driven to 
it by a still more powerful necessity.

“What do you charge ? she asked, as 
though trying to gain time. I helped her by 
explaining that my fee depended entirely on 
the work in view, and by stressing the fact 
that nothing illegal would be considered.

And ’still her face was white and set her 
eyes were desperate. Nothing J could say 
would penetrate her agitation or put her at ease.

“ I—I m going to be married before long, 
she blurted out. “But that has nothing to do 
with the matter, really.

SHE PAUSED again. I gave no hint that 
1 krifĉ w she was lying. If a woman’s going to be 
married, everything in her life revolves around 
that focal point. Suddenly she got off on another 
tack.

“Viola Dane is my professional name, 
she said. “My real name is .Viola Hartzeli. 1 
used to live on a farm near Lebanon ; that s 
fifty miles from here. My folks are there now 
My father’s nearly blind ; cataracts. I haven’t 
seen him cr my mother for — for two years.

This came with a rush. Her composure was 
returning, she was getting* her emo’tiqgs under 
control, and now she settled down to what she 
must say. And she showed a delicacy about 

> saying it, a hesitant choice of words, a slight 
flush as she spoke, which proved that, whatever 
her business, she was no hardened sinner.

And this was perhaps curious, for she was 
a strip dancer in that night club, the type of 
girl most persons would think callous and long 
past any delicacy. Which goes to prove that 
generalities are wrong... and that none of us 
really know much about our neighbours.

“There.:—there was a man named-' Ascher 
she said again. "Felix Ascher. He was a com
mission buyer, and he was in Lebanon at 
harvest time buying up crops. We raise a lot 
of fruit around there. 1 his was two years ago, 
or a little more. It’s awfully hard for me to 
say, Mr. Branson, but I must make you under
stand. 1 really knew nothing at that time, and 
I suppose it w’as my own fault. You see, my 
father was a terribly stern man-----

I began to feel ashamed of the fact that 
Roesche was listening, as she proceeded.

Well, it was the old story, or 1 thought it 
was. This man Ascher skipped out, and in her 
back-country town a girl who had a baby and 
no marriage license was up against plaiq, hell. 
And this poor kid had been up against some
thing far worse. Her old man was one of these 
hellbent puritans who would wreck the whole 
world rather than compromise with Satan, and 
who ruled his own roost despotically. And her 
father had aimed to treat her like Sally Jennings’. 
She went on to tell me about "Sally. »

“She was an awfully nice little girl, Mr. 
Bronson, sweet and shy and pretty. In high 
school she got to going with ’Willy Smith, 
who worked in the men’s furnishing stores 
after school hours. Well, it came out that she 
was going to have a baby, and she did. She was 
more surprised than anyone else ; I guess she 
never did know just how it had happened, 

* She was only fifteen, you see. That was five 
years back. Her folks took the baby away from 
her and she never did know where it went.
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“ She’s still there in Lebanon. She does the 
housework at home, and sometimes she comes 
downtown and everybody looks after her and 
talks, but nobody will associate with her or 
even speak to her. She looks like she spent 
half her time crying, and I suppose she does. 
Willy still works' in the store, but he never 
liked her after that happened. Anyhow, his 
folks wouldn’t let him marry that kind of a girl, 
though Sally's father tried to make him do it. 
So that’s-what I had to lock forward to all my 
life. Do you get the picture ?”

I got it. She Wes flushed and earnest now, 
the words rolling out of her without any hesi
tation. She made me see this poor little tyke of 
a Sally, condemned to a living hell all the r e s t1 
of hei; life in that backwater town.

"What h a p p e n e d I  asked quickly. “ With 
you, f mean.”

She laughed. Not a hard laugh at all, but 
one of really happy triumph.

“Oh, I let them think I was broken-spirited 
and hopeless. And before the baby was born, 
while I could still get arofind pretty well—I 
just skipped out one night and headed for the 
city. It was pretty tough going, but I won 
through. The baby’s with me now, and you bet 
he stays with me, tod !"

“ Good for you !” I exclaimed. “W’here’s 
Ascher ?”

“Oh, hitn ! Nobody knows.” She accepted 
a cigarette and was grateful. “ He just dis
appeared. He went out west and could never 
be traced. Believe me, I tried ! Well, Mr. Bron
son, that's why I'm  here. I want you to ,be 
Felix Ascher.”

“ You—what ?” I blurted out. Just then the 
telephone rang. It was D r. Roesche, from the 
adjoining room, with the door closed now.

Listen, Jim ,” he said. “ I was reading about 
this girl in the paper last night.'She’s playing 
around with that fellow Wilson—you know, the 
one who inherited all the paint and varnish 
millions, and who made such a God-awful fool 
of himself on Broadway last year. He lives in 
this burg. The paper said wed'Ji ng-bells might 
ring shortly." . *

“All right,” I replied, speaking for her bene
fit, “Suppose you come upstairs. I want you to 
meet a lady who’s here. Five minutes ? Right.”

I rang off. and turned to Viola.
“ T hat’s my partner, Dr. Roesche. He must 

work with me wherever I undertake, so he’ll 
have to hear what you say. I can sketch in the 
story for him later. Now, what’s this about 
wanting me to be Ascher ?”

SHE pressed out her cigarette.

“The idea came to me when I read your 
ad.” she replied. “ First I want to make you 
understand the reasons. My mother and I have 
always been very close, but she’ll never go back 
on her principles. M y  father’s not well, he 
won’t live long ; but they’d never let me come 
near them as things are now. This whole affair 
has just about broken my father’s heart. He's 
stern and hard, but we always did love each’ 
other very dearly, and I'm the only one of their 
children left. There’s the big element—affec
tion! The only way they’ll receive me or see me 
is as Ascher s wife, so I’m going to be just that. 
If you could see them and know them, you’d 
realize that their position isn’t as unreal as it 
seems.”

Just then Roesche came and knocked, I 
brought him jn, introduced him, and in a few 
words sketched the situation as though he knew 
nothing of itr

“ But where’ll I come in, Miss Dane ?” I 
asked in some perplexity. “All those people 
will know that I ’m not Ascher."

“ No. We’ll deal with my mother, my father, 
and my uncle Ezra who lives with them ; just 
those three. They never had dealings with' 
Ascher, 1 doubt if they ever more than saw 
him in passing. And with your beard, that 
makes everything quite certain. I can get a 

‘ marriage certificate forged easily enough. You 
go there with me .pretend to be Ascher and 
the father of little Felix, and my husband-. 
Do you see now ?”

I did not, and said so. It looked fantastic 
and senseless to me.

“ I don’t go around pretending to he another 
man, Miss Dane, except as part' of my own 
work. My business is simulating dead men."

“That's exactly the point,” she broke in 
eagerly. “ I ’m coming to that, Mr. Bronson. I 
know that my folks would like nothing better 
than to give the baby a home. If I could leave 
him with them, he'djiave a good home, a fine 
upbringing. They’d love him dearly and he’d 

'inherit all my father’s money. J thought we 
might go there for a short visit, just two or 
three days. Then you could die. You might be 
quite ill when we got there. It wouldn’t in
volve anything wrong at all. It would simply 

.make everything right between me and my 
parents.”

“And,” said Roesche, “you’d be rid of the 
kid and*free to marry someone else.”

That shot went home. She looked at us 
her cheeks burning, her eyes ablaze. Before 
she could burst out with hot words, I cut in 
quietly.

“You mentioned marriage, Miss Dane. L et’s
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have no evasions, please. I hate to pry, and 
yet I must satisfy myself. Does th e  man you're 
going to marry know all this story?”

“He knows all of it ; every bit,” she said. 
I believed her, and somehow I felt a little 

flash of admiration for her. Why? Hard to 
say. She wakened it, that’s all. 1 could well 
credit that her impulses might be mixed, that 
she might have more than one end in view. 
People are not simpleJ. they are complex. 
They seldom move along straight lines to some 
sure and single objective.

“Then,” I replied, “he must be a very fine 
and understanding man."

“He’s not.” A trace of a bitter smile touched 
her lips. “He just,doesn’t  give a hang. I didn’t 
say I was making a love match, did 1 ?”

This was her one show of hardness, and 1 
was sorry I had awakened it in her. At least, it 
proved to me that she was no liar.

“Give me the chance to talk this over with 
Dr. Roesche,” I said. “ I ll telephone you after 
luncheon ; I can’t jump at decisions, in my 
business. But I warn you that such a plan will 
be expensive. 1 take big changes and get paid 
accordingly.

She pulled three rings from her fingers and 
dropped them on the table.

“You can get five thousand for these any
where, or 1 can. Is that enough ?”

It was. I told her to keep the rings until she 
had my answer, and with this she left us. 
When she was gone, I lit a cigarette and looked 
at Roesche.

“What do you make of it ?”
“Simple enough. She’s got the paint and 

varnish account hooked,” he said cynically. 
“Wilson won’t marry her and take over the 
kid. So she parks the kid in a soft spot and is 
free. Then she lands him for keeps and alimony 
later. But what of it ? Nothing illegal that I 
can see, and her money’s good. Why not ?” 

Somehow I could not quite agree with him. 
What stuck in my mind was the story she had 
told me so earnestly, the picture of that piti
ful little Sally Jennings, and this girl’s own 
initiative in evading a similar hell. A girl who 
had fought like that for her illegitimate child 
was not parking him in order to cut loose. 
Not much.

“Maybe not.” Roesche shrugged at my 
argument. “But she’s doing it. She’s tempted 
to do it in order to marry Wilson'. Then she’d 
be set for life, see ? You notice what she 
said, that he didn’t give a hang about her story. 
He wouldn't. He’s a wild one himself.”

After lunch I telephoned Viola and then 
went to, her apartment. The baby was there,

with a nurse, and he was a- cute kid right 
enough. When I was alone with Viola, 1 went 
at her without evasion.

“ I want to understand this thing fully, Miss 
Dane, and somehow I don’t get it. Isn’t there 
more to the whole thing than you’ve told me?”

“Yes, there is, but I don’t know how to make 
you see it,” she said slowly. “Your friend, Dr. 
Roesche, puts a cold blanket on me. I don’t 

'like him." i -
“He’s the only man 1 11 trust to bring me 

back to life and handle all details. Of course, 
I’m not interested in the morality or ethics of 
your purposes——”

“ It isn’t morality. It's everything here, 
inside of mos” she broke out, with both hands 
at jier breast. Her eyes were shining with a 
strange new light. “ It’s the boby. What chance 
has he got in the world, with me ? If they 
think he has a name, everything will be. all 
right at home, he’ll be welcomed and loved, 
he’ll have a chance for a fine straight life 
there-:---- ”

Almost incoherent, she broke off. Suddenly 
she smiled and leaned forward, looking me in 
the eyes. ■■

“See here, Mr. Bronson, I just can’t explain ; 
I can’t find the words. But I feel sure you’ll 
understand if only you go there. I’m quitting 
my position on Sunday night. We could drive 
up there on Monday. If you’d spend an hour 
on the farm, you’d realise everything that’s so 
hard for me to tell you. I can’t find your 
thoughts, your ideas of me except by giving 
you other ideas. Will you do it ? Then, if you 
don't want to go through with the rest of it, 
I ’ll quit.”

And she meant quit, too. Upon the word, the 
lights went out of her eyes and fier shoulders 
drooped for an instant. This decided me.

“We leave on Monday,” I said. “What’s the 
name of the town—Lebanon ? I'll have Roesche 
go on by train and wait for word from me.”

She brightened, and flashed me a smile. 
“Thank you ! Come around for me at two, on 
Monday afternoon. We can be up there in an 
hour and a half. Will you drive my car ? Good. 
And I ’ll have the five thousand dollars ready 
for you then, too.”

SHE was as good as her word. When I took 
her bags out to the car on Monday afternoon, 
she handed me an envelope with the money 
in it. And I noticed that she was not wearing 
her rings.

I drove, and she held the baby ; the nurse 
was left behind. Roesche had gone on to await 
■word from me at the Lebanon Hotel, and he
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was rather sour about it all, still insisting the 
game had a catch in it Som ew here.''H e did not 
cotton to Viola Dean any more than she did to 
him. I rather thought he might be right, too ; 
but it was very uncertainty .this element of risk, 
which made my old profession so fascinating to 
me.

We drove up into the fruit country, and she 
greeted every hamlet, every landmark, with 
delighted recognition, as though shefhad been 
away twenty years instead of two.

She was sparkling, eager, filled with excited 
suspense. As we drove, a disturbing thought 
occurred to me; and I voiced it.

“ If we’re staying with your people, won’t 
they expect us to uccupy a room together ?”

She gave me a quick, gay laugh. “Oh, you 
don’t know our farm ! There’s room and to 
spare ; that’s why my uncle lives with us. 
I had two brothers and a sister, and they're 
gone now. The flu epidemic carried them off. 
I ’ll take one room with the-baby, and you can 
have another room next it ; that’ll be quite 
all right. What worries me is whether you’ll 
be able to fool our old country doctor. H e’s 
pretty shrewd.”

1 smiled. “ I can stand any but the most 
simple test of all—a mirror to the nostrils. I 
caii’t very well stop breathing, you know. But 
I ’ll take care of that, all right.”

We came to Lebanon in good time. It was a 
sleepy little town around a court-house square, 
and nothing to be proud of. As we passed the 
aingy hotel, I thought of Roesche holed up 
there, and chuckled. Then we were heading 
out into the country.

Twenty minutes later we were at our 
destination. And it astonished me.

The farmhouse was large enough, truly ; 
it was well painted, and everything about the 
place was neat as the ’proverbial pin. Having 
been .brought up on a farm, I could appreciate 
the fine points of this one.

' Here, hold the baby!” exclaimed Viola 
Dane. Then she was out of the car and dashing 
for the side door of the house. I held the baby 
and waited for the resultant explosion.

There was none. Nothing happened for a 
long time ; it seemed long to me, at least. At 
length the baby let out a wild squall, and this 
got action. Viola came out, and her mother 
with her ; a handsome, masculine woman of 
forty-five, with splendid stalwart features and 
brave eyes. A fine, straightforward jvoman, who 
came to me and gave me a quick grip of the 
hand, a sweeping, searching look, and then 
turned to the baby.

“Take your husband inside, Vi‘,” she said.

“Give me that child—glory be, my own grand
child in rny arms ! I’ll go get your Uncle 
Ezra. He’s , in the orchard. We’re having th§ 
spraying done, now, with a power sprayer. 
Welcome to you, son. Go right in .”

No frills about her. She headed for the 
orchard, and Viola led me. toward the house.

“ It worked, it worked !” she breathed ex
citedly. “ I didn’t even have to show the forged 
wedding license ; I don’t want to do that if I 
can help it.”

I went with her, and not a bit comfortable 
about it either. - ‘

Her father was a massive, stooped man of 
fifty, practically blind and much broken ; he 
seldom left his chair. Yet he had a remarkable 
face and a more remarkable personality. He 
gripped my hand, passed his fingers over my 
face, and put an arm about his daughter, and 
tears crept out on his cheeks.

“ I’m glad you folks are here,” he said very 
simply. “ It’s been a long time. Where’s the 
baby?”

“Mother’s got him,” Viola replied. “She 
went to bring Uncle Ezra.”

That was all ; no dramatics, no religious 
sentiment, no Old Homestead stuff. Yet the 
man’s personality, strong and stark and dom
inant, was over the whole place. No reproaches 
to rr>e. He talked about the homely things of 
the farm, the animals and crops and changes. 
He was the kind of man who,does his praying 
behind closed doors ; the strong kind. I began 
to sense that if the girl had gone a bit Vrong it 

.was probably her own fault—as she had 
admitted.

Her mother came back with the uncle. He 
was ,.a fine, deep-eyed man, saying little but 
making himself felt. A younger man than ■ 
Hartzell, he had the same quality of deep 
reserve ; he Was the one who kept up the farm 
nowadays.

Mrs. Hartzell was different. She was brisk, 
always busy about something, always chirping 
out bright comments. Those straight, stalwart 
eyes of hers left you with the feeling that she 
knew a lot she didn’t care to say.

.There were no servants ; just the three of 
them here, one crippled and done for, the 
other running the place. They were homely, 
competent, calm. The whole place reflected 
the people in it. If Hartzell had money, as 
Viola had suggested, it was in the bank ; 
things here in the house were not for display 
but for comfortable use.

“ Well, I guess you folks want to get settled.” 
Mrs. Hartzell said at length. “Fetch in your 
luggage and I ’ll get the south room ready.
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Ain’t in much need except of airing."
Viola drew her mother aside, speaking 

quickly and softly, but the blind man's ears 
caught the words.

“ What’s that? Heart trouble? Real sick? 
he repeated, leaning forward. “Son, 1 m sorry.
I never thought I d see the day when I called 

„ you by that name. I ve come mighty close to 
cursing you ; and now I m glad your trouble 
ain t  to my door. Ma, you d better tel*phone 
Doc Torrens to come and look him over. 1 
get a lot o’ faith in Torrens.”

Viola staved this off, somehow. We fetched 
in the bags and got settled, and the afternoon 
wore on. The more I saw of this house, the 
more I was impressed by its placid, steady 
strength ; no other words could express the 
feeling.

Dusk was gathering, and Mrs. Hartzell was 
bustling about her belated dinner, when Viola 
took the baby upstairs to get him down for the 
night. She asked me to come along. Her mother 
had got an old crib out of the attic, and she 
put the fcaby to bed in this, then she turned 
to me. * ♦

“Well, what's your, decision ?”
“Oh, that’s all settled,” I told her. “Go on- 

with it, of course.”
“And you do understand my reasons, the 

things I couldn’t explain?" She gestured to
ward the sleeping child. Her voice was soft 
but passionate. “Think what his life would be 
with me, an artificial life, with servants and 
money afld all sorts of deviltry ; and think of 
him here in this house, living this life, simple 
and fine and good, with these people—car you 
see that it’ll break my heart to give him up, and 
yet it’s the only thing, the only hope, for his 
whole life and future?”

She made a mistake in asking me. After a 
brief contact with these people, 1 began to see 
things with different eyes. I began to feel that 
Roesche had been right about her. And I re
sented the idea of tricking these relatives of hers 

“You may be thinking of his future,” I said, 
“and you may be thinking of your own. It's 
no affair of mine.”

She flinched, as though I had struck her, but 
I went on downstairs and left her there. It was 
none of my business, after all ; and I hate 
these sentimental women.

My words must have got under her skin, for 
she was pretty distant all evening. I occupied a 
bedroom to myself, without incident, and in 
the morning got hold of her, alone. We had to '  
settle on a programme.

^ ’All right,” she said quietly. “Shall we say 
tomorrow afternoon late ?”

“ Good enough,” I replied. “ Make it five
0 clock. Then 111 drive down to town this 
morning, see Roesche, and make arrangements 
What about*the undertaker, the funeral, and 
so on ? You ve got to think about that angle.

“ Lhave already, she said. “Country people 
around here don t go in for embalming, much. 
The undertaker will bring a coffin from town 
tomorrow night, and you 11 be buried next day.
1 thought -Dr. Roesche might come out and 
spend the night, and get you away. He could 
be a friend of mine from the city—though I 
hate to call him a friend,” she added spitefully.

“Then I ’ll have him come out with your 
Doctor Torrens.”

WHEN I announced that I was driving into 
town that morning, Uncle Ezra said he'd go 
with me and fetch back a sa,ck of chemicals for 
the sprayer. There was nothing for it but to 
take him along? so right after breakfast the 
two of us got off.

We were no sooner away from the farm than 
Ezra Hartzell ran a hand over his short, square 
beard, and made a remark that petrified me

“Viola’s a right smart girl,” he observed 
meditatively. “ I wonder she ain’t scart that the 
real Felijc Ascher might show up some day.”

I turned and gave him a look, and what he 
read in my face- brought a thin smile to his lips.

“Ain’t no use wasting a lot o’ talk,” he went 
on. “ I don’t hold it against you, none. You’re 
her husband, and I guess you know the wlfole 
story. It was cute of you folks to some here this 
way and fix things up with her ma and pa. That 
ain’t my business ; I ’m glad of it.”

“ What makes you think I ’m not Ascher?” 
I get out. He chuckled, and the chuckle sent 
a shiver through me.

“Easy enough, son. After she left home that 
way, I left too. I foilered this man Ascher clear 
out west, and caught him up. And there ain’t 
no danger of nim coming back. Not ever. I 
ain’t told a soul about it, not even her pa ; he 
don’t hold with settling matters that way.”

I was wordless before the implication of what 
he said ; his silence was as grim as his hard, 
straight eyes. The less talk the better, I thought. 
He had no intention of spoiling Viola’s little 
plan, he took me to be her actual husband, and 
was satisfied with the .whole affair. Talk was 
rjsky. So I changed the subject and he never 
referred to it again.

We left the car before the antique hotel and 
separated. I found Roesche in one of the slat
ternly rooms, and he greeted me with relief. 
We lost no time in settling all the details of 
our business.
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“The blow-off comes at five tomorrow after
noon,” I told him. “And five at o’clock, you be 
talking with thfs Doctor Torrens, see ? When 
the telephone call comes, you run out to the 
farm with him. You’re a freind of Viola’s from 
the city. I’m af;aid of these country doctors ; 
they’re shrewd, as a rule. I want you to make 
the mirror test yourself.”

Rcesche chuckled.-“Sure, leave that to me. 
I’ll get ahead of him with the mirror, all right. 
How about the funeral arrangements ?”

1 explained Viola's plan. As he would be at 
the house, he might arrange to telephone the 
undertaker ; thus he could insure getting a 
solid top coffin. The effects of the drug would 
last'several hours, and during the night he 
could replace me with a couple of weighted 
bags and Screw down the lid hard and fast. 
Once we got this done, 1 could.make my get
away and all was jake. That Rcesche could 
steer everything properly was certain. We were 
accustomed by this time to be ready for any 
emergency that might arise. On one occasion 
Roesche had even helped sit up all night with 
the corpse.

So I drove back with Uncle Ezra and his 
sack of chemicals, and we talked farm on the 
way home.

All this day and the next, I hung around the 
place. The Hartzell’s pretended no affection, 
but trealed me with a homely politeness ; 
Uncle Ezra really tcok a shine to me, thinking 
that he had pierced my-secret, and rather 
respecting me for the part he thought I was 
playing.

Viola put sunshine into the house, and her 
parents were insane about their grand-child. 
At first I was tempted to think they would have 
forgiven every hing if she had just shown up 
with the baby ; but I soon perceived otherwise. 
That father cf hers, under the surface, was like 
grim death. Legitimacy meant everything to 
him ; a matter of principle. Viola had figured 
things out very correctly after all, and her 
apparently fantastic scheme was the only one 
to have gained the end in view.

During these two days, 1 was astonished at 
my own changing viewpoint of everything in 
life— a temporary change to be sure, due to the 
influence of these people around me, hut a very 
definite change. All the old standards of life 
and living seemed fa’se, unreal, far away. If I 
could feel this so strongly, Viola Dane, who was 
emotionally-stirred besides, must have felt it 
even more acutely.

So far as her child was concerned, this was 
the ideal place for him. No doubt about 
that.

WEDNESDAY afternoon drew on. It was 
four o ’clock ; in another hour we would put 
on the act. I was on the front porch, talking 
with Hartzell, who sat in" "his chair drinking 
in the afternoon warmth. Viola was helping her 
mother in the kitchen. The telephone rang, and 
M rs. Hartzell answered, and then came to the 
dcor.

“ I t’s a friend of yours from the city, son,” 
she said to me. “A Doctor Something—I 
couldn’t get the name. Why don't you ask him 
to come out for dinner ?’

“Thanks, I will, and I made a jump for the 
room inside. Something was wrong, or Roesche 
would never be ringing me.

"Hello ! I said. “ This is a surprise ; glad 
to hear from you ! So you re in Lebanon ? 
The folks would like you to some out to the 
house for dinner. You will ? Fine !

“ I m not the only one, came the voice cf 
Roesche, more sardonic than usual. “Pin ycur 
ears back, Jim ! That fellow Wilson was just 
here—yeah, the paint and varnish playboy. H e’ 
was asking how to get to Viola’s place.

H e’s on the way there now, and burning up 
the road. If there’s any hitch in the programme, 
give me a ring back. If not, I ’ll stick to the 
outline. ”

“ Fine,” I said, and rang off. “ He'll be out, 
Mr*. Hartzell,” I said. “Viola, let’s take a walk 
down the read—what say?”

She knew something was up, and whisked off 
her apron. We sauntered away from the house, 
■and once we were out of sight I f t  Id hdV 
about Wilson, She went as white as a sheet. • 

“Oh !” sne said. “Then — then he must have 
found out that I went away with a man. He’s
frightfully jealous. And he’s come—----”

' He sure has,” I said, as she paused. 
“ Looks like his dust down the road now. 
T hat’s why I got you out here. Whatever play 
you make, make it here, away from the house. 
Going to tip him off to the game ?”

Hef head came up. She gave me one look, 
and in this moment I caught a flash of her 
mother in hef face.

“ I am not,” she said quietly. Then she 
turned away, looking down the road at the 
approaching dust, in silence. It was none of 
my business, but I was curious to see how she 
would handle her marrying friend.

It wa§ a big car, a roadster, and Wilson was 
in it. He was nothing to write home about ; a 
flabby-faced, man with hot, intolerant, arro
gant eyes. He brought the car to a halt and 
stared at us without getting out.

“ Hello, Vi !” he exclaimed. “H opeT m  not 
intruding on ycur rural felicity?”
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“You are,” she said in a curt voice. It 
sounded, somehow, like her father.

* “Oh, come now!” Wilson lost his sneer. 
“What do you mean by running off like this 
without a word to anybody? 1 came along to 
meet the family, Vi----- ”

“Well, you have your wish,” she said, 
“Mr. Wilson, this is my husband, Felix Ascher"

Her words hit out like a blow. I was dumb
founded ; Wdson sat there with fiis jaw hang
ing. Then he straightened up.

“My God !” he exclaimed hoarsely. “You 
mean—this is the man-----

“This is the man,” cut in Viola steadily, 
calmly. “And we re married. If you hadn t 
come here with a sneer on your lips, I d have 
told you in another manner ; but you ve 
asked for it and you can have it straight.'

Wilson never uttered another word. He 
blinked at me, looked at Viola, then' leaned 
forward, started his engine again, and drove 
away.

“Whew 1” I drew a deep breath. “There 
goes a lot of money, Viola. You certainly' 
didn’t use much tact in the "way you broke the 
news.”

“Tact ? To hell w th tact I” She wh rle’d 
on me savagely, angr ly, her vo ce lash ng out 
at me. “ I’m s ck and tired of your taunts and 
disbeliefs. You’ve thought all the time that I 
just wanted to be free to go marry that man. 
Well, maybe I did, among other things, but 
I’ve changed my mind. I’m going to stay 
right here with my baby, understand ? That’s 
all there is to it. Now_ come on back to the 
house and do what I’ve paid you to do, and I 
never want to see you again.”

She flounced away towards the house. When 
I got over my amazement, I followed her, and 
chuckled to myself. She" had certainly put a 
final and complete spoke in Roesche’s argu
ment and in our half suspicions of h e r!

And I was glad. All the fine things I had 
sensed in her at our first meeting, were now 
confirmed.

Our programme went off like clockwork.
I put the drops in my eyes, took the dose of the 
drug that would put me to sleep and as Roesche 
had timed the mixture and dosage accurately, 
there was absolutely no mistake.

At five o’clock,' Viola telephoned to Dr. 
Torrens in Lebanon. Roesche was in his office,

> and came out to the farm with him, took care

of the mirror test the first thing, and assisted 
to certify that I was dead as a doornail.

I DO NOT wish to convey any sense of 
jaunty smartness on my own part. I was only 
too poign'antly aware of the grief and shock 
that this business must bring to the good 
people around. This is one aspect of my singu
lar profession from which. I always shrink.

It is the only form of harm .1 have ever 
knowingly done anyone, and is not nice to 
think about even now.

Roesche did his work, as always, with the 
perfect timing and aplomb of a vaudeville 
artist. That night he brought me back to life 
and before departing in the darkness, 1 helped 
him screw down the lid on my own weighted 
coffin. We had no chance to talk of other 
matters, however.

Not until he joined me in the city two days 
later could he ask me what had become of the 
paint and varnish playboy. I told him, and he 
whistled softly.

“So 1 was wrong! And'that-explains it, 
too-—the change in her. Well I have to hand it 
to that girl after all. ’

Six months later, we were in the City of 
The Saints, deeply involved in a ticklish, job, 
whjjch made us a pile of money but can never 
be put into print. One morning Rodsche 
came into my room, wearing an expression of 
cynical exultation. +
, “Say ! Remember that girl back east—that 
strip bancer, Viola Dane ? Well, cast your 
headlights on this, and then tell me how 
wrong I am."

He put before me the rotogravure sheet of 
a Sunday supplement, which carried a lovely 
photo of Viola Dane, pretty much in the nuder 
Beneath it was the caption:—

THE SCREEN’S NEWEST RECRUIT

Beautiful Viola Dane, Acclaimed by Critics as 
having the Most Beautiful Figure in Hollywood

“How’s that ?” exclaimed Roesche. “Am I 
right, eh ? Am I right ?”

“No,” I said. “You’re wrong, and you were 
always wrong about her. She just weakened, 
that’s all.”

Which was probably the case. Some of these 
days I’ll ring her up and ask her.



By N IC TZ IN  DYALHIS

The Voice of Destiny is above all gods— even 
above the Sun and Moon

T HERE are sins beyond the urge of 
the appetites, beyond the desires of the 
senses. Sins besides which murder is 
bufetan idle pastime, and all lesser evils 

of mankind in the frenzy of bestial passions 
indulge in at expense of the r fellows, pale into 
the category of mere m stakes.

For Man s a creature passess ng two natures, 
a material one which can only transgress the laws 
of the material- plane, and a spiritual one by 
which he may soar to heights undreamed, or 
descend to depths unfathomed.

For the sins, follies and mistakes of earth, 
there is punishment provided, or atonement to be 
made. But for the sins spiritual there is retribu
tion, grim, lasting, inexorable, and none daresay 
if it will ever end. „

And who sins thus, and is punished had best 
'welcome his fate, and hope to outwear it with the 
slow passage rif the years, nor seek to escape it, 
for though he may seem to do so, having found, 
perchance, the method ,-yet always remains the 
LawYhat in effect says : "As ye sow, so shall ye 
likewise reap 1”

Ans din they never so greatly, yet will that 
awful Law, with inexorable exactitude, requite 
them in just and perfect measure, proportionate
to the harm they have done------

As I t  has dealt with m e !

LEONARD CARMAN and I sat in my study 
smoking and talking as old friends will after long 
separation. Oiir conversation ran along the lines 
of the ancient civilisations, now veiled in the 
murk of impenetrable mystery.

“And the veil can never be lifted,” I mourned. 
“Nor will these mysteries ever be solved. There 
are no more Rosetta stones inscribed in unknown 
tongue together with one familiar to modern 
scholars. And some of the great lost races and 
their works passed so long ago that absolutely no 
traces, however slight, remain to show that ever 
they lived and moved beneath the sun and moon 
and stars. Unless,” I added, as an afterthought, 
“science makes greater progress with some form 
of radio than is now possible.”

“ I ’m not so sure about that,” Carman inter
rupted. “ It’s barely possible th^t some fragmen
tary bits of knowledge cap. be recovered. Perhaps 
not to the satisfaction of exact science, but still of

' . *•-, 
sufficient interest to satisfy your prying cruious- 
ity as well as my perfectly normal interest.”

“Wherein do the two differ,” I snapped.
“Your curiosity concerns itself with how they 

lived, what they wore, and the progress they 
rtiade along the lines of material achievement,” 
he replied, smiling slightly at getting a rise out of 
me ; which, by the way, I had never succeeded 
in doing with him ; for a more equable temper 
than he possessed, I had never encountered, 
while mine is short-lived at best, and also highly 
explosive.

“While my normal interest is chiefly con
cerned with their intellectual attainments, the ex
tent of your knowledge regarding the finer foi'ces 
of nature and their possible uses,” he elucidated.

“Just what are you driving at, Leonard ?” 1 
demanded, his words arousing within me a rapid
ly awakening interest.

“Simply that I believe they progressed along 
quite other lines than we of this modern, age thus 
giving rise to the tales of an “Ancient Wisdom,” 
now lost'. And 1 likewise think that under certain 

^circumstances it may be recovered, if not wholly, 
at least in part.”

‘.‘And the method ?” I queried. I was not at a 
sceptical now. H e’d fully convinced me, and I 
felt, even before he replied that he had already a 
working basis with which to make an attempt to 
solve the otherwise unsolvable.

“ I can have the method here any evening you 
may select,” he assured me gravely.

“Right now, if that is possible,” I stated, arid 
he agreed. He stepped to the phone and called a 
number, and a moment later—“Otilie ?” Ap
parently the answer was satisfactory, for he askedi 
“Can you come to where I am, this evening ?” 
Again the answer was as he desired, for he gave 
minute directions for reaching my place. I was 
curious about this “Otilie,” and showed it, and 
he increased my mystification by smiling enig
matically, and saying “ Wait.”

hi about fifteen minutes a taxi stopped before 
the-house. Carman went to the door to admit the 
strangest-looking being I’ve ever seen. As I hadi 
surmised from the name, “Otilie”,was a woman'; 
but such a woman !

She was a hunch-back ; wry-necked, with a 
pronounced squint in her left eye. Her nose had 
been mushed flat at some time, her mouth hung

39
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slackly open, revealing gnarled yellow fangs, and 
she walked with a decided limp. Add to this, a 
muddy brown skin and you have the picture. All 
in all, she was the most unprepossessing figure 
imaginable—until 1 noticed her hands. They 
were beautifully kept, with long tapering fingers, 
and seemed those of an artist or a musician.

Later, J  learned that Otilie was a Finn, and 
that shelves wholly illiterate. But when one ' 
lopked at those hands and listened to her voice, a 
clear, btll-like contralto, one forgot all else 
about Qtilie in sheer, downright fascination.

“Get me a stack of paper and a few pencils,” 
Carman demanded. Rapidly he cleared the top 
empress.

“Under normal conditions,” he explained 
rapidly, "Otilie cannot read or write. But under 
other conditions she does some surprising things 
with automatic writing.”

I felt disappointed, let down. So his “method” 
was merely automatic writing ! I think he saw my 
feeling reflected in my face, for he smiled toler
antly and told me very gravely :

“Henri, you’ve known nie for a long time, and 
you know that I do not lie to my friends. When I 
state that Otilie is phenomenal, and has proven it 
time and again, to my entire satisfaction, 1 think 
that you may well believe it.”

“Otilie,” and he turned to the queer-looking 
woman, “do you know anything about Atlantis, 
or the dead and gone civilization of antiquity?” 

“No,” she said, “Otilie knows nothing of 
those. What do you want to find out? I’llAry' 
and see what we can get.”

. She picked up a pencil, inspecting it critically, 
laid it flat in her hand and commenced making 
long, slow, magnetic passes, stroking the pencil 
with the finger-tips of her right hand. And as she 
stroked the pencil her face, which, despite her 
grotesquerie, wore and habitual expression of 
pain and sullen discontent, assumed gradually an 
abstracted expression, and her usual harsh breath 
ing grew calm and even. The change was so 
amazing I was dumbfounded. She appeared re
mote, detached, as if between herself and the 
ordinary world were measureless gulfs of time, 
space, and condition.

She ceased stroking the pencil, poised it on a 
sheet of paper, and nodded slightly at Carman. 
For a minute or so the pencil moved in aimless 
figure eights, and Carman ldbked at me with 
deepest significance.

’Suddenly the pencil started off, apparently by 
its own volition. Watching closely, I am prepared 
to state that Oitlie s hand followed the pencil, 
rather than the pencil following her hand.

“Atlantan, it wrote, and paused, again des
cribing figure eights. Yet Carman had queried

concerning “Atlantis. A second later it wrote 
“Tekala, priestess of Atlantan, then “Kalkan 
the Golden.

“And who was Tekala? queried Carman 
softly.

OTILIE S face grew rapt, her eyes lit with an 
inward fire, her entire figure and features were 
transformed.

“H-m” grunted Carman. “This is a new one. 
Never saw Otilie like this before. Wonder what s 
coming.

We were not long in finding out"!
“Who is Tekala ? ’ The deep, mellow tones 

of Otilie s voice became wistful, dreamy, filled 
with a strange, reverent awe. “She is lovely, 
beautiful, with all the beauty I never had and 
can never have ! But she says I am to let her 
speak for herself.” "

Silence reigned supreme in that quiet study 
of mine, but Carman and I felt the presence of 
a fourth personality, one of an alien nature, with 
a will so terrific in its impact that ours were less 
than naughf beside it.

Added to that was a queer impression of in
cludible antiquity, plus age-long sorrow, pa
tience beyond human concept, and lortging un-. 

■ endurable.
• Abruptly the lights dimmed, grew dully red, 

blinked and went out. Otilie gulped, audibly. 
Carman whistled softly, and I swore feelingly. 
Then I noted a faint glow of light close by 
Otilie and wondered vaguely if she were be
coming phosphorescent.

But the glow increased, became a faint aura 
gradually growing in brilliance to a nimbus 
whose centre was a radiantly, exquisitely beau
teous being, formed of tenuous light. It was, 
at moments, hard to distinguish from its nim
bus, while at other moments it became clear and 
distinct, revealing Itself as a form unmistakably 
feminine in contour, yet robed arid shrouded in 
particles of light, so that its actual apparel was 
largely a matter of conjecture. Yet there was 
majesty expressed in that luminous figure, a 
stateliness shown in the poise of the head, and an 
air of conscious power compelling respect.

“This,” I thought, “is no materialization 
flummery common to seances, but a genuine 
apparition—progressed to a stage far in advance 
of ordinary humanity.”

It took me but a second to think thus far, and 
it took less than that long for our shining visitant 
to grasp my thought, read it, and appreciate it at 
its true evaluation. She stared at me for a long 
minute, then smiled slightly—and oh, the pathos 
of that smile ! It would have wrung the heart of 
a stone image ! It brought a lump to my throat,
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and caused my eyes to sting and blur with an 
unaccustomed mist.

And again the radiant vision stared unbeliev
ingly, but then, to my utter surprise, it—or she, 
rather—moved swiftly, till the outer edge of her 
aura was well within a foot of my body, and there 
she stood, obviously reading me as a scientist 
might study some strange and unusual form of 
life.

Meantime I gazed up into her face, watching 
it change from curiosity to urderstanding, and 
from that to genuine hope and satisfaction. And 
I know that I would have given anything an'd 
eyerything I owned could I but lift from her the 
burden of sorrow, or whatever it was which 
gave even her smile such wistful pathos.

But apparently our visitor was not as yet com
pletely satisfied, for, she moved over beside Car
man, her nimbus well nigh touching him. She 
started, as if surprsed, but her expression of 
doubt lightened somewhat, as does that of one 
who recognizes an old fr end.

One look she cast at Oiilie, and that look 
bespoke absolute pity for the poor ugly travesty, 
who was watching her with visible adoration 
writ large in her .strange eyes, and again our 
visitor nodded, as to a friend well liked.

Once more she nodded,-vehemently this time, 
and moved with the speed of light, standing by 
Ofilie’s left side. She stretched out her shapely 
right arm, laving her hand caressingly on Otilie’s 
shoulder. 1 saw Otilie shudder with ecstacy at the 
touch, ano then her hand began following the 
pencil,/but with a speed I’m positive the poor 
creature could not have achieved unaided.

But that pencil was bewitched' it was writing in 
letters and words of liquid golden light! And its 
first question showed plainly the interest our visi
tor took in all three of us:

“How are you named, you man of a younger 
race, who are of so deep intuition that you can 
read my lost condition in my features, and who 
holds so great sympathy and pity that you would 
alleviate my lot, if you could?

“And who are you, man with the calm grey 
eyes, you to whom emotions are strangers, being 
replaced by curiosity instead, ever seeking to 
probe into the .secrets of antiquity and the lost 
lore of. the elder races?

“And who are you, little Sister whom I envy, 
for you have the most precious gift in all the 
world—freedom, while my body and mir.d are 
held helpless prisoners in a dreary prison, not 
even on the bosom of the kindly earth, but far 
down in the dim gloom of the bed of old ocean?”

And at that point Carman interrupted. “Lady,” 
he asked in all seriousness, and his very tone be
spoke his absolute belief in what she had caused

to appear on the paper, “ lady, you speak of your
self as being a prisoner, yet you have appeared 
herel And if indeed you indited that message 
through the hand of Otilie, I ask you to explain 
how you know our language, if you are of such 
great antiquity as your appearance implies.”

“ I am an Atlan,” flashed the response on the 
paper beneath Otilie’s hand, “and this is but my 
pro]ected spirit you do now behold. As to my 
understanding of your language—bethink you.
If I be indeed of so great antiquity as I have 
claimed, and if I wield sufficient powers to be en
abled to appear to you here, then in the course of 
all the long ages, I have had surticient time in 
which to learn it.”

CARMAN nodded, fully satisfied, gave cur names, 
Henn- d ’Armond' Leonard Carman, and plain 
Otilie. Then he cooly voiced the same question 
I was about to ask.

“May we be told—”
“Who I am, and why I thus appear before you? 

For long I have sought the society of wise men of 
this day and age who could understand and be
lieve, and perchance, help me to escape an eon-old 
doom. And it seems that at last I have found my 
goal—or have I, for I dare not hope too greatly/’

“But let me tell you three my tale, which»will 
fully clear up the mystery of the Lost Land—and 
afterward—who knows? At the least, it may enter
tain you, and may meet with credence, and per
chance I shall feel less lonely thereafter in my 
prison cell—”

And then, as Carman nodded eagerly, the pen
cil fairly flew across the pages, and Carman read 
the words aloud, while Otilie and I hung.spell- 
bound on'every word as the strangest tale ever 
told unfolded itself:

I AM Tekala. I am that woman whoiwith a single 
motion of her hand destroyed a continent and its 
inhabitants! Truly, a terrible tale to tell in such . 
few words ; therefore I will amplify.

It was late in the day and the sun was slowly 
sinking to his rest in the calm waters of the great 
western sea. In the streets of Kalkan the Golden,— 
sacred city of the sun-ged, the lights were com
mencing to gleam; and ever headthe silver stars 
weie adorning the purple skies with gorgeous 
splendour.

I stood-beside old Ixtlil the high-priest on the 
flat top of the highest tower of the great sun 
temple. The unearthly beauty of the scene held 
us both, old paha (father pi iest) and young priest
ess in breathless enthrollment for a moment. It 
was a spell I dreaded to break, yet something within 
me drove me to voice the question' which had 
vexed me for over a year.
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“Tell me, 0  paba," I said softly, “who am I, 
and who my parents, for I never knew them. All 
I remember is the temple, and naught else know 
I, and my sister-priestess Maiixi taunts me when, 
daily, we prepare the flowers for the altar. Tell 
me, 0  paba, and relieve my mind.”

Very gravely the old paba surveyed me, and I 
saw in his keen old eyes a twinkle of tolerance for 
my youth and natural feminine curiosity, which 
not even the temple discipline could entirely 
eradicate.”

“Tekala, little Daughter of Heaven,” he mur
mured, laying his gentle hand on my bowed head 
it were better rhat you know not, for it is an evil 

story; but it is your right to know. Also, there-is 
another reason why you should not, but of that, 
later. So—

“You are the first-born of wicked king Granat 
and his no less evil consort, Queen Ayara! But 
they wanted a man-child, and being what they 
are, when you disappointed them, you were placed 
in a boat, on a dark stormy night, and sent adrift, 
the tide running strongly out at the time. That 
was some sixteen years gone.

“A fisher-craft picked you up in the dawn, fat 
out of sight of land. The captain, an adherent of 
the Old Gods, brought you to me, deeming you 

.mwj: than mortal, so beautiful a babe you were, 
and your robe so richly embroidered.

“The symbol embroidered on that garb of 
yours told me your identity. So I went straight to 
the royal palace carrying you in my own arms, 
whence not king, queer, or the most brutish 
guardsman dared remove you lest the wrath of the 
Sun God punish such sacrilege.

“Full into their sneering royal faces 1 hurled 
my denunciation of them and their evil ways, pro
phesying that in a day to Come the babe they’d 
rejected would repay them, unless they accepted 
the will of the Lords of Life, and reared you as 
parents should.

“They laughed in my face, bidding me rear the 
brat myself, if I wanted her. So, seeing that 
through-them spoke the voice of Destiny—which 
is above all gods, even the sun and moon—-1 bow
ed to them and left their palace. Two sons have 
come to them since that time, and young demons 
they are! And 1 say that when Granat and Ayara 
pass to their appointed places—which are not in 
the sun-mansjons—those two prince? will com
plete the work begun by their parents, and this . 
race of Allan will be wiped forever from the face 
of the earth, so thoroughly that naught remains 
but a tradition!”

The old paba lapsed into silence. I felt his eyes 
probing me, reading my soul. A strange look came 
on his beautiful old face and he whispered:

“Our Lord the Sun forfend! let it not be by her

hand . . . not hers . . . not hers!”
So low his tone I knew the words were not for 

my hearing . . .

FROM the temple below us arose confused 
shoutings, thunderous crashes, and a chorus of 
ear-piercing screams and shrieks from the quarter 
where dwelt the priestesses. I nearly swooned! 
But old Ixtlil was a father indeed it) that moment. 
He grasped my shoulder and shook me back to 
commomsense.

“ It has come," he said quietly. “The blow falls 
sooner than 1 expected, but t ’is ever thus! Now, 
Tekala, hasten after me, for this temple is no 
longer a safe place‘for you.”

Down a narrow-winding stair he led, and I 
followed, until f wondered if we would never 
cease descending. Finally we came into a great 
circular room, and across this he led into a small 
« y p t . . .
‘ “This is no 'ime for false modesty, he said 
sternly.. “Take off all your robes immediately.

Dazedly I obeyed. In the centre of the little 
room was a big, flat disc of copper let into the 
floor, and to that Ixtlil motioned me, and I step
ped on it. What he did I know not, blit from all 
directions at once came peculiarly tinted light- 
rays of purplish hue, beating on my skin like a 
shower of needles. After a time Ixtlil did some
thing which caused the purple rays to give place 
to a brilliant flood of light like that of the sun on a 
clear day.

He pointed to a wide, tall silver mirror against 
one wall, and I saw myself, and marvelled at'the 
mafic which had changed the pale gold of my 
flesh to a brown tipt so dark that I looked like any 
savage maid of the outlands. Even my light broWn 
hair had become blue-black.

Truly the tale of Ixtlil’s magic had not stated 
the half! Men said that he was past-master and 
sole custodian of all magic lore and ancient wis
dom brought from the stars by the Shining Ones, 
that he knew the secret of Life. In short, he was 
believed to be all-wise and all-powerfull, but that 
could not have been true, or—but perhaps it was 
true, and in his mysterious way he worked through 
my hand, despite his aversion to using me, whom 
he loved, as an instrument.

HE brought a robe fashioned from a beautiful 
panther skin, a broad belt of silver bosses and 
links, a bow and a quiver of arrows, a long-btaded 
bronze knife, and bade me dress and equip my
self. Then he handed me a leathern pouch attach
ed to a beaded baldric.so that it hung from my 
right shoulder to my left hip.

“ In this pouch,” he stated, “are a full year’s 
supply of tiny food tablets. One will sustain you
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far an entire day. Also, there is' a bottle of jade 
containing a wine so potent that one drop allays a 
day’s thirst even in the hottest desert. Ten drops 
on the tongue of a dying man can renew his lease 
of life for a year, unless his wounds are hopeless. 
A small box of basanite contains a salve that heals 
wounds, sores, and bites of insects and reptiles, 
be they ever so poisonous. This ring —and he 
slid an armlet of some dull, white metal Fghter- 
than chalk, above my elbow—“will become icy 
cold whenever an enemy is nigh, but it will glow 
warm and comforting, at the proximity of safety.

"Long ago 1 foresaw this catastrophe, and made 
all in readiness against the day of your need. 
Come now!’ He pressed a stud against one wall 
and a section opened.

“Through that,’’ he commanded. “ Follow the 
passage. It is a iong tunnel, and will take all day 
to traverse. Here is a bundle of torches to light 
your way. The passage slopes upward, finally, 
and emerges in the face of a cliff at the edge of the 
wild lands of Korgan. Wait till the stars proclaim 
midnight, then retire ten paces inside, sit on the 
floor, and look out cf the opening. A star will 
apparently hang barely under the arch of the exit. 
Mark that star well.

“Stay in the tunnel until well after dawn, then
* surveycarefullyyour surrounaingsereyou emerge

lest enemies see you, but if all seems clear, strike 
out across the desert holding to the direction 
whence the star arose. Keep that as your objective 
until the hand of Destiny leads, instead. And now, 
Tekala, princess as well as priestess of Atlantan, 
go! As for me, I must hasten back to the Great 
Shrine—” !

Let me return with you,” I sobbed. “Send me 
not front you, 0  my spiritual father! I can handle 
how and knife as well as any young man in At
lantan, thanks to the training we priestesses re

ceive! Surely if danger threatens the Great Shrine 
of our-Lord the Sun, my place is there! Why must 
1 be thrust forth into the wild lands of Korgan, 
the Desert of Demons, while my sisters are 

’ privileged to defend the temple? Let me return, 1 
say, and if need be, die—”

“Nay!” his voice was stern, implacable. “That, 
above all else, you cannot, must not do! In the 

' wild lands, your hands may keep your head, but 
back in the temple, certain death is your lot! 
Child, in your veins is the old royal blood of the

• Items. the ancient kings who founded Atlantan 
and the, Atlantan race! Gianat and Ayara turned 
from the pure worship of Sun-God and Moon- 
Goddess and the simple offerings cf fruits and 
flowers, to the dark mysteries of Mictla, god of 
Evil and lord of darkness! And when king and 
Queen betook themselves to evil ways, courtiers 
and populace followed the prevailing fashion.

“And now, Mitcla’3 wicked priest, Tizoq, has 
prevailed upon our rulers to allow him and his 
depraved followers to stamp out the worship of 
the ancient gods of our race !The old order is 
doomed, yet in time the destroyers may go too 
far, and arouse the wrath of'the Eternal Ones, and 
then—remains Tekala, of the Blood-Royal, 
Queen of Atlantan and all her colonies ! And in 
her hands will lie the power to bring a recalci
trant people back to the pure gods of the Elder 
Days, and a new and better era will dawn for our 
race. But for now—again 1 say : Go !”

I sank to my knees, and thence to the floor, 
prone at his feet, sobbing bitterly. Fie raised tne 
blessing, me in solemn, holy words, laying his 
venerable hands on my head ; kissed me on my 
brow, making the signs and symbols of the Sun 
and Moon on my breast with his forefinger, and 
;—abruptly turned and left ! Weeping with des
pair, I turned . and entered the tunnel, going 
straight away/from all the life I’d known and 
loved.

FIVE DAYS alone in the wild lands of Korgan !
I think most maids would have gone mad in 

that time, had they been bred as I, in the peace 
and seclusion of a temple. But now ! know what 
then I did not comprehend—that when okL 
Ixtlil placed his hands on my head and blessed 
me, be was transmitting a portion of his own 
spiritual strength and a, generous share of his 
own magic powers to me—and I sorely needed 
them !

I got my direction from the star, and had 
carefully calculated so that I tmght hold the 
same course by night or day. And the white arm- 
let helped k  its mysterious way, for wherever I 
deviated, he it ever so slightly from the direct 
course, a chill ran up my arm, changing to a 
warm glow as soon as I rectified my course.

For the first two days I d foolishly travelled 
during the hot, daylight hours, but then realized 
it was overtaxing my body. Wherefore J  rested 
all the third day in a little patch of shade cast 
by a clump of stunted bushes, and thereafter 
I travelled by night.

Idling there as 1 rested, my mind went back 
to the temple, and then I began to realize some
what of Ixtlil s blessing. Gradually I commenced 
to see clearly. I saw the Ancient Shrine, and the 
great symbol of our Lord the Sun lying on the 
floor, battered, bent, its burnished golden sur
face defiled with dirt and dried blood. The entire 
place was a wreck. Dead bodies lay in.all direc
tions. A priestess I d known lay naked, slashed 
and torn. Priests who had died—surely the fol
lowers of Tizoq—had done their work-well in 
honour-of their devil-god.
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My soul wept sick within me. But I prayed 
lnog and earnestly to Sun-Gcd and Moon- 
gGddess for the dead whom 1 d known since 
earliest childhood—that they might dwell in his 
golden mansions by day, and rest in her silver 
chambers by night, and presently I felt better. 
But then a dreadful thought arose in my mind, 
and would not down : What qf Ixtlil ?

The heat haze of the desert grew dark as I 
looked. Surely it was not yet night ? Then I 
knew, that I was gazing into a crypt beneath 
Mictla's temple. Dim, gigantic figures, half 
human, half owl, wholly demon, were sculp
tured on the walls. Their great round eyes, made 
of some luminous yellow stone, gave off enough 
light to see the venerable paha with heavy 
bronze fetters about his wrists and ankles, and 
around his waist, a heavy chain.

A prisoner ! That kindly old man ! And then, 
more clearly, I saw his face. A prisoner ? Nay ! 
A servant of the high gods whom not fetters nor 
chains could bind. He did but wait whatever was 
destined, serenely assured that, come what 
might, at the last he would enter into his reward.

I like, even now, to think that across those 
drear distances of demon-infested desert he 
sensed me, knew that I was near him in spirit, 
fpr his lips moved, and I am sure that his words 
were : "Tekala, little sister, you do not forget.”

WHILE resting next day a tiny breeze came up, 
and as I enjoyed its caress—suddenly I heard it ! 
And held my breath in sudden fright, although 
the armlet gave off no warning chill. It was a 
strange, wild, sobbing moan rising to a dolorous 
wail like a lost soul in search of the unattainable. 
Toward evening the keening died’out, but I was 
shaken by fears and knew not whether to go 
onward or----- : %

The armlet was cold ’ 1 rose to my knees and 
peered about, but naught could I descry. So 1 
decided it was an intimation I’d best leave that 
place, promptly I started, and well for me that I 
did ’ Just before darkness fell I glanced back, I 
knew not why, save that the armlet had not 
warmed up since its warning chill. I had just 
topped a rise and stood on the crest of the long 
sloping ridge of sand, and I could still see the 
place where I’d spent the long, hot day.

I saw far more than I’d expected ' A dozen 
figures moved about the spot where I’d lain and 
slept. Although I could hot hear their voices I 
knew they had correctly interpreted the signs I’d 
left. And when a bit later they grouped a moment 
and then started on my trail, I knew my peril. 
My sole hope lay in the possibility that they 
could not follow in the night. Which would give 
me a good ten hours advantage. But I merely

deceived myself when I entertained the idea. 
The ridge whereon I stood ran in a long slant 
down into a great basin which, in some far- 
distant era must have been the bed of some 
inland sea.

Reaching the floor of the huge bowl I lay flat 
and stared up at the crest of the ridge standing 
sharply against the stars. And over the comb of 
the ridge poured my pursuers. Down there I was 
invisible to them, but once they reached the 
flodr of the basin, my chances were poor indeed 
of escaping their keen eyes. I betook myself to 
precipitate flight, running like a scared cat for 
at least two hours ere I constrained my racing 
feet to a slower gait.

Even so, I think they would have overtaken 
me ere dawn, save that once again that eery 
ululation came throbbing and wailing through 
the night. It bore a distinctly foreboding, angry, 
menacing tone—yet the armlet on my arm grew 
warm again, which cheered me immensely.

Deciding that the source of the sound—what
ever it miglt be—was friendly to me, and quite 
otherwise to my pursuers, I hastened toward it as 
directly as possible. But it was well after mid
night when I first saw, looming dimly against the 
stars, a tall, indistinct bulk,, yet oddly suggestive 
of the human form. But a human form—so * 
enormous ? Never was a statue, even of a god, 
that big, but ere another hour had passed, I "knew 
it surely for a robed and seated image, female in 
shape.

Was it a goddess of some forgotten race, pre
human, perhaps ? Or was it an effigy of some 
demon holdirg suzerainty over this ‘desolate 
land ? Speculation availing me nothing, as usual,
I pressed forward as if it were a well-known and 
welcome goal—a sanctuary against those savages 
who sought t® capture me, for what purpose I 

. could surmise only too w ell!
Dawn revealed that my pursuers were closer 

than I liked. To my relief I saw that none carried 
bows, ali hough each carried a long spear and 
several throwing-knives. But their faces and their 
bodies ’ The apes in the royal gardens of Kalkan 
the Golden were actual beauties by comparison, 
both in features and figures ,  the chief difference 
being that the savages were hairless as -to their 
bodies hnd of an ashen-grey hue. They were 
without exception, hunchbackeo, their necks so 
short they seemed sunken into the wide shoulders • 
heavy, squat bodies, with long powerfully 
muscled arms and short, thick legs with great 
splay feet.

Finally they drew within bowshot, and I felt 
that I was done for. Yet still the armlet remained 
warm, unless I looked back, but in that case it 
instantly changed. Spread out, fan-wise, the
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humped men raced forward, running two bow- 
lengths to my one. Two I slew with a couple of 
hard-driven shafts from my how —and then 
the horns of the crescent passed me and began 
closing in. But my armlet stayed warm, and the 
great figure which I could see plainly was hewn 
from one enormous rough boulder, was but a 
short distance away. And 1 felt that if 1 could 
gain its feet, I ’d  be safe. But I knew, too, that 
never could I make it. At the apex of desperation 
1 halted, arrow cocked, bow half-raised, fairly 
aflame with fury. The humped men hesitated, 
one or another shifting a foot gradifilly, sneaking 
a little nearer—it became evident I was to be 
taken alive. Then I cursed them. By the Sun and 
moon, byearthand air and fire. I cursed them by 
day and by night, sleeping or waking. By famine 
and pestilence, flood and tempest, by thunder 
and lightning and'w ind------

And as that last word fell from my lips a 
moaning, screeching howl ensued ! The sands of 
the desert came alive, rising in dense, dufi-hued 
clouds that swept forward, roaring at terrific 
velocity. And in the space of a single breath— 
my pursuers were not ! Only a low, crescent
shaped ridge stood where they had stood. Yet 
riot one particle of grit from that hard-driving 
sandstorm had touched me !

I was alone, staring dazedly at my work—aye, 
my work ! Over me stole the assurance tha t old 
Ixtlil had indeed endowed me with more of his 
magic power than I was as yet capable of com
prehending.

W ith neither let nor hindrance I walked, albeit 
somewhat shakily, the remaining distance to the 
feet of the huge figure of the Old Stone Wdman 
w fo brooded over,, staring out across the aesert, 
waiting for the world to attain to its supreme 
wickedness.

T H A T  immense figure was, in reality, a vast 
rock-hewn temple, shapen to the symbolic sem
blance it bore by the hands of a people so long 
passed into oblivion that no legend of them re- 

, mained. The main entrance was between the 
two feet. The temple proper was wholly tinder 
the skirt of her robe and below the waistline. 
From there up it rose into the air as a high tower, 
hollow, within which ran a winding stair leading 
to a chamber occupying the entire head.

It was when I gained that lofty chamber that 
I learned the source of the mysterious noises ; 
for the winds that blew free up there, even when 
the desert below lay gasping for lack of a current 
of moving air—the winds, I repeat, entering 
through the parted lips, caused the sounds 
which had at first terrified me, and after, guided 
me.

Times there were, as I learned ere all was 
done, when those winds uttered chants of warn
ing, of prophecy, and once, a soul-shaking shout 
of triumph. Also, nightly, voices sighed and whis
pered, and I, listening, learned from them the 
secrets of the olden dayar—of magic, of gods and 
demons, and of the dreams of the ancient dead.

There was no one with whom to associate.
So far as I could ascertain by short trips of 

exploration in the near vicinity, there never bad 
been a city or village built around the temple. 
And surely there should have been sorne traces 
remaining, for whoever they were who had used 
that temple, they were giants, judging by the 
heights of the lifts of the stairs. I was of average 
height, but while I opula with ease tread the 
steps of the great Sun-temple in Kalkan, there in 
the old Stone Woman temple 1 was obliged to 
raise my foot as if treading two steps at a time ’

One room I found in that temple wherein were 
thin slabs of stone, graven with writings in smali 
characters, bearing no slightest resemblance to 
our heavy, ornate Atlantan hieroglyphic; yet here 
again the spiritual gifts of Ixtlil became manifest, 
for I found that after poring over a slab the better 
part of a day I was able to refd much of it. And 
after a few more days of study, I read the writings 
quite freely, much wisdom thus being revealed ’

NEARLY a year had come and gone since Ixtlil 
sent me forth through the underground passage 
from Kalkan the Golden to the wild lands of Kor- 
gan. Again and again had I sought out old Ixtlil 
throwing myself into that state wherein the sight 
of the soul views clearly the events taking place 
at a distance. And always 1 found him still the 
captive of Tizoq, still chained in the crypt below 
the foul temple of Mictal. With practise I d 
grown able to comprehend the purport and 
meanings of conversations without necessity of 
catchi ng the spoken words. It appeared that Tizoq 
ever sought to gain by coaxing and threats, some 
mighty secret from Ixtlil, and ever Ixtlil with
stood the desire of Tizoq.

Time and again I contacted my mind with the 
mind of Ixtlil, beseeching him to unleash his 
fullest powers and compel Tizoq to release him, 
that he might fly into the desert and come to 
where I dwelt in safety and seclusion ; but ever 
Ixtlil made the same reply : “ Nay, Tekala, little 
sister ; It may not be !”

Nor*would he ever vouchsafe any explanation, 
but I knew I was beholding a servitor of the 
mightiest power in the universe, that power 
which Ixtlil had once spoken of as “ Destiny,” 
and that the eon-old struggle between Gcod and 
Evil,was in full swing in that darksome crypt. 
And I bowed my head and w'ept, for my heart
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misgave me, I knew that Tiqoz was'totally mad 
with hatred and jealousy, for never had he pos
sessed powers such as Ixtlil wedded. That I 
could sense as clearly as if I were in the damnable 
temple of Mictla, in the city of Kalkan the Gol
den, where stood the Ijat-topped altar beneath 
the looming effigy of the hybrid devil-god, half 
man, half owl.

NOW, with a disembodied consciousness, I 
could see that a vast concourse of people filled 
the fane of Evil to overflowing, keeping the tem
ple guards busy maintaining an open aisle all the 
way from the narrow entrance to the foot of the 
three steps leading to the broad dais whereon 
stood the altar itself. t

It v/ps a most important ceremonial impending 
for-1 saw my parents, King Granat and Queen 
Ayara, and with them my two bad brothers, Do- 
kar and Quamac. Then came the blare of trum
pets and the roll of drums announcing a process
ional. Tizoq leading, was followed by his devil
ish acolytes, in the midst of whom walked Ixtlil,

Despite his bonds he walked with head held 
high on his finely moulaed lips a calm smile, in 
his brilliant eyes alight of.pity—pot for himself, 
but for all the world—and surely no great Em
peror ever strode to his throne with truer majesty 
than walked the aged Paha toward-the altar of 
his adored Sun-God’s demon enemy, Mictla.

Even the acolytes of the God of Evil betrayed 
by their attitudes—which sentiment seemedgen- 
eral—that they held this gentle old man in actual 
dread. For all that he was fettered and surroun
ded by his enemies who hated him and feared, 
yet the spell of his great spirit dominated them, 
and they knew it, fearing that at any moment he 
might loose upon them the unguessable, even as 
they-would have done had conditions been re
versed.

The drums and horns increased their din as 
Ixtlil mounted the three steps, but then the 
clamour ceased. Tlie great effigy of Mictla ap
peared to assume life and motion. Its wings un
furled, were outstretched as a canopy over the 
altar, and from the round, cruel, yellow-steam
ing eyes a flood of light poured down, illumin
ating the scene as plainly as daylight; From the' 
ugly mouth beneath the curved beak came thrice 
repeated chilling, evil owl notes.

The paha was seized violently, and his naked 
form stretched on his back atop of Mictla!* altar, 
where he lay staring up into the cruel eyes of 
the demon.'

What humiliation had Tiz»q in his malicious 
mind as he approached the recumbent Ixtlil? 
The owl-priest raised a hand. Again came three 
owl-notes from the demon-figure. Five acolytes

seized the venerable paha—one at each wrist 
arid ankle, and one with both hands clutched 
in his silvery-white hair. Tizoq raised his right 
arm on high ; in his fist shone a knife whose 
blade was of ragged-edged volcanic glass. Tizoq’s 
arm swooped down—I strove to shut my eyes by 
pressing both hands over them. And I saw just as 
clearly ’ For a moment Tizoq bent above his 
victim, then turned facing the worshippers, 
crying: “Thus deals the god Mictla with the 
high-priest of his arch-enemy, the Sun-God !” 

Tizoq held up to view a dripping human heart’ 
“Behold, ye people ’ Bow ye before the powefr 

of Mictla ’ Lo, the heart of the first human 
sacrifice to the new god of Atlantan !”

He turned and flung the pitiful, quivering, 
sacred thing straight into the open beak, of the 
devil-god. •

I KNOW not the v/ords adequate to make plain 
to other understandings the awful anguish rend
ing myssoul. Ixtlil, the holy one of Atlantan to die 
thus ’ My brain, stunned though it was by that 
sight of horror, was a volcano of hate and wrath, 
surcharged with desire for such vengeance as 
would make the devils in Mictlan cower in terror 
and seek to hide beneath the white-hot rocks of 
the great- Sulphur Sea ’ ,

As moves a corpse animated by a life not its 
own, I rcse from my place and started down the 
winding stair from my chamber in the head of 
the Old Stone Woman. On the landing level with 
the huge swell of her breasts, I stood vaguely 
wondering why I had halted. ,j

Then a spot small of vivid crimson, like a 
drop of rich blood a-sparkle in the sunshine 
caught my eye and held my vacant gaze. Flesi- 
tant, as knowing not what she does, I stretched 
forth a finger and touched that ensanguined spot 
—and" from above, there pealed a thunderous 
shout of triumph from the lips of the Old Stone 
Woman. Dully I wondered why, Then a door, 
hitherto invisible, swung open, revealing a cham
ber in the left breast, I entered. Eyes still a-stare, 
I stood striving to understand. Suspended in the 
air, level with my face, yet upheld by nothing 
visible, hung a blood-red heart of enormous 
size which pulsated and beat like any organism, 
and yet was formed of a single crimson gem ’ 

Directly beneath the beating heart stood a low 
stone tablet on which lay a. tablet of polished 
onyx, and atop of this a bronze mallet. I could 
have held back from that table as easily as I 
could have held back from breathing ’ And as I 
bent above the onyx tablet, in letters of living 
flame which faded as soon as noted, there formed 
the words r .

“Tekala ’ In the day when your heart becomes
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harder than mine, lift this mallet, and if you dare, 
smite' Yet remember—vengeance is of the Gods”

“Veangance ? . . . . Smite !” . . .
The flame within my brain roared like the 

surges of a volcano’s angry, molten sea ’
C rash !
The pulsating heart of Atlantan burst into a 

scintillant shower of glittering red slivers at the 
impact of the mallet in my hand. And ere the 
tinkle of the Jailing fragments had ceased—

Roar upon roar of thunder, continuous, flash 
following upon flash ofTightning until the world 
was all a-glare with purple-white fire. The Old 
Stone Woma'n, ponderous as she was, swayed and 
lurched like a ship on a stormy sea as earthquake 
shocks added their destructive forces to the uni
versal cataclysm * And /  ? I lay down on the 
cupped floor within that harsh stone breast, and 
slept ’ Aye, like a wearied babe cradled in its 
mother’s comforting bosom ’ Nor did a single 
dream disturb me ; and as for the tempest’s 
turmoil, and the earthquakes, their din was hut 
a luBaby wooing my sick spirit to deeper, most 
restful slumber.

HOW long that slumber lasted, I never knew. 
Time had ceased when I awoke. Above, the skies 
were black as never midnight had been, and the 
very foundations of earth were trembling as each 
shock came with terrific violence.

M y mind inevitably went out to Kalkan the 
Golden. Aye, Mictla’s foul temple still stood, or 
at least, part of it. The great fane was but a heap 
of tumbled ruins, yet the effigy of the Owl-Man 
Devil-God was unharmed. And on the ruined 
dais about the altar, some standing and some 
crouched, were assembled Tizoq, Granat, Ayara, 
Dokar, Quamar, and a few of Mictla’s evil aco
lytes and dancing-women. Drawn iij> in solid 
ranks'before them, facing outward, were the men 
of the Purple Cohort, the King’s own body
guard—and they were sorely pressed to defend 
their charges.

Down the streets converging upon .the great 
fane came people fleeing in terror before walls of 
water inexorably flowing inward. The sea had 
risen—or had the land subsided ? The spears of 
the guards were dripping gouts of crimson, for 
the dais was the sole refuge, and many strove to 
reach it. '

Even as I gazed, a levin-bolt sped straight 
from the black vault of heaven. Full on the round 
head of Mitchla’s effigy it smote with a vicious 
crackle—I sensed it, 1 say, in the distance J The 
great idol reeled, swayed, lurched far oyer, then 
with a dull roar it precipitated itself ponderously 
on the' group occupying the dais. A cloud of dust 
arose, -soon settled by the driving rain, 1 saw

Tizoq, or rather his dead, ugly faeA peering, 
hideously eunvulsed, from beneath a pile of 
deoris. Then the waters reacheo the place, and 
naught remained savt tossing, tumbling waves 
a-play with strange flotsam ’

The terrific forces unleashed when I shattered 
the ancient heart of the Old Stone Woman were 
destroying and old land as well as an ancient 
people. The awful quakes were rending chasms 
wide and deep in the bosom of the solid ground, 
and long dormant earth-fires streamed upward. 
And ever the sea overcame the land. Shattering 
explosions took place as water and fire met. H ie 
entire continent of Atlantan became the picture 
of hell let loose. There \yas not a city left, and 
even the villages of savages in the wild lands were 
swallowed up in the vast cracks, or incinerated 
by leaping, roaring, whistling flames. Yet the 
Old Stone Woman stored into space, waiting 
for a dying world to reach its end. And ever the 
inward rushing waters were' victorious over 
earth and fire alike. t

ATLANTAN was no more- beneath the sun ! 
The great continent with its millions of 'men, 
women and children, its temples and colleges and 
palaces, its gardens and glorious cities and fertile 
countrysides, its rivers and mountains and Jakes 
and plains, its mines with eon-old hoarded 
treasures of precious metals and gorgeous gems, 
Atlantan rests at the bottom of the mighty 
ocean from which, ages agone, it arose 1

And I, whose hand struck the fatal,blow bring
ing all that to pass—because 1 usurped the pre
rogative of that qjvful power, ‘Destiny,’ I am still 
alive, ncr can I ever die wl ile earth endures ; for 
i n the hollow of the harsh breast of the Old Stone 
Woman, enclosed in a new red crystal heart, by 
Destiny’s inexorable degree, 1 am compelled to 
take the place of the old shattered heart of At
lantan, there to remain ever young and undying 
until Atlantan shall again rise from the seadime!

* * * * * * *

T H E  writing ceased. We three—Carman, Otilie 
and I—sat staring at each other, in speechless 
amazement. Suddenly Otilie sighed softly and 
slumped to the floor in a dead L int. ,

“Good Lord!” Carman ejaculated. “The 
strain was too prolonged for the poor creature j * 
Help me, Henri, to lift her'to  the table-top. ’ 

But Tekkk'is “projection” raised a minatory 
hand. Gliding to where lay the prostrate form, 
she knelt, palced the palms of her hands on 
Otilie’s temples tor a second, and calmly arose, 
nodding confidently at us.

To cur infinite surprise, Otilie awoke none the
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worse for her experience. Carman attempted to 
condole with her, but Otilie waved him aside 
scornfully.

“ l!m all right,” she stated. “For a minute I 
was fSut, no ? But the Shining Lady”—as she 

-designated our visitor—“gave me of her strength, 
and I feel stronger right now than ever in my life! 
And I would cheerfully go through a greater 
strain for her any time she needs me !”

Tekala started with surprise, as if she could 
hardly believe what she hearij, but then an ex
pression of absolute love for Otilie came upon her 
face as she signed her to take up her pencil again.

“ It seems,” Otilie’s hand transcribed, “that I 
have found three friends, and I have searched the 
world over, inspired by such hope, but fearing 
that never should I -succeed in my search.

“Tell me, you who are named Leonard, what 
would you do, were you Tekala?”

“Let me understand ycfc more fully,” Carman 
replied gravely. “Are you here, or in the heart of 
the Old Stone Woman ?"

, “My undying bcdy is in the breast of the Old 
Stone Woman,” Otilie wrote. “But all which is 
Tekala’̂ self is here ! Oh, but I tell you that in all 
the lonif ages that I have passed since the great 
cataclysm, I have had ample time to develop 
powers more than mortal ! I could, with ease, 
materialize here and now, for you, but to what 
avail ? Ere long my will would grow wearied and 
I should again become but a luminous shadgyz. 
But, oh, to be free, in a proper physical body—•” 

And right here Carman interrupted :
“ If I were you, I would search the wide world 

over for a suitable body, one young and fair, take 
possession thereof, and leave n?V old body right 
where it is till doomsday !”

"But my punishment—the will of the gods?" 
Tekcla was visibly shocked.

“ I'd not worry about the gods," Carman coun
selled. “The gods passed when Atlantan sank,nor 
can the lost gods ever return!”

“But where shall I find a body whose tenant is 
willing to be supplanted? I would not dispossess a 
soul in #hom the love of life runs strongly. And I 
cannot, will not take a dead body—there are laws 
I dare not transgress—”

And at that point Otilie interrupted, somewhat 
diffidently, but decidedly, and in her melodious 
voice was a queer note of reverence and pleading.

“0  Shining Lady! Can you use such an ugly 
body as mine ? For if you can, I pray you take i t ! 
I have nothing to live for! I am so ugly that little 
children run from me in the streets, and what man 
so low as to love poor, deformed Otilie? Perhaps 
with your powers you can make this twisted body 
straight and my hideous face fair. If so, tell me 
what to do, 0  most Beautiful, and I will gladly

obey! But one thing do I ask—let there still be 
enough left of Otilie to remember how ugly she 
was, and know bow beautiful she has become! 
Lady—Lady Tekala! Help poor Otilie! Set free 
her soul, and take her warped body and twist«t to 
your own semblance! It would be the sole mercy I 
ever knew in all my dreary life, and it is mercy 
that I ask!”

Had Otilie struck Tekala the effect would have 
been the same! Tekala reeled and almost fell, but 
recovered her equilibrium and glided to Otilie. 
Long and earnestly the twp looked at each other— 
the ugliest woman I have ever seen, and the lovli- 
est woman the world has ever beheld—and what 
silent message passed between them I dare not 
even surmise. But obviously both were satisfied, 
for Tekala bent her regal head and kissed Otilie 
full on her mouth. Carman an d I, watching, saw 
a look of unearthly ecstasy transfigure Otilie’s 
features, and then the unbelievable happened!

Otilie swayed and fell, lying on her back, and 
Tskc.la, standing there, turned about facing us, 
gradually leaning back and little by little merging 
herself with the other form lying so still on the 
floor, until the transformation was accomplished 
and the two had become one! And we two, staring 
spellbound, incredulous, saw the poor, twisted 
body of Otilie straighten, the besom swell and 
heave, and the grotesque features slowly bloom 
into loveliness beyond all words!

Tekala arose from her recumbent position ana 
faced us in triumph, and truly if she had been 
beautiful before, now she was Beauty itself. She 
held out her exquisite arms to me—me, Henri 
d'Armond—and her voice that still spoke with 
Otilie s deep, rich, bell-like resonance, uttered the 
the words I'd hoped to hear, but had never believ
ed possible.

“Henri, mybeloved, I am yours, take me!”
In an instant my arms were about her, my lips 

claiming hers in insatiable hunger—my brain 
swaying, drunken with happiness, experiencing 
rapture unearthly—

There came a terrific crash“[ I saw a blaze of un
bearable brilliance filled with figures not of earth, 
and in their midst yet dominant, a great Face, 
calm, majestic, awful in its inexorable justice. And 
I knew, even in my stunned and bewildered con
dition, that I locked full into the sublime coun
tenance of Destiny itself, that power which is 
above all gods, and which I, a mere mortal, had,in 
my presumption, defied when I aided Tekala.

At the same moment I experienced an irresisti
ble force snatch her from my arms despite the 
fervor oi my embrace. I heard her voice, heart
broken, calling despairingly:

“Henri! Henri! Never again—” *
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My senses left me and I fell to the floor,, un
conscious .

HOW long I lay there I cannot say, but when fny 
senses re tu rned -^  could see nothing but a 
blaze of light. Of Leonard Carman there was no 
trace, nor of Telaka. »

Dimly I hgard a voice sayflfr in deep contralto, 
tones : “Mr. d ’Armond, are you alive ?"

“ Who speaks ?” I demanded shakily, and 
heard the welcome reply : “ I, Otilie.”

She helped me to my feet. My hand groped 
until I found hers. I heard her sobbing.

“Are you hurt I questioned stupidly, for 
I was still dazed.
• “ Not hurt,” she gasped. “But oh, that poor, 
dear, lovely lady, Telaka ! Her gods were 'not 
dead after all, even if Mr. Carman said they were 
—and they’ve taken their vengeance upon he,r— 
and me ! For-I am again Otilie, ugly as ever/and 
you—what have they done to you ?”

“ I—am blind," I replied shakily. “Nor do I 
ever expect to see again! Help me to a chair.’ 

Uttering little words of pity and sympathy,
3he complied, and as I felt her warm tenderness 
for me in my misfortune flow through me with* 
the touch of her hand, I said weakly:

“Otilie, I need you! Will you come and live 
with me and take care of a poor, blind fool !”-• 

“ I—I—am so ugly," she sobbed. “But if you 
need me—and can endure my presence—/es."

Otilie and I were married the next day. After 
all; I am rich as compared with her and can make

life a little more bearable for her in her unfor
tunate condition. It is purely an arrangement of 
convenience, yet she takes excellent care of me, 
forestalling rriy slightest wish. She at least is 
happy. Yesterday I heard her singing as she 
went about the house.

As for myself—I am Hind, as I said before 
'Ten years I have lived in darkness—tortured by 
memory, and blessed by memory.

Three months ago I saw a dull red light 
glowing in my everlasting gloom. Later it came 
again, growing stronger, At first J thought it was 
my sight returning, and I found out that I was 
wrong. Ultimately it became a crimson glory like 
incandescent blood. And I knew it for what it 
really was.

Within the swelling breast of the Old Stone 
WomaYi, deep in the ocean's eternal gloom there 
beats still {he great crimson crystal heaft. And 
imprisoned, undying, facing each other yet un
able Jo move, within the pulsating Heart of 
Atlantan areithe two beings I'loved, but who, 
in their arrogance, set at naught the awful fiat of 
Destiny—ancient priest and ancient priestess, 
whom Tekala recognized as Ixtlil of old, but yet 
the Carman. I knew who counselled Tekala to 
her fall, and the priestess Tekala, *vhom, for so 
brief a moment I held in my arms, and whose 
lips I pressed but once ere she was torn from me. 
And there, undying and unchanging, they wait, 
wait, wait un til Atlantan once more emerges 
from the depths. t

T

E N D U E  I N GY
By MAIS1E NELSON

She was the child of a rose'and flame,
A creature.with sloe-black eyes,

And a mad flame-soul in her white rose breast,
And a red mouth soft with sighs;

For she dreamed of the son of the Old Frost King, .
So beautiful, pale and chill; * . ' (

And she longed for the touch of his icy lips,
Though she knew that one kiss would kill.

Oh, the years have fled, and the rose is dead,
And the flame is an ash of grey,

- And the ermine cloak of the old Frost King 
Is tattered and torn away;

But a dream may live through a thousand years,
And our love was a dream begun 

When I was a child of a rose and flame 
And you werejjie Frost King’s son.
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Sea Born By EDMOND 
HAMILTON

Beneath the sea lie death and hqtror for 
humatffiiemgs—but Eric Leigh found 
love and a new life.

EVEN now, I can’t make up my 
mind about Eric Leigh. Was he just 
a deluded dreamer, and were those 
fantastic and incrediale experiences of 

which he told me no more than stff of 
dreams? Or was it all true? If it was, then 
this world holds mysteries and strange sur
vivals of which we modern men suspect nothing, 
and there are those upon this earth who are 
forever hidden from us yet who are close kin..

Six years ago, Eric Leigh and 1 were 
sixteen-year-old youngsters in a small south Flori
da coastal town. It was. on a hot summer morning, 
on one of the white coral beaches north of the little 
town, that I first touched the fringe of the mystery 
around Eric.”

We had been lounging in the sand, looking out 
across the blue sheet of the_ Atlantic as we talked. 
The sea was like molten turquoise, slapping gently 

•against the jagged coral shore, ruffled by the hot 
topic breeze 'and with screaming pelicans flapping 
low above it.

Finally I stood up and took off my shirt. .“ I in  
going in and cool off,” I s^id, “ Come on along 
Eric.”

A frown oame into Eric’s keen, dark face, and 
his black eyes looked greatly troubled.

“ You know I can’t, Frank,” he said, rather 
miserably. ^

“ Come on,” I repeated impatiently. Your 
father will never know the difference. Besides, 
what right has he got to forbid you swimming? 
What’s the matter with him, anyway?”

Eric looked unhappy. “ I suppose t i e ’s just 
afraid that I’ll get drowned or something. Anyway 
he made me promise him that I’d never go into the 
water.” • '

I told him disgustedly, “You’re the only fellow 
around here who’s never been swimming even 
once- AH the fellows around here think it queer 
that you never go in the water.

“ I’d like to go, Frank,” Eric said troubledly, 
looking out with yearning eyes at the rippling blue. 
Somehow, I’d like to swim more than anything in 
the world. But I promised----- ” .

“ Your father must be crhzy to make you promise 
that,” I grunted, untying my shoes. “ No wonder 
everyone in town thinks he’s a little queer.” "

It was true, too, that John Leigh was considered 
eccentric by everyone in Stockton. He was a thin, 
quiet man of fifty who had come here with his 
infant son years before, and had built a small cot
tage on a coral point north of town.- He had no 
business, but spent most of his time just sitting 
and staring out to sea.

He was always quiet and courteous, but you 
always got the feeling that he was not paying much 
attention to you but was thinking of something 
else Naturally, people thought him strange, and 
Eric, too, was considered a little queer, and was 
rather left out of things by his schoolmates. I was 
about the only real companion he had.

And even I felt disgusted with Eric this morning, 
and my irritation made me impatient with him.

“Your father will never know you have been in,” 
1 repeated. “You’ve got to learn to swim some
time."

Ijric shook his dark head unhappily. “ Father 
says not,” he told me. “ He says I musn’t ever go 
into the sea, as long as I live.”

“Why not,” I demanded. “ Did he ever give 
any reason?” ' 't

“No,” Eric admitted, “except that it would be 
bad, that something ten ible.might happed to me 
if I did.”

By this time I had ray clothes off and was starting 
toward the coral shore, beyond which was a fairly 
deep tidal lagoon. Then I turned around, with a 
sudden mischievous, inspiration.

“ Come as far as the edge, anyway, and watch 
me dive in,’’I suggested with assumed .innocence.

Eric came quite unsuspectingly to the edge of the 
coral. Beneath us fay the lagoon, which was several 
feet deep. You could look down and see the feath
ery, waving sea-fans and the round loggerhead 
sponges, and mullets swimming like streaks of 
light over the white sand bottom.

I waited until Eric was right beside me, pre
tending that I was getting set to dive. But when I* 
moved, instead of diving I suddenly grasped Eric
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by the shoulders and shoved him of} the coral It was Eric s father. He had come along the 
ledge. beach behind us without our hearing him.

“ Now swim!” 1 shouted with a laugh, as he John Leigh s gray eyes were dilated with 
splashed down into the clear depths. You’ve got to  something like terror and his thin, aging face 
swim now, Eric!” * was pallid with emotion as he looked at his drip-

For a morfient or two I stood there, shouting ping son. 
with laughter as 1 watched Eric floundering be- “You’ve been in the sea, Eric," he said ir an 
neath the surface. I knew he wasn’t.in any danger, accusing whisper, his eyes never leaving his 
for I could pull him out in a minute. son’s face. . .  t>

Then 1 saw him straighten out down there under Eric dropped his head guiltily. “ Yes, dad. I  
the water and begin to swim. He instinctively used didn t mean to break my promise, but Frank 
a queer stroke such as I had never seen, keeping pushed me in.”
his arms back along his sides and beating them Then Eric’s head came, up and the excited 
with a rapid flutter. He shot through the water elation throbbed in his dark eyes again. “ But 
down there like a rocket, twisting and turning Dad, listen—I found out something! , I found 
through the waving sea-fans with the>ease of a fish, out that I can breathe under water—that I can 

A "minute had passed and still Eric didn’t come breathe water just like a fish!”
# up. He was swimming alortfc down there, shooting “ H e’s just talking, Mister Leigh,” I put in 

this way and that, without showing the slightest hastily. “ He held his breath down there a long 
sign of distress. while, that’s all.”

“ Eric!” I yelled in sudden panic. “ Come up!” Its not—I breathed the water!” Eric repeated. 
He didn’t hear rfie, of course down there under “ And Dad, its beautiful down there, more than 

the water. He swam swiftly on, darting and -on the land!”
turning. I saw the flash of his white face and I expected John Leigh to get angry and fepri- 

, glimpsed his eyes blazing with excitement. mand Eric for this nonsense of his about breath- 
He had been down almost two minutes now! ing water. But he didn t.- He just stood, locking 

And he still was not making any effort to come at his son, with a queer, misery in his eyes, 
up, or showing distress. It was so uncanny that “ So it’s come,” he whispered, as though to 
my nerve broke. I dived in after.him. himself. “ I was afraid of it—I was always

I got hold of his shoulder and pulled him up to afraid—” _
the surface by main force, and dragged him onto Eric looked at his pallid-faced father in some 
the shore. , alarm. John Leigh seemed to get a grip on him-

“ You might have been drowned, you crazy self, 
fool,” I spluttered. “ How on earth did you hold “ Come along home with me, Eric,” he said 
your breath so long? ” unsteadily. “ I want to talk to you.”

“ I wasn’t holding my breath, Frank,” Eric He Stared back down along the beach. Eric, 
cried. “ I was breathing the water.” with a troubled glance at me, followed. .. ,

I stared dumfoundedly at him. Eric’s black I watched them go and I felt a little worried.
, eyes were still blazing with excitement, his I could see that John Leigh was badly upset by 

breast heaving. * the fact that Eric had been in the sea, and by his
“ Breathing Water?” I exclaimed. “You’re crazy claim that he could breathe the water. I 

crazy! Nobody can do that.” felt partly guilty, for having pushed Eric in.
“ /  can!” he declared. “ Why the water was

easier for me to breathe than air is—-I’d like to IT  WAS two days later before I saw Eric again. 
■Jiave stayed down there for hours.” “ Did your Dad punish you for having been in

His eyes flashed. “ Its wonderful down there the water?” I asked him.
—cool and green and beautiful. I felt as though Eric shook his head. “ No, he didn’t. He 
I were home somehow.” , jUst—told me something.”

“ You’re talking nonsense,’ I said shortly. “ Told you what?” I asked.
“ You may be able to hold your*breatb a little Eric said reluctantly, “ I can’t tell you, Frank,
longer than most people, but that’s all there is I ts ’something "Dad said I mustn’t  tell anyone 
to it. t else.”

Its not—1 11 show you that I can breathe the 1 looked at Eric more closely. Somehow, he’d 
water!” he declared. “ You watch!” changed since I had last seen him. There was

He poised to dive into the green waters again, something new and' vibrant about him, a flicker 
But then an exclamation from behind us made of continuous excitement in his eyes, 
us both spin round. I wondered what had-changed him, and what

“ Eric, what are you doing? it was his father had told him. But I did not find
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out, for from that time on I saw Eric very seldom.
He never came any more to my home, is  he 

had used to do very often. Nobody ever saw 
him in town, or anywhere else, and we supposed 
that for some reason he was staying close to 
his home. Yet when 1 went there looking for 
him, he wasn’t there ever. '

Several times in the next year or two, 1 thought,;. 
I saw Eric going in swimming, and went up 
along the beach to*join him. But when I got 
there I always found I had been mistaken, for he 
was not in sight anywhere in the water.

Thus in ,those next two years I lost contact 
with him. And when I went away to college, I 
saw him but once dr twice during summer vaca
tions. He hadn't gone to school, or done any
thing else, but was simply staying at home yet 
with his father. Nobody see#ned to know just 
how or where he did spend all his time.

When my graduation was over, and I came 
home to live with my family and work in my 
father’s office, I learned. that Eric’s father had 
been dead fof several months and that Eric 
himself had been missing for the same length of 
time.

RIGHT after John Leigh’s funeral, Eric had 
disappeared. No one had"seen him leaving town, 
and no one seemed to know where he could have 
gone. The little cottage was closed up.

I shook my head when I heard that, 1 had
• always known that Eric was a little queer some

how, and this queer disappearance was just like 
him.

Then, driving back home one night, I saw a 
light in the long-darkened Leigh cottage. I drove 
in there and went up to the little porch.

* Through the window I looked into the lamplit 
living-room.. Eric Leigh was in there, sitting at’ 
the table with his head buried in his hands. He 
wore nothing but black swimming shorts.

* When I knocked, he started up and came to 
the door quickly. He greeted me quietly.

“ Hello, Frank. It’s been a long time since I 
have seen you.”

“ Where have you been for all these months?”
I demanded.

Eric’s dark eyes seemed haunted as he looked 
past me to the open door, out over the dark sea 
that we could hear washing against the shore.

“ I’ve been—out there,” he whispered. “And 
I want to go back, and I can't—I can’t!”

“Out there,” I repeated. “You mean you’ve 
been to sea? ”

“ I’ve been out there in the sea,” Eric said 
somberly. “ Far out there with the sea-folk, 
whose blood is my blood. And I did wrong— 
arid now I’m back here an exile. ”

I looked at him narrowly. There was some
thing wild and haggard about his face that 
accorded with his wild words.

He laughed mirthlessly. “You always did 
fhink I was a little crazy, didn't you, Frank— 
because I told you that day when 1 discovered I 
could breathe water?”

“ I thought you had forgotten all about that 
old nonsense of yours,” I said uncomfortably.

“ It wasn’t nonsense, Frank,” he said quietly. 
“That day when you threw me into the watpr 
was the turning-point of my life. For that day I 
learned from my father who and what I was.”

I' had sunk into a chair. And now. as I stared 
at Eric, he began to speak slowly on. He wanted, 
he said, to tell me just what had happened to him, 
and how he had gone out to the sea-folk, and why 
he had had to come kick.

Eric had, he said, felt mingled excitement and 
anxiety as he followed his father back to the 
cottage that morning. He was excited and be
wildered by his newly-discovered ability to 
breathe the water. He had always longed to go 
into the sea, it had seemed to call and coax him, 
and now he had found out that he could liverand 
breathe beneath its surface.

But also he was anxious and disturbed by his 
father s strange emotion. When they reached the 
cottage, ans John Leigh sagged down into a chair 
he saw that his father s linea face was still gray, 
and that he looked very old as he gazed up at 
Eric.

“ Why,” he asked, “do you suppose that I have 
always forbidden you to go into the water?”

Eric frowned. “ I suppcse because you were 
afraid I would get drowneo. ”

John Leigh shook his gray head somberly. 
"No, Eric. Its because I didn’t want you to find 
out something about yourself, something that 
makes you different from-other men, even from 
myself.”

“ You-mean*—my being able to breathe the 
water? ’ Eric asked quickly, excitedly. “ You 
knew about that. Dad?”

The man nodded heavily. “Yes, I knew. Your 
lungs are not like ordinary human lungs, Eric. 
They can breathe air, but they are also supplied 
with auxiliary surfaces-of gill-tissue like that of 
aquatic animals which makes it possible for you 
to breathe water also, since that tissue is able to 
extract oxygen from the water.

“Your whole body differs from the normal 
human body in other ways. Besides the gill* 
tissue in your lungs, your body is differently 
muscled, and is internally braced to make it more 
impervious to great pressures such as the pres
sure in deep water. Your eyes are larger-pupilled 
more sensitive to light, than the average person s.
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Your whole body is partis designed to live under 
water, rather than in the air. ’

“ Then, Eric asked, staggered, “ I’m a sort of 
freak?” i j.

“ No,” his father said slowly. “ You inherited 
all those physical differences quite naturally,

* Eric.”
The boy stared uncordprehendingly. “ But 

you said I was different even from you—”
. John Leigh nodded. You didn’t inherit those 
strangenesses from me, Eric. I am an entirely 
normal, average man. You inherited them from 
your mother.

“ My mother?” the boy repeated bewilderedly 
“ But you always sSid my mother was a Spanish 
girl you met and married down in the West 
Indies."

“ I said that, but it was a-'Iie,” John Leigh told 
him. “ I hoped, you’d never find out the triith 
about yourself, Eric.' I wanted you to go through 
life never knowing, never suspecting that you 
were anything but an average man, for I thought 
you'd be happier so. But now—you’ve found 
out, and you must be told.”

John Leigh paused, and his grey eyes looked 
hauntedly into space, not seeing his son as he 
spoke. • -

“ It was. down in a village in Martinique, fif
teen years ago,” he said. “ That island is under 
French rule, and the people in the outland vil
lages are mostly a superstitious class of creoles 
and blacks who live by fishing.

“ I happened across one of these villages on 
a freighter cruise, and I liked it. I'd  been ordered 
to tak£ a vacation from business, for my health, 
and I thought it would be fun to settle down in 
that little sea-shore place for a year. The natives 
were friendly and made me welcome.

“ I fixed tip  a bungalow on the shore, outside 
the village. A fat, brown,-half-breed old woman 
named Mama Blois was cook and housekeeper 
for me. I had a little sailboat and the fishing was 
always good, and Tor the next few months I 
thoroughly enjoyed myself.

“ Then came one of the fall hurricanes. It 
sw ept down from,the northeast and pounded the 
island for two dhys. When it was over the 
villagers started to rebuild their huts and clear 
away the debris. And it was the morning after 
the storm died that I encountered something 
queer.

“ I was walking along the beach below my 
bungalow, looking at the flotsam that had washeck 
up. There, lying on the beach half covered by 
the tide, I saw a human body. I ran to it and 
found that it was a girl.

“ She was white—not pink-white, like myself, 
but a queer green-white. She had a great mass

of flowing black hair, and her only garment was 
a sort od tight-fitting little tunic of woven green 
fibres. And her face was very beautiful.

i

SHE wasn’t dead, for I could feel her heart 
beating slowly. I picked her up and carried her 
into the house, shouting for Mama Blois. But 
when my^fat old housekeeper came and saw me 
bending over the girl, whom I had placed upon- 
couch, she uttered a yell of terror.

“  ‘C’est une du peuple dot la mer.f she cried.
“ It’s one of the sea-folk!”
“ Sea-folk? What are you talking about ?” I 

demanded. „“ I found this girl on the beach, 
and she’s apparently half-drowned.”

“She drowned?" hissed the fearful old woman. 
“ No, no, M's ieu. The sea-folk cannot drown. 
They live out all their lives far beneath the 
ocean.”

“ And as Mama Blois babbled fearfully on, I 
learned that many of these natives believed firm
ly in tlie existence of the sea-folk, believed that 
there were men and women in the sea who lived 
there as we live bn land, and who were seldom 
seen by any person, and were counted bad luck 
to see at all.
“  ‘This one—she has been washed ashore by the, 
storm ,’ the old woman told me earnestly, cross
ing herself. ‘Best throw her back in, and quickly 
M ’sieu.'

“ I told her indignantly to take her super
stitions out of there, and not to bother me. And 
I started to revivdthis strange girl.

‘ ‘ I tried artificial respiration on her, to get out 
the water I supposed was in her lungs. To my 
surprise, there was no water in her lungs at all. 
And in examining her, 1 found out a queer thing. 
Her body, I could tell by that quick examination 
was not quite normal in very many ways—her 
whole breathing apparatus appeared to be dif
ferent.

“ In a few moments I thought to use stimu
lants. The, girl revived. She opened her dark ' 
eyes ans looked up at m i, bewildered. Then, as 
she looked wildly around, I noticed that she was 
gasping, panting for breath as though the air 
were too rarefied fqr her.

“ She spoke to me in a humming language I 
had never heard before. I tried to quiet her. But 
she continued tc plead with me, and meanwhile 
she was gasping for breath. I could not 
understand why she seemed in such agony.

“ She had struggled up from the couch. 
Through the window she saw the blue sea a few 
hundred feet from my cottage. At once, she 
stumbled past me, through the door, past Mama 
Blois who fled from her with a shriek of panic,
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toward the sea.
“ There was j  big lagoorl of calm water just 

below m /  bungalow. The girl plunged into that. 
Of course, I thought she was out of her head, ana 
I splashed out into the sea to save her.

Then, out there in the clare shallow water, I 
saw something stupefying. The gi,l Was floating 
under'the surface, and I could see she was breath
ing the water,'gulping it in and but of her lungs 
as though she were almost starved for lack of it.

"The sea-folk!” 1 exclaimed incredulously, 
as I stood theie looking at her. “ Good God, itfe- 
true, th e n !”

“ There could be no other explanation. Un
believable as "it seemed, this girl actually must be 
a memher of a race who dwelt under the water 
as we dwell in the air.

“ The girl seemed to regain some of her 
strength, under the water. She lookedjjp at me, 
and there was a look of shy, half-fearful trust in 
her face.

“ She stayed in the lagoon. - She was badly 
bruised and hurt, and for the next days she 
seemed to be regaining her strength. And I 
spent all my waking hours beside that lagoon', 
watching her and talking with her.

“Yes, talking with her. She had a language of 
her own, one quite strange to me, and gradually 
she taught it to me. But she could remain out of 
the water for only a short tume, not more than 
a quarter-hour. After breathing'air for longer 
than, that she would begin to pant and gasp in 
distress and would have to pliyige back beneath 
the surface.

‘ ‘ 1 learned from her that she was indeed of the 
sea-folk, that her home was with them far out in 
the Atlantic to the east. There her people, some 
hundreds of them, lived, avoiding the lands. 
She, who had wandered too far from them, had 
been caught by the hurricane and- blown upon 
the island

“ Strange things she told me of her people and 
their life beneath the waves, things that renjjnd- 
edme that there had injrast centuries been many 
legends of such a mer-folk who dwelt id ocean, 
Only a few believed those legends now—b ut I 
had proof of their trufh before my eyes.

“ Mama Bio is had fled in terror, and had car
ried word to the villagers that a girl of the peuple 
de la mer was at my place. The superstitious 
villagers shunned my whole neighbourhood like 

'a plague. They avoided me even on the few 
occasions when I had to go into the village for 
supplies.
" “ Three weeks had passed, and the girl still 
stayed in |h e  sea-near my house. She had com
pletely recovered her strength by then, so could 
have left. But she stayed. For she had come to

love me, as I had come to love her.

JOHN LEIGH’S thin face was white and strange 
his eyes haunted with memory as he looked past 
his dazed son. He seemed speaking, not to Eric 
but to himself. • *

‘ ‘Yes, I loved her, this strange girl of the sea- * 
folk, this girl of a branch of the human race long 
separated from our own race. Even though she 
was of a different world, even though she could 
remain in the air for only short intervals, we two 
loved and knew it.

“ We married, not with the rites of my own 
people, for that was impossible. It was with the 
rites of her people, of the sea-folk, a simple 
mutual declaration,

“ Strange marriage, that,—and stranger our 
life, in the months that followed. For she could 
stay with me on land, in the air, only for short 
periods. Then her gasping distress would drive 
her back to her watery world. And she would 
swim g it and disappear, and not come back to 
me again until the next night, for she feared to 
come out of the water by day.

“ It was a dream love,a dream-life, we shared, 
yet we were happy. No one came near us in 
those months, for the superstitious fear of the 
natives was unabated. I  never worried about the 
future—I was satisfied and happy.

“ But my sea-bride faded. I could see her 
strength slowly waning dk the months passed. 
Those periods she spent with/me in the air were 
deleterious to her health. And finally, she swam 
out one night as usual, and did not come back to ' 
me the next night, or the nejtt, or the next. I 
was almost crazy with fear for her, and there was 
nothing F could do.

“ Then, two weeks later, she came back to me 
for the last time. That night the full moon was 
over the water, and the sea was like a great lake 
of molten silver as I stood there on shore, peering 
out over the inoonlit, heaving ocean and hoping 
against hope. And then I saw her, swimming in 

.beneath the long silver waves and holding some
thing tightly in her arjps—a little sea-born baby, 
that could breathe the water as well as she could. 
It was her son.

“ She was dying—it had taken the last of her 
strength to bring me the infant. She died there 
on the shore, with the great silvered-moon waves 
breaking on us. I could not bury her in the earf h, 
for I knew she would not have wanted that. /9o 

'that same night I wrapped her body and watched 
the waves take it back out into the deep from 
which she had come to me,

“ You, Eric, our son, lived. Son of a man of 
earth, and a girl of ocean! And I found that your 
infant body, a hybrid of our earthly and watery
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races, possessed characteristics of both peoples. 
Your lungs and body were such that you could 
live either on land or in the sea. . '  •

“ I took you and left that island. For I had 
determined to .bring you up without ever letting 
you learn your own nature and inheritance.
I thought you would be happier so; And so I 
came to this little Florida town, to live; and I 
forbade you ever to go into the water, since I 
knew that once you did so, you would learn-that 
you- were a son of ocean. It .would have been 
wiser, 1 know, for me to have taken you far 
inland, But— I cotild not leave the sea. It 
seemed to hold me closer to the memory of your 
mother. ,

The deep, yearning eyes of John Leigh 
clung to the white face of his son, as he concluded^ 

“ But now you have learned the truth, Eric, 
and know how you differ from other men. 
You are, perhaps, the first man ever to descend 
ftom both the people of land and the hidden 
sea-folk whose existence is not even believed 
now by most land-men. '«

“ But you must never let anyone know of 
your descent, your inheritance, Eric. If men 
knew that you could live and breathe beneath 
the water, they would consider you a mere half
human freak, a creature alien and a little abhor
rent. They would never believe in the sea- 
folk, even if you told them. And so you must 
never tell them—you must never letjihem know 
about you.”

Eric Leigh’s brain was spinning from the 
astounding disclosure he had just heard. The 
hoy stood, dark eyes wide. ®

I—I won’t tell anyone, Father,” he said 
finally. “  B ut can’t I go into the water again, 
now that I know? ” His face lit up. “ You 
don’t know how beautiful and wonderful it is 
down there beneath the surface, Father ! So 
pooHsnd green and lovely—you wouldn’t keep 
me out of it altogether ? ”

John Leigh, looking at his sop’s wildly 
excited face, sighed heavily.

“ I know'how you feel, Eric. I t’s th® blood 
of the sea-folk in you, that calls you to the sea. 
And I shall not try to keep you from the water 
now. But you must not let anyone see you or 
learn about you. Promise me that.”
< “ I promise!” Eric cried, his eyes shiniiig.

SO BEGAN a new existence for thp boy. 
In the days and weeks that followed, he spent 
most of his time in the sea that washed so close 
to the secluded little Cottage.

Eric learned that indeed there was no limit 
to the time he could spend beneath the surface. 
His hybrid lungs and other organs seemed to

adjust.themselves instantly to the watery en
vironment*, and for hour after hour he would 
swim to and fro under the water, exploring^this 
new world so suddenly opened to him.

For it was a new world, and a strange o n e : 
a cool, green world of silence and shadowy 
beauty, over which the surface stretched like 
a quivering silver ceiling that let down the light 
of sun and moon and stars ; a world of en
chantment and beauty to  Eric Leigh, as he 
wandered through it enthralled.

Down there he would smoothly glide, be
tween tall strange forests of green and golden 
sea-fans and weeds that waved silently to and 
fro in the currents, like wind-stirred faery glades-. 
The shrimps and sea-horses floated by, and the 
schools of crazy, tumbling mullgt broke through 
the elfin forest like shooting streaks of light.

And Eric swam down to grottoes of purple 
coral, set about with dainty gardens of antler
like polyp branches and bright sea-anemones 
that slowly closed and unclosed. Here cralws 
the crab and star-fish like wise, slow elders of 
the ocean, and here the scarlet squirrel-fish and 
the brilliant angel-fish cometed through the 
waters, while overhead a great, green turtle 
swam ponderously by.

Many times Eric Leigh would lie in the 
sunlit shallows through the long hours of an 
afternoon, bathed ina golden-green translucence 
and warmth, rocked, by the currents into sooth
ing semi-sleep, carried like a dreaming child 
by-the soft, cradling tide. Or at night when 
dim milky phosphorescence lit the water, he 
would swim down through a strange world 
whose sky was the molten silver surface, and 
watch the glowing little shrimps and-sea-worm^ 
flojit past like watery fireflies, and see the 
glimmering jelly-fish that drifted like pale ghosts, 
or the ripples of milky light that spread from 
the soundless passage of a great fish.

But not always was the sea a haven of peace 
and silence, he found. There were times whfen 
storm whipped the waters, and the breakers 
raved roaring into shore, to batter and smash 
at the coral in white smoke of exploding foam. 
And Eric Leigh found it wildly thrilling to fight 
against those raging combers, to struggle and 
swim until he was about to be flung against the 
rocks, and then to dive hastily hack out into the 
safety of the calmer depths.

Eric tried to tell his fatheFof all these things, 
of the beauty and wonder he found down there 
Leigh would nod, half sadly.

“ I know, Eric. Your mother knew that 
world, and she, too, told me.”

“ I’d like to go out farther, to see more!” 
Eric cried. “ The sea is so big—twice as big
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as the land. I’d like to see it all.”
But John Leigh anxiously cautioned him. 

“ You must not go far, Eric. You must stay 
close to short.”

But more and more as the months and years 
went past, and his .strange, secret existence of 
which the world knew nothing went on, Eric 
felt the strong call of the outer ocean.

1 he roaring surge and swing of the great 
waves that* rolled in from across half the world 
seemed to deride him for clinging so close to 
shore They seemed to bring with therri a breath 
of the far-off outer seas, of the great deeps.

And another emotion: pulled Eric’s thoughts 
to the vastness of the outer sea. As he grew 
older, as die slow months crept into years, he 
was feeling more and m%re lonely,

He had no friends on the land, for he spent 
almost all his time in the sea and was copsiderea 
shy and half-wild and queer by the people of 
the near-by town. .And he had no companions 
in the long hours he spent in the water.

It was well enough to chase the schools of 
mullet merrily, to torment the crawling crabs, to 
startle the drowsing, huge sea-bass by suddenly 
grasping its tail. But these were not companion
ship, and his loneliness grew even greater.

When he was past seventeen he asked his 
father, “ Do you think that any of them still 
live?" .

John Leigh knew whom he meant. “  The 
sea-folk ? There must be still some of that 
hidden race, far out in the ocean.”

I d like to meet them,” Eric said hesitantly., 
“ They’d be like—myself.”

‘ No!” his father said alarmedlyt “You have 
Wood of the sea-folk in you but you are not one 
of them, Eric. You must not think that. You 
are a man of the land, as much as of the sea.”

But that thought would not leave Eric’s 
mind. His loneliness, the oppression of his 
solitude in the waters, grew sdways greater, and 
he dreamed more, and more -of what they might 
be like, those hidden sea people from whom his 
mother had come.

He did not again speak of them to his father, 
for he had seen the .brooding pain ori John 
Leigh’s, face, and he knew that the older man 
was growing ever more frail. But his nostalgia 
increased, month by month and year by year.

Then John Leigh died. He died in his 
sleep,at night, after sitting all -the previous 
day and looking out at the ocean. And after 
his first aching grief subsided a little, Eric 
felt his former loneliness a thousandfold in
creased, and could endure it no longer. So he 
resolved to seek out the sea-felk, for he dimly 
felt that only they could assuage the nostalgic

loneliness that haunted him.
HE WENT in the early dawa, closing the little 
cottage hastening down to the shore to 
plunge into the waters. He wore in the belt 
of his short trunks a long, keen knife, and that 
was his only equipment for the quest upon 
which he had started. •

He swam straight outward to the east, keeping 
only a few yards beneath the surface, and steering 
by the sun. All that day he swam, and the land 
faded from sight' behind him, and around him 
there was only the watery waste. But he did 
not feel lonely now, but glad and expectant.

Every hour he had to stop and rest, floating 
beneath.the surface, letting his tired muscles 
relax. And twice during thfe day he caught 
small fish and ate them as he had learned to do— 
stripping the clean, raw, white flesh from them 
for food. He needed no drink—it*was only 
when he was on shore that his water-nurtured 
body ever felt any sensation of thirst.

Eric slept that night, his body tightly curled 
up with h^id on knees, floating beneath the 
surface, rocked 4/>y the warm, soft currents, 
breathing the water gently. Twice during the 
night he was awakened.

Once it was by a tremor of the water that 
Snapped his super-keen senses into instant 
wakefulness, to find two white-bellied sharks 
cutting through the water toward him. In an 
instant, Eric had drawn his dagger and was 
ready for them. He had killed sharks and barra
cuda before this, for he could swim as swiftly 
as any of them and his knife gave him the ad
vantage. But these two, sensing his alertness, 
sheered away from him and were gone like evil 
ghosts.

The other time a tremor awakened him, it 
was to realization of a great, vibrating bulk 
passing nearby. He swam up td the surface 
and broke through' his head to see, on black 
waters beneath a heavily starred sky, a long 
liner with to w s  of blazing portholes and gaily 
lighted decks, forging northwest. It was a 
cruisesTup and the brassy din of dance music 
came across the water to him as he watched. 
But when it was gone he sank', back beneath' 
the water and, slept again.

When sunlight came down through the water 
to awaken him the next morning, his whole 
body felt stiff and sore from his previous day’s 
exertions. 'He swam for a time hunting small 
fish, and caught but one. After this meagre 
breakfast, he pushed on toward the east.

Eric knew there was but the vaguest basis 
for his quest in .this direction. He had but the 
story of his father to go by, that his mother had 
cqme from a people of the sea-folk who dwelt
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in the north-east. And he knew that in these, 
unfamiliar deeps over which he swam there 
must be monsters against whom' he would be 
helpless. Yet blind desire for companionship 
of his kind drove him on.

Six days in all, Eric sWam eastward into the 
empty sea, and his hope had begun slowly to die. 
He was far out in the tropical Atlantic by now, 
yet he had seen no sign of the sea-folk whom he 
sought. And discouragement, was chilling 
his eager fervor now.

Then on the seventh morning,, he had a 
dreadful awakening. He had been sleeping, 
curled up and floating beneath the surface, when 
his senses were aroused by the sensation of 
something approaching him, touching him.

He snapped into wakefulness—a moment too 
late. A cold, thick, rope-like tentacle was 
already tightening around his body, pinioning 
his arms to his ■sides. He thrashed frantically 

*in that icy grip, and by the dawnlight filtering 
down thYough the green waters he saw the horrid 
nature of his attacker.

It was a giant white squid, of a size such as 
he had never seen before. A great, palpitating 
white mass, with two "huge blank black eyes 
in a hideous parrot-lace, it had reached up with 
its two longest tentacles for forty feet to grasp 

' “'Eric.
The second tentacle was already tightening 

around him. Though, he struggled madly, he 
could not free his arms to reach the knife at his 
belt. Wildly kicking the water to resist, Eric 
felt himself being drawn down toward the 
enormous, staring eyes and wicked parrot beak 
of the monster.

Then through the water there came to his 
ears a low-pitched; thrumming cry.

Eric glimpsed a slender white form shooting 
down toward himself and his attacker from 
above. It was a girl, he glimpsed—a girl whcse 
dark eyes blazed with excitement in her white 
face, and in whose one hand was a long shell 
knife. , . . .

ERIC, even in that moment of appalling peril, 
felt a sudden wild throb of excitement at sight 
of her. This girl, he knew, was one of the sea- 

, folk, the people he sought.
■ She reached him, and her knife hacked at one 

of the great tentacles holding him. But the. 
toug, thick tentacle defied the shell jknife.

“ Get away!” Eric tried to cry to her as she 
■clung to him, as he was drawn down toward 
the monster.

The girl suddenly darted clear. Her arms 
and legs fluttered—she drove down thrflygh 
the water straight toward the hideous body of

the squid.
Eric glimpsed the knife plunged into the 

palpitating white mass, withdrawn and stabbed * 
again, this time into an eye.

Next moment, Eric felt himself hurled blindly 
through the water by a terrific convulsion of the 
monster. In its pain and alarm it had released 
him, and was backing down swiftly into the 
darkness of the lower depths, emitting a  cloud 
of inky black. '

Out of that cloud of roiling blackness, the 
slim white figure of the girl darted up through 
the waters toward him, as he rolled and spun 
from the impetus of the convulsive thrust.

She gripped his arm, and her lips moved 
swiftly as she peered urgently into his face. ‘

Eric heard her. Sound can be conducted by 
water better than by air. Her speech came to 
his ears as a low, modulated thrumming.

“ I don’t understand you,” he tried-to tell her.
But his words came forth as a meaningless 

blur of s'ound. He ‘{fid not know the trick of 
thrumming speech. .

The girl was staring into his face with astonish
ment on her features. It was clear to Eric 
that she was amazed to discover that he was a 
stranger.' -

The sun had risen and the bright light that 
came down through thirty feet of water to these 
two who poised floating and facing each other, 
showed Eric all the detail* of' the sea-girl’s 
appearance.
fitting tunic. From the belt of it she had drawn 
the long knife, which had been shaped from 
strong shell.,  X •

Her dark hair streamed back in the water 
in a floatingblack cloud. Her face was clear and 
youthful, and very human in its beauty except 
for the abnormally large and dark pupils of her 
eyes.

She touched him with a doubtful exploratory 
finger, as they poised together. A smile came 
on to her face.

“ Aana,” she said, touching her own breast as 
her lips pronounced the thrumming wal’d.

Eric understood. Aana—it was her name.
He tried to tell her his own name. But 

it was a long time before he could utter the sound 
he wanted.

“ Eric,” she finally repeated, smiling.
He was thrilling to a wild excitement. This 

girl—she was of the sea-folk, the people whence 
his mother had come, the folk whose bleed ran 

r in his own veins.
Aana 'turned in the water with a quick flirt 

of her body, and pointed eastward, and tugged 
at his hand. He understood, and when she 
swam away in that direction, he kept close
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beside her.
The girl kept a mere ten feet beneath the sur

face, her slim, smooth white body seeming to 
progress, through the green water with only 
the slightest of impetus from her arms and legs.

Eric swam eagerly beside her. For nearly 
an hour, they moved eastward. Then he saw 
that they had come to a great'shcal. The oozy 
bottom here was less than a hundred feet below 
the surface, and was covered by a forest of sub
marine pseudo-plants, great purple branches of 
coral towering up from glades of waving gor- 
gonias and anemones and polyps. c

Presently, Aana, with a glance at Eric, bent 
her head and sped down through the water in a 
long, descending slant. As he' followed her, 
he saw that ahead there rose from the brilliantly 
coloured sea-forest a high ledge of pale coral 
glimpsed dark, round apertures in the ledge.

Then Eric realized in amazement that what 
he saw ware the homes of the sea-folk. They 
had dug out small caves in the soft ocral or the 
ledge, and beside each cavity entrance lay a big 
coral block with which the aperture-could be 
closed.

In and out and above and around this weird 
little community of coral caves; he could see 
many-scores of the sea-folk swimming; men, 
and girls like Aana, and little children, swimming 
to and fro through the sunlit green waters,-or 
lounging iit little groups among the waving green 
glades of the bottom.

From Aana s lips came a thrumming call, as 
she and Eric sped down from the upper waters 
into the sea-village. ' ■ _

“ N(uun! ’ s
Eric saw the sea-folk look up, and then up 

'like shooting fish- darted dozens of them,, to 
cluster round the two.

They stared at Eric in excited wonder, as they 
swam back down on either side of him and the 
girl. Hdheard many thrumming questions, and 
heard Aana answering them.

The girl arrowed down with him into the water 
and stopped, in front of the ledge, a score of 
feet from the bottom. As he poised floating 
with her there, Eric looked around in wonder 
at. the crowd swimming excitedly about him.

These people were all a greenish white. 
The men were no larger than the women, all of 
them dark-haired and dark-eyed, their lithe 
bodies clad only in the woven grass tunics. All 
wore the shell knives, and some had also rude 
hatchets helved with stone.

Women swam with tiny, solemn-eyed sea- 
babies in their arms, and 3mall children curved 
and darted and rocketed through the throng of 
their elders in ever wilder excitement.

THROUGH the floating throng pushed a man 
before whom the others gave way. Eric sensed 
that he was older than the others—his hair was 
.unwhitened, but there was a massiveness and 
■maturity and wisdom in his face. '
“ Nuun!” the crowd hailed, this older man.

And to the side of Nuun, Aana swam swiftly, 
clinging to his arm and speaking rapidly, 
pointing to Eric.

Eric saw that Nuun was looking at him, the 
older man’s dark, wise eyes keenly inspecting 
him. Finally, Nuun spoke a  few words in his 
deep, thrumming voice. as

Aana’s face flashed brilliant with happiness. 
And a stir went through the whole crowd poised 
floating around Eric.

Eric sensed that he had been accepted by 
Nuun; as Aana clutched his wrist and spoke 
eagerly to him. Yet still he could not under
stand the rapid, humming speech.

Through the rest of that day, Aara tried to 
teach him. Floating in the sun-shot waters, 
above the ledge and the village of coral caves, 
she earnestly repeated words ever and over, 
pointing to objects or making gestures to explain 
her meaning.

Slowy, Eric learned how to reproduce the 
thrumming water-sounds by a quick vibration 
of his lips and tongue. The words used by the 
sfea-folk came awkwardly to him, yet he learned 
a few even that first day.

And the sea-folk all seemed eager to be friendly 
to him. They shared their food with him— 
white, raw flesh of fish, and pungent-tasting 
sea-snails, and tough green buds of certain of 
the pseudo-plants. \

When evening came, and the waters began 
to grow dark, the sea-folk began to retire down 
into the coralcaves, each family to its own. And 
Aana explained to him with signs and words 
that jt  was necessary for safety, since when the 
darkness claimed the upper watefs there came 
questing up to them strange, monstrous crea
tures of prey from the eternally sunless depths 
beyond the shoal.

Eric was taken into the small coral cave in 
which Nuun, who he learned was Aana’s father, 
and Choi, her lithe, smiling brother, lived with 
her. Choi rolled into place the big coral block 
that almost closed the entrance, anj. in the 
darkness they slept, floating and drifting gently 
in the water.

But fof long, Eric could not sleep. As 
his eyes become accustomed to the dark, he 
looked out through the crack of the entrance 
still open. And he saw big, shadowy black 
shapes, formless and mysterious,' slithering 

. through the dark sea-glades below the ledge,
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prowling silent, past the closed caves of the 
sleeping sea-folk. It made all seem strange and 
unearthly to him.

But the strangeness passed for Eric, in the 
days that followed. For rapidly he learned the 
speech of the sea-folk, add within a few days 
he was able to talk to Aana, and to Nuun and 
the others.

“ You are not o.f plir people here,” Nuiin told 
him. “  Yet I did not know that there were any 
of the sea-folk left besides ourselves.” / ,

Eric explained eagerly. “ My mother was of 
your people, Nuun, but my farther was of the 
land.” ®

It seemed to him that as he told them about 
himself, doubt came into the eyes cf Nuun, 
and even Aana, and that they looked at him 
differently when he had finished.

“ So you are half of the land,” Nuun said 
thoughtfully. “ Had I known that, we might 
Uot have welcomed you among us. For the 
land-men have always been the enemies of our 

•people.” » > *
“ But ‘I'm  not a land-mar.!” Eric pretested, 

“ And I am no enemy of your people— I came 
here, seeking you.”

Nunn still seemed doubtful. “  Land-men are 
strange and cruel,” he said. “  Yes, even theugh 
they themselves came long ago from among us of 
the sea.”

“ You mean that you sea-folk existed before 
there were men on land?” Eric asked.

“ Yes,” said Nuun. “  Our traditions tell us 
that man developed in the sea, not upon the land 
as the people there may think. Long ago, there 
were many mihons of us sea-folk in the world’s 
oceans, and there were no men on the savage 
land.

“ But some of our folk were trap'ped in an 
inland sea by a shaking of earth that closed its 
outlet to ocean. And as that sea dried and 
shrank, so tradition says, they were forced 
coseek food on shore as well as in  the water, 
though at first they could only stay out of water 
a very little time, like us, they gradually accus
tomed themselves to longer and longer periods 
in the air, until at last, after some generations, 
they were able to live entirely in the air, and lost 
the ability to live in the water.

. “ They were the progenitors of the land-men, 
who soomspread over 1 he continents. And these 
land-men did not lepk on us sea-folk as human 
like themselves, but as monsters of the sea whom 
they killed whenever they met them. So 
gradually we sea-folk were forced to leave the 
coasts! waters in which our home had always 
been, to retreat from the land-men into waters 
where they had not yet come.

‘ ‘Yet the numbers of the land-men so increased 
and they so spread over all the continents that 
in time no coastal waters anywhere were safe 
for us. We'had to flee farther, out into the vast 
oceans themselves. In the great deeps of the 
ocean, with their pressures and awful darkness, 
we could not live. And only here and there 
could we find hidden shoals like this one where 
it was possible for us to dwell.

“ So, for very long, we diminishing survivors 
of the sfea-folk have lived hidden in such secret 
shoals as this one, where there is no land near 
where the ships of the land-men seldom come. 
When they do come, we hide always from them, 
since we know that they are our enemies from of 
old." But our-numbers are so small now that 
we who dwell here in this shoal are the only sea- 
folk left in the ocean.”

And Nunn asked, “ Do the landsmen still 
remember us, or have they forgotten that we 
ever existed?”

“ They have not forgotten, completely,” Eric 
told him. • “  They still have legends of th£ sea- 
folk, of mermen and mermaids as they call 
them, but the legends are not now believed.”

“ That is well,” said Nunn thoughtfully. “ If 
they do not know we exist, they will not come 
and hunt us.”

But, he added troubledly, as he looked at Eric, 
“ I wish that you had not lancUblood in you. 
I fear that it will bring evil upon us.” •

“ It won’t!” Eric said earnestly. “  I love 
your people, as much as you do. I would 
not harm them .”

“ Yes, Father, Eric is one of us,” Aana said 
anxiously. “  Our blood is stronger in him than 
that of the land-men, for did he not leave the 
land to seek us out?”

“ That is so,” Nuun admitted. “.And I 
welcome him as one of us, despite hisdand- 
blcod.”

SO ERIC e n ife d  the sea-folk. And it seemed 
to him, as the slow days passed without count 
or sense of time, that among them he had found 
happiness for the first time in his life. 1

For he loved these shy and hidden people of 
ocean.’ And, with his own sea-blood throbbing 
strong in his veins, it seemed to him that their 
existence was the most beautiful in the world.

With Aana swimming hand in hand w i'h  him, 
he would drift idly through the waim green 
sunlit: waters cf these summer seas, for hour 
after dreamy hour. Or they1 would explore the 
submarine forests of the shoal, diving and arrow
ing through the solemn groves of endlessly 
waving, giant sea-fans, and tall trunks cf branch
ing purple coral like unearthly cacti, and over
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gardens of brilliant sea-anemones whose every 
petal was a tiny, colour-tipped tentacle blindly 
vibrating. *

And with Choi and Aana and the other sea- 
folk, Eric would chase the big fat food-fish, 
darting and twisting after them with their 
-woven grass nets reaching, a whirl of curving 
white bodies and brilliant fish spinning chaoti
cally in the translucent green gloom. And there 
were thrilling moments when an octopus or 
squid would be discovered creeping through 
the waving green groves below the coral cavfes, 
and would be attacked and dispatched.

In th.eir simple, child-like fashion, the sea- 
folk loved play. If a shoal of porpoises crossed 
the quivering quicksilver ceiling of the surface, 
half the young men aSd boys in the village would 
be shooting gleefully up after them, to choose 
the unwieldly but swift creatures.

And over and around the village of Coral 
caves constantly rushed the sea-children in wild 
flight and pursuit of each other. Whole hdes 
of them would rocket crazily upward, until 
tfiey broke clear from the.surface itself, hung for 
a dazzling moment in the unfamiliar air and sun
light above the heaving watery waste, and then 
smacked down again into the green depths to 
continue their crazy chase. The elders would 
vainly reprimand them for this, since to break 
surface was to chance being seen byiland-men 
whose ships might be passing. T

, Eric loved almost most of all the nights of 
full moon when the clear waters were so illu
minated that there was no danger of. the dark 
creatures of the deeps emerging, and the sea- 
folk did not need to retire to their coral caves. 
Then the waters became a black-and -silver world 
of magic, shimmering with mingled moonlight 
and phosphorescence, in which each swimming 
man or girl or child left a glimmering trail of 
light: Then those of the sea-foil*, who were 
lovers swam side by side through-’the silver 
silence, jeach couple apart from the others.
For there were love and lovers among these 
sea-folk, Eric found. They mated for life, in 
their simple, child-like way. And there was 
death among them, too, as he soorf learned. 
Twice within the few months following his' 
.joining them, one of the sea-folk met his end— 
once a man caught among shifting coral rocks, 
who had been crushed to death, and another a 
woman who one. night was seized and carried 
off by one of the formless monsters from the 
deeps.

Weeks slipped by for Eric without count or 
sense of time. Then one day he noticed in a 
corner of the coral cave, a glimmering green 
jewel.

He picked it up. It was a blazing emerald^ 
cut and polished and with its viridescent fire 
undimmed even here in.the green waters. .
- “ Where did it come from?” he asked wonder- 
mgly of the others.
, “ It is one of the precious stones of the land- 

men,” Nuun told him. “ Choi got it from one 
' of .their wrecked ships that lies in the deeps near 

this shoal.”
“ There are many more bright stones like that 

one there,” Choi told Eric. “ I saw then there, 
but I only brought this one back.”
/ “ But this one alone is worth a fortune!” Eric 

exclaimed. “ Alould you take me to that wreck, 
Choi?”

Before the young man could answer, old 
Nuun interveVied, with a frown on his face.

“ No,” he said. “ There is danger there— 
the pressures in those deeps are bad and the 
monsters from the lower abysses lurk there 
sometimes even in daytime.”

And he added thoughtfully to Eric, " I t  is 
your land blood that makes you want such things. 
We of the sea know better than to seek beauty 
in such things, when beauty is all around u^.’

Eric saw the disapproval of himself on Nuun’s 
face, and the distress in Aana’s eyes, and so he 
said nothing more.

But later, Choi took him aside, and the sea- 
youth told him with a grin : “ My father thinks 
too much of danger—he is old. I will take you 
down to that wreck, and we will say nothing to 
him of it.” ,

“ Can we go now?” Eric asked eagerly, and 
Choi nodded.

“Yes, but be sure you have your knife. You 
may need it.”

THE two slipped unnoticed out of the com
munity of the sea-folk, and Choi led the way 
eastward. They swam for several miles above 
the waving submarine forests of the shoal, and 
then came to the place where the shoal slanted 
down into the greater deeps.
- “ The wreck lies on a shel farf down this 
slope,” Choi tald Eric. “ We: cannot swim 
down into those depths without weight to carry 
us down.”

The sea-youth had brought cords of woven 
fibres. With these he tied to the waists of Eric 
and himself two blocks of heavy coral, tRat would 
weight them doen.

“ See that you keep close beside me,” Choi 
told him then. “  And if the pressure begins 
to distress you too miich, do not hesitate to ■ 
rise.” ■ »

Eric signed his understanding. And Choi 
dived downward and he followed, the two youths
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arrowing down in oblique descent above the 
descedning slope. Atjfirst, they fell rather than 
swam, from the weight of their blocks. But 
as they penetrated deeper* their fall slowed, and 
they must swin#also. -

The oozy slope dropped steadily back past 
Eric as he and his guide went deeper. Rapidly, 
the translucent green waters changed into a 
brilliant, radiant blue.

The blue darkened to purple. Still they 
swam ever deeper, down and down. Now 

\  there were different creatures in the water about 
- them than in the upper waters : long siphono- 

phores and pallid angler-fish and spider-crabs 
crawling amid the oozy pseudo-ptants. on the 
slope. t

Eric'A head began'to rin fromg the pressure, 
and he found it harder to breathe the water, 
even his body, with its inherited bracing agai 
water pressures, was affected by the compressipn 
at these depths. He began a little to regret this 
expedition.

Choi swam deeper, with vigorous strokes. He 
turned every few moments to look back, his 
face a half-visible white blur in the deepening 
darkness. Eric looked down and saw below a 
broad shelf that was several hundred feet wide 
and that jutted out horizontally from the slant 
of the great slope.

In dim, eternal dusk lay this shelf, covered 
by ooze of ages in which crabs and squid ( rawled 
am id monstrous-looking bunched anemones and 
sea-slugs that crowded the space between slimy 
rocks. Near the edge of this shelf lay the*rotting 
hull of a ship

Eric alighted with Choi on l^ie shelf, the 
weight of their coral blocks bringing them gently 
to rest in the ooze. They struggled through the 
slime toward the wreck.

Eric’s head was ringing more strongly from 
the pressure, and his voice was thick in  the 
water. -v

“ It’s an old Spanish galleon,” He tried to tell 
Choi, but the sea-youth did not understand.

“ The bright stones are here,” Choi said,- 
leading the way on to the rotting deck.

There was a hole in the deck. Eric followed 
Choi toward it. A little squid shot startledly 
out of it as they approached and lowered them
selves through the jagged aperture. ,■

They found themselves in the oozy after-cabin. 
Two white skeletons were here, caught between 
rotted timbers, their bony limbs swaying gently 
back and forth in the currents as they had done 
for centuries.

Choi was stoopipg over a corroded coffer. 
Even in-that darkriSts, there came a smothered 
blaze of light from the emeralds and rubies

inside it, as he opened it.
Eric scooped up a handful. It thrilled him to 

think that he held in his hand gems that had 
lain here on the sea-floor for centuries. He 
stood for a moment, turning them oVer and over 
admiringly in his hand. /

Then a wild, thrumming cry from Choi 
stabbed his ringing ears.-

“ Eric! Look o,ut!”
Eric whirled around in the dark water. Then 

he froze. A hideous, reptilian head was quest
ing down through the hole in the deck above
them ... '  *

I t  was the head of such a creature fis he had 
never seen before—a great white sea-snake 
from the depths,i-whose semi-phosphorescent 
body was more than a foot in thickness aiid 
seemed many yards long. The enormous eyes 
had a pale crimson glow in them as they peered 
down at the two petrified youths.

Then, like a flash of dull white light, the sea- 
snake struck down through the hole at Eric. 
But ChoT, his shell knife in his hand, leaped in 
the dame moment at the striking head, and the 
crature missed Eric.

Eric drew his knife and leaped in to  help Chol,- 
who was clinging to the mohster’s neck as its 
coils looped down into the dark cabin. And as 
he leaped,- Eric heard a horrible, thrumming cry 
of agony unutterable.

The mqfister had turned and had sunk its 
fangs into Choi’s side. Eric sprang madly upon 
it and stabbed furiously just behind the hideous 
head, with his blade. t

The sea-snake’s coils flexed in a wrild con
vulsion of recoiling motion. Eric was flung back 
against the rotting wall. He grabbed Choi 
and stashed loose the coral block tied to Kis waist, 
and then, with another sweep of his knife, cut 
loose his own weight.

Instantly he and Choi shot upward through 
the hole in the deck with terrific speed. Eric 
had a moment's sensation of nightmare rush up 
through the dark Waters and then blackness 
came over his senses.

When he recovered, he was floating in sunlit 
green water only a few yards under the surface. 
Choi floated, in the water nearby.

The sea-youth was dead. His body was 
hideously black and swollen, from the poison in 
the sea-snake’s fangs. ,

I “ Choi!” Eric cried wildly, and tried frantically 
to revive him, but it was useless.

In wild remqrse he cursed the jewels whose 
lure had made him take Choi to his death. Then, 
after a time, he swam back with the body toward 
the village.
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THE. sea-folk came gathering quickly around 
wheh they saw the dead youth. Their wails 
arose. And when Aana and Nuun appeared, 
the girl flung herself forward to her brother’s 
body in an agony of sorrow.

Nuun looked at his dead son. And then he 
looked at Eric.

- “ How came Choi to be bitten by one of the 
great snakes of the depths?” he asked.

Slowly Eric told him. And Nuun’s heavy 
face grew dark as he heard. .

“ Your land blood has brought rhy son to 
death,” he said accusingly. “  Yes, because you 
coveted the shining stones that all land-men 
covet, you have ended the life cf .Chol.”

Eric could not deny the bitter accusation. 
His own hefirt was torn with grief and guilt.

“ The fault is mine,” he said. “ 1 would not 
blame you for taking vengeance on me.”

“ We of the sea have nothing to do with ven
geance” Nuun told him. “ But you cannot 
stay any longer among us. You have show 
that you are of the land, not the sea. Go back 
then to the land.”

“ Not that!” Eric cried to him. “ Id  rather 
suffer any punishment than to leave.

“ He meant no wrong, Father, Aana pleaded. 
“ Do not exile him thus.
' “ fie is of the land, Nuun said heavily. 
“ Let him go back, and never return to the sea- 
folk. ‘ _ ' _

The others watched in solemn sikncej and 
Eric perceived that Nuun s will was not to be 
changed.

Stunned, he started to swim away. Aana 
swam after him, and clung to him for a moment.

“ Eric, I love you—I know you love me!”, 
she cried to him. “ If ever my father relents, 
as some day he may do, I shall come and tell 
so that you can come back to us. Tell me how 
I can find you.”

Eric told her, as best he could, his mind still 
overwhelmed by what had happened.

I shall be waiting,” he told her. “ I ’ll wait 
for ever, Aana.”

And so he left them. He was conscious of 
r.othirig but bitter sorrow, of a tearing grief, 
as he swam slowly westward i 1 the next days.

fie would almost have been glad had he 
fallen yictim to some sea-creatures in those days. 
But he had not. And so at last, he had come 
safely to shore by night, and had found the 
little cottage just as he had left it months before

THAT is the story that Eric Leigh told me. 
As b.e talked, he had been look^ig, not at me, 

.but through the open door of the cottage, at the 
sea that rged and tumbled, silver beneath the

moon. His eyes were dark and wide, his voice 
a s low, brooding whisper as he finished.

“That is all, Frank. I am back here oh the 
land now, an exile from my own people. But 
some day maybe Nuun will relent and Aana 
will ome. When she does, she will find me 
waiting.”

I said nothing. And when Eric looked at my 
face he must have realized what I thought of his 
story. '

“You don’t believe, Frank?”
I stirred uneasily in my chair. “ Well----- ”
“ It’s all right,” he said heavily. “ I could 

hardly expect anyone to believe. But it’s all 
true—it’s true.”

I cleared my throat. “ Eric, you always did 
have too much imagination. I don’t know 
whether you’re serious or not about this tale of 
yours. But if'you are, I’d say that a good 
psychoanalyst-----”

He smiled mirthfully. “ I could prove the 
whole thing to you fight now, Frank, by going 
out there into the water and staying under for 
an hour or so: That would convince you,- 
wouldn’t it?”

I told him hastily, “  I’d stay out of the sea 
if I were you, Eric.”

1 was thinking that this queer delusion he had, 
this belief that he could live and breathe under 
water might very well cause his death by drown
ing if he went into the water and tried it.

“ I won’t tell anyone this story, Eric,” I said, 
as I left him that nigh?. “ If I were you, I 
wouldnit repeat it t<5 anyone else.”

He smiled queerly. again. “  I won’t, Frank. 
And thanks for listening." ‘

I did not set Eric Leigh very often in the next 
few months. He almost never left the cottage, 
and I had not'-the time to look in on him very 
often.

Also, to tell the truth, I had not much inclina
tion, for it made me uncomfortable to be near 
him. * j

He and his father had always been considered 
queer, and it seemed quite evident to me that his 
swimming had so worked on Erie’s brooding, 
unstable mind that he had in unconscious com
pensation come to think cf himself as descended 
from a sea people. And it was obvious that by 
now he thoroughly believed in his own dream.

I tried once to clear up the matter by finding 
out just where Eric had really been during those 
months of his absence. But no one seemed to 
know that. At least, nobody had seen him 
leave town or return.

When I did stop to see him, Eric was always 
sitting on the shore near his cottage, looking out 
across the water, and he always seemed to have a
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queeriy intejit and listening expression on his 
face, f knew that he was thinking of his 
delusion, and I never felt dike stay ing longer 
with him.

The Cuban who had a house a little farther 
down the shore from Eric’s cottage told me that - 
he believed Eric spent every night out on the 
shore sitting and sleeping or watching. I asked 
him if he had seen Eric in swimming, but he 
hadn’t. I was glad of that, and began to have 
hopes that he might grow out of his delusion, 
in time. » ' .«•

But, almost a  year after he told me that 
strange story, the end came. It Carrie on a 
stormy spring night when the winds were howl
ing and the ocean/aging in all along the coast • 
battering witb big black waves whose hubbub 
of thunder was audible even on the highway.

AS I drove past Eric’s cottage on the road late 
thatkiigljt, a man ran out into my headlights and 
flagged me down. It was the Cuban, and he was 
badly excited. He told me that Eric had just 
drowned himself.

The Cuban told me what be knew, as 1 
hurried witb him to Eric’s cottage. He said 
that he had heard a queer cry oyer the roar of 
the waves, and had gone out on to his porch 
to see whence it came. And, looking north1 
along the short, he hackseen Eric Leigh standing 
there on the shore, where he had kept vigil so 
many days and nights.

He said that Eric seemed wildly excited, 
and was shouting out into the heaving Black sea. 
Eric had rushed into his cottage,, and in a few 
moments, had come out again, wearing only 
swimming-trunks and with a knife at his belt.

The Cuban had seen Eric fling himself right 
out into the* piling Black breakers. He never 
came up at all, the man added. He must have 
drowned instantly.

“ Crazee, he was!” the Cuban assured me 
as we hurried on to the cottage. “  All these 
time, he just sit and sit and watch, and than to
night he plunge in the sea like he’s in an awful 
hurry.” '

We reached the cottage, and I peered anxiously 
out across the dark, storm-driven rollers that 
were thundering up on to the shore and breaking 
with explosion of white foam that the howling 
wind flung into our faces.

I could not see the head of any swimmer 
out in those giant black waves, and, indeed, it 
required btit one glance to see that no *vitnmer

could live a minute in that sea. So we went into 
the lamplit cottage.

Eric’s discarded clothing lay on the floor. On 
the table was a wisp of paper on which was a 
hasty scrawl. I recognized my name at the top, 
and picked the paper up.

“frank, Aana has came,” read the scrawl. 
“She has just called— Nuun is dying and has 
relented, and 1 can return. I  am going hack with 
her— —”

Sadly I folded the paper. “ He thought be 
heard her," I said pityingly, to myself. “  He 
thought he heard her calling him from out there 
in the sea, and he went in answer. Poor devil.”

“  The cry—the first cry I heard-..did come
from out there in the water, ’ the Cuban told me.

1 turned, incredulous. “  You must be wrong. 
No boat or swimmer could have been out in 
that surf tonight.”

” 1 heard it,” he insisted stubbornly. “ I t s  a 
quefr kind of cry—kind of humming—yet 
speaking, too------”

I stood for a moment, a queers uspicion in my 
mind. But hastily I shrugged it aside.

“You just heard the humming of the wind out 
there,” I told him. "T hat must have been what 
poor Eric heard, too. Well, we can't start any 
search for his body until morning."

A thorough search was made in the next few 
days, at my direction. But we never found 
T rie’s body.

That fact, and the statement of the Cuban 
about the cry from out in the sea, bothered me a 
little. I tried to get him to admit he had been 
wrong, but he insisted that he had heard a long, 
thrumming cry from out in the waters, before 
Eric had leaped in.

I still think often about the thing. It seems 
quite obvious, of course, that Eric Leigh brooded 
over his strange delusion so long that he came 
finally to believe that his imagined sea-girl was 
calling him that stormy night, and that he forth
with plunged in and drowned-. It is the only 
reasonable explanation.

Yet, we are not always reasonable. There are 
times when I like to think that Eric's incredible 
tale may have been true, that it may not have 
been mere delusion that called to him from the 
waves that night, hut his Aana, come from far 
to summon hack the exile ; and that, instead of 
perishing, he swam out and out with her, and far 
and far—the son of ocean, the sea born, going 
back tp his. own at last.
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I think that I hate known before 
This crumbling vaulted corridor.
In some lost dawn*of ages' dead 
My sandals trod this-stony floor. ,

Surely the brazen censers spanned 
The alter ; music slow and grand 
Floated sublimely up the air ;
And on my hand there was a hand.

Through these high windows glowing red 
Surely a light was dimly shed 
Even as now, and as I stand 
So I stqod then with bowed head.

Dim shattered dream ! The light is here, 
'  The altar rising teir on tier,

The rubied windows robed in dust.
Even the chanting priests appear.

(

But on that dawn of ages lost 
There was a hand where noW is none, 
Where now a thinning shaft of sun 
Touches my-fingers like a ghost.
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